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COMMENTARY

Works cited in the commentary (with the exception
of plays and poems) are given full reference on first
occurrence only; to assist the reader, all works cited
more than once are included in the Bibliography. The
dates of plays are also given on first occurrence only.
As elsewhere, I use Q, to refer to the 1 638 Quarto edition
of The Dukes Mistris and Works for the Gifford and Dyce
edition (1833) of Shirley's plays and poems.

Dramatis Personae.

DIONISIO FARNESE] The Farnese family ruled Parma
from 154-3 for seven generations ,(E.H. Sugden, A

Topographical Dictionary [Manchester, London and New

York, 1 925] , p. 392) . First name suggests Dionysus,

god of fertility (who has power to make "feilds barren",
as at I.i.205) and wine (thus often associated with

licentious revelry). Q contracts "Duke" to Du. and Duk.
in speech prefixes (see Appendix d); the name Dionisio

appears five times in the play, Farnese once.

LEONTIO] See intro., p. I96, on the variant Leonato.

Q's speech prefix is Leo. Names with the stem Leo- are

common in the drama, and derive from L. leo, -onis (lion).
Such characters are generally of royal blood (since the
lion is king of beasts), and Leontio himself is the
Duke's heir (see IV.i.385). The variant Leonato means

"lion-born". Cf. Leonato (governor) in Ado (1598),
Leont^s (king) in Wint.(1610) and Leontius (noblemen)
in Fletcher, Cupid's Revenge (1 608) and The Humorous

Lieutenant (1619).

VALERIO, SILVIO] Variously contracted to Va./Val.
and Si.. / S i 1. in Q's speech prefixes. Both names are

associated with the "Innamorato" or young lover of the
("I

Commedia dell'Arte tradition; see K. Lea, Italian Popular
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Comedy (Oxford, 1934),II. 494-6. Silvio, indeed, is
associated with the pastoral genre in general (cf.
L. silva, wood). The names are both utilised by
Webster and Fletcher for gentlemen lovers; see Webster's
Duchess of Malfi (1614) and Appius and Virginia (1 624)»
and Fletcher, The Coxcomb (1 6 0 9) and Women Pleased (1 6 2 0 ) .

While Silvio remains a minor character in this play, the
connotations of the name uphold characterisation as a

gentlemanly courtier whose sympathy is drawn to the
rejected Duchess. Valerio is a much more significant
character, and Shirley may have in mind Itn. valente
(skilful, clever). However, Valerius was a common name,

belonging to a Roman clan.

ASCANIO] Variously contracted to A_s. and Asc. in
Q's speech prefixes. The name is associated with the

/ M
"Captain" of Commedia dell'Arte (K. Lea, Italian Popular

Comedy, II, 487), but no particular significance seems to
be attached.

STROZZl] Contracted to Str. in Q's speech prefixes.
The name possibly derives from Itn. s tr o z za (throat or

wind-pipe), although the part is minor and the only

implication is in Strozzi's role as an informer.

PALLANTE] Contracted to Pall. in Q's speech

prefixes. The name suggests Pallas (L. pallantius .

connected with Pallas), the goddess of war and protector
of the State (both of which relate to Pallante's role).

BENTIVOLIO] Contracted to Ben. in Q's speech prefixes.

Bentivoglio was the name of a powerful Bolognese family,
of whom two men were prominent in the early seventeenth

century. Marquis Enzo Bentivoglio, brother of Cardinal
Guido Bentivoglio (whose portrait was painted by Van Dyck) ,

was a founding member of Ferrara's Accademia degli Intrepidi,
and in 1627-8 organised wedding entertainments for the

marriage of the young Duke of Parma and Margherita de'
Medici; see D. Stevens, The Letters of Claudio Monteverdi

(London and Boston, 1980), pp. 348-52, and A.M. Nagler
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Theatre Festivals of the Medici (New Haven and London,

1964.), pp. 139-61. The association of the name with
the Parma revelry is the only fact that suggests a

relationship with the young lover Bentivolio. Shirley

may have chosen the name for its literal connotations,

e.g. 11n. benvolere, to love (cf. Benvolio in Rom. , 1 595 ,

and Malvolio in Tw.N., 1600; ti voglio bene, "I wish you

well". Bentivolio's trusting and generous nature is
condemned by the cynical Horatio (see II.i.12-13 and
III.i.7-9) .

HORATIO] Variously contracted to H£. and Hor. in Q's
speech prefixes. The name is used often in Renaissance

drama; Horatius was a Roman clan name.

EUPHEMIA] Variously contracted to Eu. or Eup. in Q's
speech prefixes. Connotes fair-speaking, of good repute

(from Gk. e"U. St.Euphemia, moreover, was a fourth

century martyr to whom several Italian churches were

dedicated. Jonson uses the name Euphemus, "a person

boni ominis, of a good character", in his masque Love's

Triumph Through Callipolis (1631 )• The name thus

immediately sets the Duchess in a favourable (and long-

suffering) light.

ARDELIA] Variously contracted to Ar. and Ard. in Q's

speech prefixes. Standard Italian name for the beloved

mistress, stemming from L. ardeo and Itn. ardere which
could mean both "to burn with love" or "to inflame with

love". This latter sense has most relevance to Ardelia's

position as catalyst and inspiration. The virtuous but

aloof mistresses of earlier sonnet cycles may also be
recalled (cf. Delia of Samuel Daniel and Idea of Michael

Drayton).

MACRINA] Variously contracted to Ma. and Mac. in Q's

speech prefixes. The name recalls St. Macrina, the fourth

century superior of a community of women ascetics. As the
servant of an impoverished mistress, Macrina's name is

apt (and cf. L. macer, meagre or poor); in her role in
the subplot, it is less relevant.
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AURELIA] Variously contracted to Au. and Aur. in Q's

speech prefixes. Aurelia was a common Roman name, and
it is unlikely that the name has significance (cf. L.

aurelia, chrysalis; and aureus, golden).

FIAMETTA] Contracted to Fia. in Q's speech prefixes.
Derives from Itn. "little flame" and, figuratively, a term
of endearment, as used by Boccaccio for his mistress,
Maria d'Aquino, and as the title of his early novel.
The name is both apt and an added source of laughter with

regard to her role as Horatio's deformed sweetheart. The
name is also associated with the maid-servant of the

Commedia dell'Arte (see K.^ Lea, Italian Popular Comedy, II,
Appendix E), who was often a middle-aged figure of coarse

comedy and played at least sometimes by a male actor

(A. Nicoll, The World of Harlequin [Cambridge, 1963],
p. 96). Fiametta's attributes are thus very similar to
those of the commedia tradition; it is quite likely that
the part was played by an adult male actor, who could

capitalise on his size and rugged appearance to enhance
Fiametta's "ugliness" and the farce of the subplot.

SCOLOPENDRA] Contracted to Sco. in Q's speech

prefixes. Literally, a centipede. The name has the

general connotation of monstrosity. Cf. Spenser, The
Faerie Queene, II.xii.23.1-8 : "Most ugly shapes, and
horrible aspects...All dreadful pourtraicts of deformitee...

Bright Scolopendraes, arm'd with silver scales "; and see

P.A. Robin, Animal Lore in English Literature (London,

1932), pp. 120-2. Both Shirley and Davenant apply the
word derogatively to women (see OED), as in The Gamester

( 1 633) » II.ii (W£r k _s III, 213): "call your mistress,
you scolopendra." Cf. Thomas Deloney, Jack of Newbury (1619)
in The Novels, ed. M.E. Lawliss (Bloomington, 1961 ) , p. 25:
"thinke that women are...like the fish Scolopendra, that

cannot be touched without danger."

PARMA] Duchy in N. Italy. Q gives no locale, but
there is later reference to both Pavia and Parma (II.i.101 ,
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104, III.i.79 and V.ii.78). Pavia (a city in the Duchy of

Milan) is probably an early uncorrected designation; the
Duke is specifically referred to as "Farnese" (the family
that ruled Parma). A similar confusion of designation
occurs in The Bird in a Cage ( 1 633 ), where the error

"Ferrara" for "Florence" is corrected in an errata

sheet (see Senescu, ed., pp. 92-3). The setting

appears to have no specific significance in the play
other than as part of Italy, a country commonly associated
with licentiousness, papism and Machiavellian politics by

Englishmen of the period. Parma is also the scene of
The Sisters (164-2), the anonymous Fatal Marriage (date
unknown) and another Phoenix play, Ford's 1Tis Pity She 1s
a Whore (1632).

Prologue

T"E PROLOGUE.] The prologue text is set in italics
in Q, with the exception of the headline ("The Prologue.").
Two topics are evident: the variety of audience tastes and
the dismissal of satire and bawdy. Both stem from earlier
conventions. Satire of audience tastes and aesthetic

judgment belongs to a convention deriving from Terence;
see W. Beare, The Roman Stage, 2nd edn. (London, 1955),

pp. 85-6. Dramatists of the early seventeenth century
tended to divide their audience into "ignorant multitude"
and "understanding auditory", but the prologue and epilogue
of HJ3 (1613) show division of interests at a general level:
"Some come to take their ease / And sleep an act or two...

others, to hear the city / Abus'd extremely." By the
Caroline period, division by aesthetic interests (eg. the

story, plot, wit, lines, that Shirley mentions) indicates
the increasing sophistication of play audiences. Cf.

Ford, The Broken Heart (1629), epil.: "Let some say This
was flat; Some here the Sceane / Fell from its height;

Another, that the mean / Was ill observ'd, in such a growing

passion, / As it transcended either state or fashion."
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For discussion of the relationship of Caroline dramatist
and audience, see M. Neill, "'Wit's Most Accomplished
Senate'" in SEL , 1 8 ( 1 978), 34-1-60.

The dismissal of satire and bawdy may be seen as a

response to attacks on the drama for instigating and

condoning licentiousness and other vices by displaying them

sensually. Moreover, censorship carried out by the Master
of the Revels focused on profane language and satire of
well-known individuals; Shirley had earlier been forced
to make revisions of The Ball (1 632) for this very fault.
Cf. Fletcher, The Woman Hater (1606), prol.: "If there
be any amongst you, that come to heare lascivious Scenes,
let them depart:...or if there bee any lurking amongst you

in corners, with Table bookes, who have some hope to find
fit matter to feede his mallice on, let them claspe them

up, and slink away"; and Ford, The Broken Heart, prol.:
"The title lends no expectation here / Of apish laughter,
or of some lame jeer / At place or persons; no pretended
clause / Of jests fit for a brothel."

1 various] varied.

pallates] I.e., "tastes"; the comparison of
play to feast is continued through the prologue. The

metaphor is common in the Renaissance: plays are seen as

entertainments that feast the senses with sound and spectacle,
as well as "food for thought". The prologue of Jonson's
The New Inn (1 629) draws out the metaphor at length. Cf.
also St.Patrick (1639), prol.: "your pallats are /
Various;...We can but serve up what our Poets dresse";

Fletcher, The Coxcomb . prol.: "the ignorant multitude, /
(That relish grosse food better then a dish, / That's cook'd
with care, and serv'd into the wish, / Of curious pallats)";
and Thomas Heywood, An Apology for Actors (1612), Book III:

"playing is an ornament to the city...but some will say

this dish might be well spared out of the banquet. "

3 nere] never (ne'er); "e'er" is also consistently
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found in this form ("ere") and should be distinguished from
the homonym meaning "before" by context.

square] conforming to proper (aesthetic) principles,

regular (see OED square v.II.4» squareness 2). Cf. the satire
of Changes (1632), IV.ii (Works II, 339), where the foolish

Caperwit demands a masque, not a mere play, because "a
scene / Express'! with life of art, and squared to nature, /
Is dull and phlegmatic poetry". May pun on the phrase

"square play" (honest dealing).

apted] adapted (OED v. 1a).

3-4• Lawes Of poesy] I.e., the Unities of time, place
and action, and the concept of decorum of character and

genre as formulated by Renaissance theorists commenting on

classical literature and treatises such as Aristotle's

Poetics and Horace's Ars Poetica. See, for example, Lodovico

CasteIvetro, "On Aristotle's Poetics" (selections) in

Bernard Dukore, ed., Dramatic The or.y and Criticism (New York,

1974). pp. 14-3-9. While such "laws" were well known by the
seventeenth century, dramatists were quite prepared to

disregard them. Even Jonson, much influenced by neoclassical

principles, never advocated strict adherence to them: "I
see not then, but we should enjoy the same licence, or

free power, to illustrate and heighten our invention as

[ the ancients] did; and not bee tyed to those strict
and regular formes, which the nicenesse of a few (who are

nothing but forme) would thrust upon us" (Every Man Out of
His Humour, 1 5 9 9 > Induction, 266- 70).

5 This] I.e., this person; the noun is understood

in the following demonstratives also.

cunning] ingenious (OED 2b).

story ... plot] Apparently distinguishing between
two types of narrative, the loosely structured romance form

(such as that of Wint.) and the tightly-knit intrigue plot

(such as Jonson's Volpone, 1 6 0 6 , and The Alchemist, 1610).
Cf. Georges de Scudery, "Observations on Le Cid" (1637), who
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argues that comedy "must spin an intrigue that keeps us

constantly in suspense without distinguishing until the end...

[But in Le Cid -J there is no variety, no plot, no complication.
The least visionary spectator...foresees the end of this

story as soon as it begins" (in Dukore, ed., Dramatic

Theory and Criticism, p. 212).

6 lines] I.e., poetic lines. Cf. Massinger's
commendatory verse on The Grateful Servant (1629): "there's
no line of weight, / And poesy itself shewn at the height. "

7 looking ...wayes] variation in interests. Cf.
The Cardinal (164-1), III.ii.199: "our acts look'd severall

waies. " Perhaps the expression connotes Janus, the two

(or four) headed Roman god associated with doubt (as in

Spenser, Faerie Queene, IV.x.12: "His name was Doubt,
that had a double face... Therein resembling Janus auncient").
Cf. also The Ball, Il.iii (Works III, 28): "my husband
shall be a Janus, / He cannot look too many ways" (here,
in sense of having various economic interests).

8 generall] majority of, usual (OED A.4).

guests] I.e., "auditors"; links with the idea of
the play as feast (of entertainment and spectacle). Cf.

Fletcher, A Wife for a Month (1624), pro1. : "would our

Feast / Were so well season'd, to please every Guest."
The term does not suppose non-paying visitors, although

Shirley may have the court performance in mind, when
auditors were guests of the King.

9 Meet...straines] agree in valuing two

particular elements.

9-10 straines...wantonnes:] The punctuation of.Q

possibly results from compositorial error of anticipation.
"Satire, and wantonnes" identify the two "straines" in

apposition; they are not the objects of the verb "please"
as Q's punctuation suggests.

11 dressing] outward ornamentation, trimming (OED 4).
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The dressing of food, rather than of apparel, is connoted,

expanding the image of "various pallates".

12 .move] provoke.

here] Emended for clarity; Q's reading appears to
be error rather than an isolated spelling variant.

13 hath...of] is not guilty of having (OED guilt 4).

scenes] Gifford's emendation is plausible,

particularly since it rhymes more closely with "meanes" in
the concluding line of the couplet. Moreover, "scenes"
and "friends" are paleographically similar: "fr" may be
confused easily with "-fc" and "ds" with "es" if ms. "e"
is elaborately written. In the Poems of the Rawlinson

Manuscript (Scolar Press Facsimile, Menston, 1970), Shirley

generally elaborates the letter "e" in final position alone
(eg. "choyce" and "voyce", p. 69) - a habit that presumably
lies behind Q's printing of "disarm'd" for "disarme" and
"w'ed" for "w'ee" at V.iii.97 and 116. There is, however,

a single instance where he elaborates a non-final "e"

(significantly prior to plural "s") in "thinges" (p. 69).

14 For] as for.

15 apply] I.e., give specific reference to general
satiric scheme; perhaps also connotes figurative application
of satire as remedy to cure folly (OED 3).

16 generall] "universal" as opposed to "particular"

(OED A.1; cf. i. 8 above).

note the men] points at individual men. Q's

reading ("not") leaves the conditional clause incomplete
and without emendation would suggest ellipsis.

18 purge] Sc., of errors. The concept of the

purgative effects of tragedy and satire was often used to
defend poesy in the Renaissance. See, for example, Sir

Philip Sidney's Defense of Poesie (1 5 8 3) , The Complete

Works, ed. A. Feuillerat, III (Cambridge, 1923)» 20-5.
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19 fears of Satire] Shirley wanders here from the
pleasure of satire (11. 9-10), sc., the delight of the

"generall guests" in seeing folly exposed (laughter at
others' expense), to the fear and displeasure of the
individual who feels himself to be the satiric butt.

20 disadvantages^] I.e., loss of the two "straines"
that arouse most interest. I retain Q's absence of

punctuation; Gifford's emendation makes "you" the object of
"bow", which is probably correct. However, the alternate

reading (emphasising disadvantages to "you" the audience
as opposed to "us" the actors) is possible, placing ironic

emphasis on the audience's lack of taste.

21 two] The "two straines" of satire and wantonness

previously discussed.

tane] taken (ta'en).

23 but two howers] I.e., "for just two hours"

(commonly given as an approximate performance time). The

conjunction "but" had variable meaning in the Renaissance,
from "except" to "only" (see Abbott, §118-30); I annotate
where ambiguous.

Act I, Scene i

ACT I.] Q is regularly divided into acts in the style
Actus Primus ... Finis Actus Primi. There is no division

by scene .

I.i. A Part of the Palace.] Gifford's setting; no

specific location can be drawn from the text (here and with
all stage directions I do not reproduce editorial brackets
in the lemma). There is no further scene division made in

this Act since the stage is never cleared completely of

actors, despite frequent changes.

1-4- Wee . . . Sun-beames ] The actors are here given
the opportunity to identify the newly calm "Court." with the

audience, and thus invite them to share in the mood of
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merry expectation.

1 like] likely (OED A.9).

brave] fine, splendid.

jolly] lively, mirthful (OED 1).

on't] of, about it (on it). See Abbott, §181.

2 looks...be] Confusion of constructions, i.e.,
"the court looks now as it should do" and "the court is now

as it should be".

2-4- af ter . . . Sun-beame s ] Renaissance meteorology
depicted a cyclical movement of weather; vapours were drawn

up into the atmosphere by the sun's heat, condensed into
clouds and then into rain and heavier storms, which finally
cleared the atmosphere (see 11. 5-12) and gave way to the
sun (see S. Heninger, A Handbook of Renaissance Meteorology

[Durham, N. Carolina, 1960], pp. 47-9).

4 wher's] where's.

5 as...stands] as the situation stands at present.

6 eclips'd] obscured. The term is used frequently
in the period to denote figurative waning or absence of

"light" or status. The cause of eclipse was known in the
Renaissance (see Heninger, p. 145) and the implication is
that Euphemia's "glory" is indeed obscured (i.e., by Ardelia ,

the new "star" at court). The association of Euphemia with
the sun is continued (with mixed metaphor) in "she's i'th west".
The notion of the earth as an obscuring body may link the
two aspects; Holland's translation of Pliny, Natural History,
ed. Wernerian Club (London, 1847-8), in a section on

eclipses, reads: "Neither is the Night any Thing else but
the Shade of the Earth" (I, 45).

12 humor] In Renaissance psychology, mental
conditions were created by the balance or imbalance of the
four chief fluids or "cardinal humours" in the body (i.e.,
blood, phlegm, choler and melancholy) as specified in
ancient and medieval physiology. By the seventeenth
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or inclinations which had no apparent cause (ridiculed by
Jonson as mere affectation in the Induction to Every Man

Out of his Humour) . Here the term has the latter sense,

i.e., "whim" or "fancy" (OED 6), while also implying that
the Duke's behaviour springs from an imbalance of the four
humour s ( OED 4) .

13 wise-men] Both 1) men of learning and good

.judgment (OED 1) and 2) Councillors of State (OED 2c).
C f . The Young Admiral ( 1 6 3 3 ) , I.i.14-2-3: "wise-men
disguise their counsels / Till things are ripe. "

14 liberty] Of. The Traitor (1631), H,ii.33-53,
where Cosmo argues that inconstancy in love follows the law
of nature: "read / The book of nature through, and we shall
find / Nothing doth still the same...why then / Should our

desires ... not share their natural liberty. "

15 matter] material, pretext.

dutifull imitation] Ironic application of the
long-held ideaofthe sovereign as model for his subjects; cf.
Sir John Elyot, Image of Governance (1541), viii: "the

princis palaice is lyke a common fountayne or sprynge to
his citie or country, wherby the people by the cleannes
thereof longe preserved in honestie, or by the impurenes
thereof, are with sundry vyces corrupted" and the derivative

speech in Webster, The Duchess of Malfi, I.i.5-22, and also

his The White Devil (1612), I.ii.279-81: "The lives of

princes should like dyals move, / Whose regular example
is so strong, / They make the times by them go right, or

wrong."

16 she was] Euphemia may still be the Duchess

technically, but Q's tense heightens the sense of her

rejection; Gifford's contraction was probably made to
achieve metrical regularity.

What then?] so what?
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17 flowing sweetnes] Abounds in positive
associations. Eloquence or the "flowing style" of speech and

flowing or graceful deportment were much admired; cf.
The Lady of Pleasure (1635), IV.ii.5-29: "it is not / The

cut of your apparrell makes a gallant, / But the geometricall
wearing of your clothes"; Fletcher, The Maid's Tragedy (1610),
IV.i.20-3: "thou art.../ a Lady of a sweete complexion, / And
such a flowing carriage, that it cannot / Chuse but inflame
a kingdome." Loose and flowing garments had replaced the
stiff farthingale with the influence of Henrietta Maria and
French fashion; see The Humorous Courtier (1631), II.ii.266n.,
and I. Brooke, English Costume of the Seventeenth Century,

2nd edn. (London, 1 9 5 8 ) , pp. 26-4-1. In this instance,

"flowing" also connotes "abundant" or "overflowing" (OED
ppl.a.6), and the phrase as a whole is perhaps metaphorical
for "honey"; cf. The Politician ( 1 6 39 ), 111 • i i ♦ 3 5 , where wine
is called "flowing virtue". This further associates

Euphemia with the Biblical land flowing with milk and honey;
OED cites Wycliffe, Exodus , 3.8 (flow v. 1 4-) • Shirley
uses the same phrase in The Grateful Servant, I.i. (Works II,
12) to describe Cleona.

18 want] lack (usual usage; recurs in the play).

18-20 how...temper _] The sentence tapers off into
an interruption by Valerio; a general expression such as

"I know not" is implied.

20-33 Take heede...head on] See intro., p.

24- my owne case] Signals the following exhibition of
casuistry (11. 25-4-4.); Valerio puts forward a "case of
conscience" which inverts the traditional associations of

conscience with moral responsibility to God and King (see,
for example, B. Castiglione, The Courtier, tr. Sir Thomas

Hoby and intr. J.H. Whitfield [London, 1974] , P- 261) and
relates the health of the State to the unlimited conscience

in both private and public spheres. His argument is both
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witty and ironic. By utilising the idea of the "unlimited
conscience" to support marital infidelity (against all
ecclesiastical and ethical opinion), Shirley is thus

presenting a satire of divine right and unlimited power

(see intro., pp.VV5?) .

25 that reason] Proleptic reference to the

following clause.

cause] because.

25-6 1 hold... limited ] Deliberately ambiguous.
Valerio argues that his conscience (or moral judgment^,
the law of reason or nature that Hooker saw as the basis

of human law and subject to it because of man's Fall;
see Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, 1.10, in The

Works, I, ed. G. Edelen, [Cambridge, Mass., and London,

1977]) should be outside the human limitations of Law.
However, his real wish is obviously to evade all moral

responsibility that marriage, as an institution, would

require of him. Cf. The Brothers (164.1), Ill.i (Works
233): "is 't fit a freeborn gentleman should be

chain'd / Tenant for life to one?"

27 private] I.e., not holding a public or State
position.

29 soule of all] Reflects the Caroline conceit which
saw the King as not only the head of the body politic but
also the informing soul of the commonwealth, an analogy to
be found in many of the masques and poems of the period.
See intro ., pp . 15-lt. Cf. Tit. (1 591) , I.i.378: "Dear
father, soul and substance of us all" and The Imposture

(I64.O), I. j (Works V, 184-): "when Princes break faith, religion
must dissolve." In the play's Italian setting, the Duke,

being in full command of the Duchy, is treated as a sovereign.

30 wast] waste.

33 happy] fortunate.

34- thought] I.e., "a thought"; this appears to be
the substantive, not a past participle.
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37 How?] how so? (often used where we would now

expect "what").

38 affect] Probably double entendre: 1) fancy or

love; and 2) seek to obtain (OED v .1 and 2).

39-4-0 they. . . curte s ie ] I.e., the husbands would
place themselves In a favourable position for advancement

by presenting their wives to this "Duke" as mistresses.

4.1 Hornes] Sc., of a cuckold.

4-2 gamesome] playful (in an amorous sense); also
implies ready for the (sexual) game.

4-2-3 the husbands... ever ] From the phrase "a made
man", i.e., one whose future and fortune is assured (OED

ppl.a.7). Cf. Marlowe, Dr Faustus (1 592 ), IV. iv . 1 4.7 6-7 :

"Now am I a made man for ever" and Fletcher, The Coxcomb,

III.ii.61: "I am made for ever."

4-3 a great one] Elliptical ("made a great one"),
with double entendre: "great in court favour" and "great with
child".

4-4- Hornes ... all ] Gifford's addition of the auxiliary
to impose metrical regularity transforms the verb "excuse"
to a noun; his reading weakens the emphatic stress of "Hornes"
and loses the rich ambiguity present. The phrase, like
Valerio's former speech, is ironic. It may imply both that
"horns" (i.e., being cuckolded) excuse the husband from all

obligations and duties to his wife, including her maintenance
and impregnation (cf. Middleton, A Chaste Maid in Cheapside,

l6ll, where Allwit lives lazily and in luxury thanks to
his wife's lover; and Ford, The Broken Heart, 11. i . 3 4-'

"Promotion justifies the shame [of the court cuckold],
and sues for't") and that the lover himself is excused
from care and responsibility (in relation to his mistress1

pregnancy) because the cuckolded husband will "cover" as

the father.

mind] opinion. Cf. Gent. (1593), III.i.282:
"your old vice still".

45 constitution] Double entendre : "laws of the State"
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and "physical and mental disposition" (OED 3.5).

45.1 Leon-tip 3 See intro., p. nfc, for discussion
of the variant Leonato.

4-6 His ... discontent J Valerio clearly gestures here
to Leontio, who has entered without noting their presence.

The otherwise unmarked change of subject may show Shirley

attempting to make the action natural; just as he and other
dramatists such as Massinger liked to bring in characters
as if in the middle of conversation, here the new character

is discussed before his name is given when they call to
him.

sore] Suggesting a seeping and ulcerous kind of
pain which eats away at his content, rather than a clean
wound. Cf. The Maid's Revenge (1626) t IV.ii, p. 56: "such
sores as these must / Have a desperate cure.

4-7 Cloudy] Continues the metaphoric associations
of microcosm (man) and macrocosm (the heavens and elements)
seen at I.i.2-7. The links were made not only by poets
but also by men of science in the period. Renaissance
theorists saw extended correspondences and chains of
influence operating throughout the universe. See Heninger,
The Cosmographical Glass (San Marino, 1 977), pp. 1 4-4.-58.

49 Not answer] Ellipsis of "he does", which is
supplied in Silvio's subsequent remark. Valerio1s comment
is an exclamation of annoyance, as indicated by his next
statement. Cf. construction in Webster, The White Devil,

V.iv.121-6: "not speake?...Not answere?"

5 3 ha ] have (ha' ).
waken'd] Sc., from his absorption.

54 I am... servants] I.e., he is servant to both.
Cf. construction of The Bird in a Cage, IV.ii^ p.52:
"This is our owne parts. "

55-7 Not...you] Qualifying n. 58-9, to soften his
criticism with anticipatory courtesy. The excusing of
free speech is itself a rhetorical device, libera vox
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(Sonnino, p. 127), and a further figure, allusio (Sonnino,
p. 26), is seen in the variation of sounds (praysing/praying).

56 Or breath] Ellipsis: "or our breath. "

58 would willingly] should like to (OED 2).

61 then] than (common spelling variant; see intro.,
p. ioS) .

61-2 You... opinions] Sc., for his apparent lack of
courtesy. In Caroline England, court compliment was regarded
not as mere ornament but as observance of the social

hierarchy which supported harmony; a slight, imagined or

otherwise, was liable to cause factional quarrels. Charles

himself was extremely concerned with the behaviour of his

court, and issued strict rules relating to court conduct in

January 16 31 -

63 started...dreame] Cf. Lucr. , 1. 1 772: "By this,
starts Collatine as from a dream."

6U too...enquire] I.e., "so bold as to enquire";
appears to confuse two constructions: "I dare not be too
bold" and "I dare not enquire".

65 others] Concise syntax: "other faces. "
66 generall mirth] widespread mirth, sc. of the Court.

67 trouble] disturbance, distress (OED 1).
68 aside] Here and in all following instances, I

do not note Gifford's alternative layout. Gifford places
all aside directions at the right margin following the

speech aside, in the form: [Aside.

69 apprehend] understand (OED 8b). In Renaissance

psychology, the apprehension was the faculty of understanding

by both the intellect and the imagination. Cf. I.i.214-,
Ill.i. 89, 1 25 , and II.iii.4-1; and see R. Burton, The Anatomy

sf Melancholy, eds. Eloyd Dell and Paul Jordan-Smith (1927;
rpt. New York, 1951), p. 137: apprehension is of the "sensible
soul" and "the apprehensive faculty is subdivided into two
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parts, inward or outward; outward, as the five senses...inward

are three, common sense, phantasy, me mjor^". Burton goes on

to clarify that the apprehension is only one of the actions
of "understanding", which is an attribute of the "rational
soul" ( p . 14) •

70 distract...soule] I.e., "make you so distraught";
"freedom of soule" implies liberty of will and action, as

opposed to Leontio's apparent internal struggle.

soule,] I retain the spelling of Q(u) and add
punctuation to prevent Q(c)1s misreading. There is no

apparent need in Q for justification of the line by removal
of a letter; no other instance of the spelling "sole"
occurs in the text, and the "correction" does not correct

the sense. One can only surmise that the corrector's eye

mistakenly associated "soule" with the first word of the
next line ("kinsman") and altered the spelling to suit
his idea of the relationship (perhaps "...your freedom,
sole kinsman and only favourite to the Duke"); the

synonym "onely" may also have influenced his decision.

72 and...meete] I.e., people and sovereign rarely
meet in their choice of a favourite. The early seventeenth

century had seen a succession of much-hated favourites of
the Stuart kings. The assassination of the Duke of

Buckingham, Charles' great favourite, was greeted with

popular delight. Cf. The Traitor, I.ii.59-61: "("not one

who] had his prince's bosom / Without the people's hate" and
"Epitaph on the Duke of Buckingham" (Works VI, 4.4.9): "Bore

lies the best and worst of Fate, / Two Kings delight,
the peoples hate".

73 minion] favourite (OED A.1b). Cf. Massinger,
The Picture

. ( 1 6?Q ) f n.ii.65-6: "the sole mignion / Of
mighty Mars."

75 hinde] menial servant or labourer (OED hind sb.
1 > 2 ) .

78 My hopes] Mild asseveration by one's "hopes" was
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often used, with connotation of hopes of "Heaven". Here,

however, Valerio's hopes are probably material: he sees

Leontio as a patron. Cf. the similar usage at IV.i. 387 ,

4.27, with reference to Leontio ' s rights to the Dukedom.

dulnes] gloom, depression. Dullness was commonly
associated with qualities of the soul or spirit. The
diseased soul is dull because perturbation "contracts the

heart, macerates the soul, subverts the good estate of the
body, hindering all operations of it" (Burton, The Anatomy
of Melancholy, p. 14-1). Inactivity of the soul was likely
to subvert reason and conscience, and lead to idleness and

wrong-doing; OED cites Arthur Golding, Calvin on Psalm 39:
"They wilfully dull themselves, that they may sleepe

soundly in their own vanities. " The active soul, in which
reason and the bodily spirits are able to move freely,
connoted virtuous action; cf. Thomas Stanley, The History
of Philosophy (1 660) : "Philosophy concerns either action or

contemplation... the Active consisting in practice of moral
Actions" (cited OED active). See II.ii.83n.

79 unhappy jealousie] unfortunate suspicion. Valerio
intends the general meaning (OED 5)» but Leontio, who

secretly loves the Duchess, takes the more specific sense,

"rivalry in love" (OED 4-a).

81 revels] makes merry; "joy" is personified as a

reveller (the figure conf ormatio; Sonnino, p. 54-) • The verb

suggests the Court Revels, extended Christmas entertainments
overseen by the Office of the Revels; the court performance
0^ The Dukes Mistris itself supported this tradition.

83 pleasure] Double entendre: "enjoyments" and "will";
these correspond to "command" and "example" in 1. 82.

85 And... pardon] Overtly has the sense "and because
of my good intentions, you may pardon me"; but the subtle

phrasing, which suggests that Valerio is addressing an

inferior, indicates his covert arrogance.
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88 pleasant] merry (OED 3).
90 wildnes] The metre here is regular when "wild" is

treated as disyllabic (/wai-ald/).

Observ'd...that] Referring to some unusal gesture
made by Leontio in his attempts to suppress his emotions.

91 Shall... question?] Cf. The Example (1 63-4), II.i.
(Works III, p.305): "Shall I, my lord, / Be bold to ask you

but one question, / What are men good for?"

93-4- Are. . .conjectures] Cf. The Triumph of Beauty
(164.6; Works VI, 326): "Are not you in love...I have a
shrewd suspition. "

95 dull Symptomes] I.e., listiessness, depression
and incoherence, which marked the melancholy lover. Such

symptoms were "close dilations, working from the heart /
That passion cannot rule", 0 th . (1 604), 111.iii.128-9 •

Gent., II.i.17-25, lists the "marks" of the lover, who,

with "wreathed" arms like a malcontent, walks alone, weeps,

sighs, fasts, watches and whines. See also the illustration
of the "Inamorato" or melancholy lover on the frontispiece
of Burton's The Anatomy of Melancholy.

98 be] Referring to "men" as a class, not
individually (Abbott, §300).

are] who are (for omission of relative, see

Abbott, §244).

101 practise upon] experience with (OED 3,7);
probably with a bawdy pun in the preposition.

103 Mistresses] paramours. The term "mistress"
denoted a woman loved both sexually and non-sexually.
The title of the play itself carries the double entendre,
and the action sustains the ambiguity with regard to
Ardelia's position for some time.

dull] stupid (contrast I.i.78 , 95 ).

106 Satyr] satire. The confusion between the

mythical creature and the genre runs deeper than the spelling
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similarity. OED (satyr 1 c) notes that etymological
confusion "gave rise to the notion that the satyrs of
the Greek satyric drama had to deliver 'satirical'

speeches"; thus George Puttenham, in The Arte of English
Poesie ( 1 589 ), ed. G.D. Willcock and A. Walker (Cambridge,
1936), p. 31» says "the first and most bitter invective

against vice and vicious men, was the Satyre...[classical
poets] made wise as if the gods of the woods, whom they
called Satyres or Silvanes, should appeare and recite
those verses of rebuke". This confusion was probably

strengthened by the recurrent satyr-figures of pastoral drama,
such as that of Guarini's II Pastor Fido, who tended to be

lustful malcontents. Cf. The Bird in a Cage, IV.i , p. 4-7: "he
lashes him in Rime worse then a Satyr."

107-16 Love... impression] Valerio again twists an

initially reasonable adage (to be temperate in love) to

support lustful pursuit of women. Cf. Celestina's remarks
in The Lady of Pleasure, II.ii.16-17: "'Tis the chiefe

principle to keep your heart / Under your owne obedience;

jeast, but love not"; her apparently free behaviour, however,
is based on chastity (i.e., freedom within the limitations
of moral law). As in I.i.25-33, Valerio is arguing for the
law of Nature as opposed to the human or divine law; cf.
II Pastor Fido, tr. Fanshawe (164-7) » IV. v. 361.0-1.1 : "Natures

perchance, Love where thou wilt. But that of Men and
Heav'n, Love without guilt."

107 Love me] I.e., "love, on my advice"; Abbott cites
a similar usage from LLL.(1595), S220.

110 dee'] do you (do ye). This is a common Shirleian
contraction, with the apostrophe generally falling in final

position.

shift] change. Shirley uses a similar figure in
Love's Cruelty (1631 ) to validate the "courtesy" of a man's

offering his wife to a friend for "wearing" (iV.iii, p.53).
Cf. II Pastor Fido, tr. Fanshawe, I.iii.704-6; "thou

must use...Thy Lovers like thy garments, put on one, /
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Have many, often shift, and wear out none. "

112 sweete] sweet-smelling (OED 6); often contrasted
with "sweat" (see OED swest 3b) and thus particularly

appropriate in this context.

113-14. a woman... dotage] Cf. II Pastor Fido, tr.
Fanshawe, I.v.1 030: "There's no such divell as a woman

sainted. "

114- dotage] excessive affection (OED 2), sc. of a

lover.

116 severe] extreme (OED 8).

117 What... love?] Cf. Chaucer's Wife of Bath', s Tale
in which the aspiring knight (and lover) is asked, "What

thing is it that wommen moost desiren" (The Wife of Bath's
Prologue and Tale , ed. J. Winny [Cambridge, 1965], p. 64.).
The "demande d'amour" was a conventional form associated

with medieval courtly love, utilised in Boccaccio's I1
Filocolo (?1 336-8) and Chaucer's Parliament of Fowls ( 71 382);
the discussion of love in this scene is reminiscent of a

"Court of Love" and is constructed to allow Valerio to

exhibit his wit on the subject.

118 wise...meane] I.e., wise love that I mean.

119 enjoy] Sc., sexually.

124--7 But... hunted ] Probably recalls Shakespeare's
Venus and Adonis, which (unlike its Ovidian source)
stresses the restraint of Adonis and his reluctance to

submit to Venus' lustful pursuit, although Shakespeare was

not the first to treat Adonis as disdainful (see introduction

to the London Shakespeare edition [London, 1958], IV, 1283).
Adonis was killed by a boar while hunting beyond the forests;
Valerio's incomplete statement indicates a bawdy pun in
this reference, treating Venus' body as a geographical

region ("Venus", moreover was a term for the female pudendum).

130 inquirie] Sc., inquiry about.
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131 Indies] May refer to the East Indies (both
continental India and islands beyond were included under
this term in the Renaissance) as well as to the American

Indies. Trade and colonising ventures in North America
were much in the public mind in the 1630s.

132 great Turke] I.e., the Sultan of Turkey, whose

empire and wealth reached a peak in the sixteenth century.

designe] plan, intent. Numerous references are

to be found in Renaissance plays to the encroachments of the
Turkish empire in Europe; Italy itself was threatened in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. See Jonson,

Vol pone, V.iv.38, where Peregrine mentions a plot "to sell
the State of Venice to the Turke".

134- After the warres] Pallante talks of the recent
wars at I.i.24-9 also, and see I.i.324n. The specific

reference, however, is never clarified. The British warfare

against France and Spain in the late 1620s (including
Buckingham's disastrous expedition to the Isle of Re in

1627) may be referred to; the expedition had been concluded
in 1630 and the reference may therefore allude generally
to the Thirty Years War being waged in Europe.

135 activitie] Double entendre: "nimbleness" and

"virility".

136 take...downe] "reduce a man's sexual turgidity"

(Partridge, p. 200).

138 Elizium ] Ideally happy afterlife in classical

mythology; here seen as a lovers' heaven and associated
with sexual fulfilment. Of. The Traitor, 111.iii . 56-7:
"after I know thee / To write the true Elysium." Shirley

similarly associates Elysium and Adonis in The Lady of

Pleasure, V.i.350-3: "I within some new Elisium /
...shall be / In every thing Adonis, but in his / Contempt
of love. "
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139-4-9 Under... Ball] Cf. The Lady of Pleasure, V.i.
360-94- and The Triumph of Beauty (Works VI, 336-7 ) for other
Shirleian depictions of the lovers' Elysium.

14-0 Roses] Conventionally associated with Venus.

14-1 blood of Grapes] I.e., wine; cf. The Imposture,
V.i. (Works V , p. 24-6).

14-2 skinking] filling with liquor (OED 2).

swelling] filled to overflowing (OED ppl.a. 3b).

14-3 shooting... round] I.e., passing the cups around
rapidly (rounds of drinks were commonly made to pledge

health). Turner, in his edition of St. Patrick, notes

Shirley's fondness for the verb "shoot"; it occurs frequently,
with various shades of meaning, in this play also.

14-4.-5 looke For this] "expect this " (OED 15a); comments
ironically on Valerio's introduction of "mistresses" into
his picture of Elysium. Valerio's description quickly shows
he thinks of a sensual garden, an earthly "banquet of

sense", not a heavenly paradise.

14-6 Musi eke ] The distinction made indicates that
instrumental music is referred to (OED 4-), as opposed to
vocal music.

14-8 amorous] The adjective has both active and
passive meanings, i.e. "causing love in the beholder" as

well as "actively inclined to love". H. Cockeram, The

English Dictionary, 9th edn. (London, 1 650 ) , defines as

"lovely, or loving".

14-9 tho s e . . . Ball ] I.e., Juno, Pallas and Venus,
among whom Paris was required to choose the most worthy of
a Golden Ball from the garden of the Hesperides. The goddesses
were commonly depicted naked in the Renaissance; cf.

Giorgione's painting, The Judgment of Paris, the emblem
illustration in Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes (1586), p. 83,
and Webster, The Duchess of Malfi, III. ii . 4-5-7 : "how was't
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possible he could judge right, / Having three amorous

Goddesses in view, / And they starcke naked?" The
reference to loosely-flowing hair emphasises the freedom
from restraint in Valerio's Elysium, and recalls the nymphs
of Ovid's Metamorphoses. Diana and her nymphs, for example,
are naked and only Diana has her hair bound; see Metamorphoses,
tr. F. J. Miller, Vol I, 3rd edn., rev. G. P. Goold (Cambridge,
Mass., and London, 1977), Bk. 3.

150 devices] fanciful schemes or conceits (OED 10).

152 period] end (OED 5).

153 raptures] Probably referring both to the foregoing
expression of ecstasy (Valerio's idea of Elysium) and to the

rapturous pleasures themselves that he describes. Cf. The
Humorous Courtier, II. ii. 115-7: "your dreaming Poets are the

best, and have / Distilled raptures." The term may be used
not as the expression of ecstasy alone, but as a mystical and

transforming experience that was the ecstasy itself. The

"rapture" could be linked with the Platonic and religious

concept of mystical movement towards a knowledge of the
creator (cf. Cardinal Bembo's rapture in Castiglione's
The Courtier, pp. 313-15). In Neoplatonic love compliment,
however, the mistress herself became the inspiration and
even the goal of the mental exaltation (see I.i.34-7).

when...enjoyings] Probably "when they can no

longer be enjoyed"; the plural form agrees with "raptures".
St Patrick, IV.ii.4-2: "delay'd our blest enjoyings."

154- But... thoughts] The syntax here is somewhat confused.
The clause may be coordinate with "they are past enjoyings"

(i.e. and yet leave...). Alternatively, it may answer the

question "what will succeed", in which case a repeated
subject (such as "they will but leave...") must be understood.

stings] Sc., of conscience; cf. The Politician, I.i.
315-18.

156 venture...curtesie] I.e., take our chances.
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157 Thou...Valerio] Cf. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair
(1 61 4-)» I.v.63: "I am resolute Bartholmew, in this",

although in this case the lack of punctuat ion prior to
Valerio appears to be the normal light pointing of the
vocative (i.e. "resolute, Valerio,"). Irony may be intended
in the use of "resolute" (i.e., constant in inconstancy).

159 creature] servant.

161 hast] haste. Leontio addresses Valerio and
Silvio, who have apparently begun to leave after Ascanio's
communication.

166 Exacts] demands, requires (OED 3).
167 Exeunt.♦.Valerio.] It seems clear that Leontio is

directly excusing himself to Valerio and Silvio as they

leave, and once they are gone he qualifies his statement
in monologue; Gifford's repositioning makes the whole

speech a soliloquy.

173 Encline] dispose (OED 3).
174 art] skill, i.e. in handling his relationship

with Euphemia (OED 2).

Macrina] Following this entry direction, the

prefix La. is used throughout the scene for Macrina's

speeches (presumably as a contraction of "Lady").

have more comfort] be more cheerful.

175-89 Is...ruine] Leontio talks in a prolonged aside,
unseen by Euphemia.

175 habite] clothing.

176 State] Both "circumstances" and "stateliness".
The phrase "change of State" also connotes a shift in political

power, with "State" taking the sense "court or government".

177 waiters] attendants, members of retinue (OED 6).

178 flutter] Although "noyse" is the subject of the
verb, the proximity of the plural noun "Courtiers" affects
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the inflection.

are] The subject, "traine of Ladies", is treated as
a compound (plural) noun.

181 Where be] Construction provides variety after
"where are" in 1. 178 (see Abbott, §299, on the use of "be"
in que s tions).

did use] used.

183 Cloud] Sc., of Euphemia's loss of favour; also
perhaps alludes to her black apparel.

observes] gazes at (OED 6).

184- Structures] I retain Q's reading. Gifford's
emendation, "Statues" (or alternative "Sculptures"), makes
clear the relationship to "marble heads" but is unauthoritative.

Palaeographically, the words are dissimilar; it is unlikely
that the compositor would have misread the "-a-" of

"statues" as the "-rue" of "Structures". Compare the

manuscript "Statua" (Rawlinson ms., p. 26) with "Strucke"
(Rawlinson ms., p. 8). The long ascender of "l" and
descender of "p" in "Sculptures" makes the analogous error

improbable (see, for example, Rawlinson ms., p. 26,
"wept", and "place", p. 29). "Structures" may be constructions
of various kinds, and although usually applied to buildings
or constructions of a larger type, the term may mean

anything built or constructed (OED 5a). "Frame" and
"building" were terms frequently used to refer to the body

(as well as other works of man and nature), and "Structures"
here seems to be used in this general sense. Cf. Milton,
Samson Agonistes, 11. 1237-9, where Samson tells the Giant

Harapha to "Go baffl'd coward, lest I run upon thee, / ...And
with one buffet lay thy structure low"; and the similar use

of "proportions" in the contract for the building of the
Fortune playhouse (see G. E. Bentley, The Jacobean and
Caroline Stage, VI [Oxford, 1968], p. 142): "the princypall
and maine postes of the saide fframe and Stadge forward©
shalbe square and wroughte palasterwise w^*1 carved

proporcons Called Satiers to be placed and sett on the Topp. "
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It is probable that Shirley refers either (i) to statues in
their niches which decorated the frons scenae, such as those

shown in the plans for the Cockpit-in-Court (see plate..XX. in

Glynne Wickham, Early English Stages, u [London and New

York, 1972]) and in the untitled drawings by Inigo Jones,

probably for the conversion of the Phoenix (see Michael

Hattaway, Elizabethan Popular Theatre [London, 1982],
p. 26 and plate); or (ii) to other structures in the
auditorium itself (perhaps to carved posts flanking the
main entrance). Since the play was also performed at St.
James Palace, these may have been substantial.

185 sweate] The conceit of sweating marble derives
from classical tradition, where such occurrences were

regarded as portentous (as were statues weeping tears or

blood). At Caesar's death, for example, Virgil talks
of ivory weeping and bronzes sweating in the temples

(Georgic s , 1.4-80); see also Oxford Latin Dictionary (£u d_o 1 ) .

Marble, being porous, may actually appear to "sweat".

186 compassion of] compassion for.

injury] I.e., the injury or wrong done to her.

187 My...breath] I.e., "I need to express my love"
(cf. 1. 59above); also contains the image of a sick man

struggling for air, and thus "heart-sick".

189.1 passe by] Indicates that the courtiers enter
at one door, cross the stage (ignoring Euphemia) and exit at

another door. Cf. The Gamester, Ill.iii, and The Example,

I.i, where character "pass over" the stage as if in a

street, so they may be commented on by other characters

onstage .

190 Sure] surely.

192 serv'd] attended upon.

193 discharg'd] Sc., from service of Euphemia.

195 Thinke on] think of.

reverence] respect (OED 1).
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for] because of.

197 decline] shun (OED 12).

198 infect] affect, contaminate.

199 Compose himselfe] adopt an attitude or manner

(OED 12).

creature] puppet, instrument (contrast I.i.159).

201 death... eye] I.e., a look portending death.

203 You...well] "you do not act in a morally correct
way"; Euphemia interprets his greeting as sarcasm. She has
lost her status at Court and the love of the Duke, and

therefore counts herself neither great nor the mistress
of husband or court. Cf. Aspatia's reaction to Melantius'

laudatory greeting in Fletcher, The Maid's Tragedy, I.i.
63-5: "My hard fortunes / Deserve not scorne, for I was

never proud / When they were good."

203-4- insult Upon] scornfully exult over. Cf. The
Politician, II.i.219-20; and Brome, The Love Sick Court ( 1 639 ) ,

IV.iii, p. 151: "I do approve your judgment...But wish you

not insult ore mans dejection."

205-6 By...Mistris ] Elliptical syntax: "I swear by
all virtue and by yourself, the mistress of that virtue. "
Leontio is denying Euphemia's accusation by supporting his
words of greeting; she is still great in her command of
virtue.

207 irreligious] without regard for religion. Leontio
implies that Euphemia is his goddess.

209 have beene noble] Sc., in his professions of
service for virtue's sake.

211 unprince ] I.e., deprive of title and power. OED
cites only two instances of this particular usage, but the

comparable terms, "unking" and "unqueen", are common in the
seventeenth century. Cf. R2 (1595), IV.i.220,
V.v.37; and Marston, Antonio and Mellida (1 599), IV.i,
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p. 4-5-' "That very word / Unkings me quite."

here] I.e., with respect to Leontio, who probably
gestures to his heart.

214• Wither] Q ( c ) makes a straightforward correction of
spelling as the context demands. The same spelling error

occurs at V.iii.92 without being corrected; one assumes

that the compositor or his copy treated these words as

homonyms and consequently made no consistent distinction

by appropriate spelling.

apprehension] dread, knowledge.

your wrong] I.e., the wrong done to you (cf.I.i.186)
215 That] Modifies "wrong".

216 cowardly] I.e., in the manner or spirit of a
coward (adverb); perhaps refers to the proverbial adage
"cowards are cruel" (Tilley, C778). Cf. Love's Cruelty,

III.i, p. 30: "he is the greatest coward / Dares not be

honest"; and The Example , IV. i i (Works III, 34-3): "A
coward dares, in ill, do more than [valiant fools]."

comliest] very comely (intensive not superlative).
building] I.e., "body"; cf. The Bird in a Cage,

IV.ii, p. 61: "0 let not such a glorious building stoope";
the analogy is common.

217 Make for] bring about (OED 78a).

218 Whose. . .mirth] who appear to be full of mirth.

219 unlawfull flame] Cf. II Pastor Fido, tr. Fanshawe,
I.i.318, where the phrase describes the similarly double
shame of lust and unfaithfulness.

rude] rough, violent. The omission of the article
does not obscure the sense and gives greater stress to both
"rude" and the caesura; Gifford's emendation is feasible but

not necessary.

220 wandring meteor] Meteors were believed to be hot

dry exhalations from the earth which rose to the upper

elements and ignited. The reference here is to the ignis
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fatuus, a meteor that "seemeth to goe before men, or to
followe them, leading them out of their waye unto waters,
and other daungerous places" (William Fulke, Goodly Gallery,
cited in Heninger, Handbook of Renaissance Meteorology,

p. 97). The fire of the meteor consumed itself; cf.
Donne, "A Feaver": "These burning fits but meteors bee /
Whose matter in thee is soone spent" (11. 21-2). These
phenomena were also regarded as evil omens or tokens of
disaster, as numerous dramatic references attest; cf.

The Doubtful Heir (1638), I.i (Works IV, 289): "a thing

grown / Up in the night, a meteor hanging in / The air
prodigiously, fed with vapour and / Black influence,
ambitious to deceive / The world, and challenge kindred
with the stars. " Application to the Duke's lust, which
has made him wander ominously from fidelity and law, is clear.
Cf. Satan's misleading of Eve in Milton, Paradise Lost, IX.633-43.

222 know] know about.

complements] social courtesies (OED 1).

224 ruine not] I retain Q's reading despite the
apparent confusion in construction. "Least" may be used
without its normal negative sense to introduce the clause

expressing an event to be feared (i.e., the equivalent
of "that" or "in order that"; see OED lest 2). Alternatively,
the double negative may be used for positive emphasis (see
Abbott, §406).

232 With...scorne] scorned by all.

234 That close] Probably "that closing speech"
2

(OED sb .1b). Euphemia's words have shown no indication
of a desire for revenge, but Leontio goes on to define his

assumption by commenting on the external signs of her emotion.
While these are not specifically said to accompany (rather
than follow) her speech, the gestures he reports seem

perfectly fitted to her words in 11. 229-33. Thus her appeal
in 11. 231-3 may well appear to be addressed to "heaven"
rather than to the absent Duke alone. It is possible that

the "close" and gestures referred to accompany her
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final words (i.e., "otherwise farewell") in a melodramatic

flourish, but Euphemia's consistent and patient suffering
of adversity makes this alternative seem less viable.

will] desire (OED 1a).

236 shot... upward] I.e., appeared to dispute with
Heaven by directing contentious looks upwards (see OED
contention 4) •

237 As] as though (OED B.9).

put...mind] I.e.,"remind Heaven (which is just)".
238 Enter Pallante.] I retain Q ' s positioning. Leontio1s

attempt to stifle his passion probably accompanies his

noting of Pallante's presence. There is no evidence in

Q to suggest that the early direction could be a warning
to make ready for entry; Leontio's lines after the entry
are brief and would merely cover Pallante's movement across

the stage.

238-9 If...on] I.e., "if she is so beautiful when
distressed, how much more beautiful (and enchanting) will
she be when in love". Cf. Changes, Il.i (Works II, 292):
"What will she be in peace, that is so lovely / In her

distress"; Tw. N ,, I.i.32-6; and also Ovid, Metamorphoses,
VII.733, where the grief of Procris is described as

similarly ornamental: " sic dolor ipse decebat. "

241 you...met] Expression of welcome (OED 4b).

242-56 Every... somewhere] Pallante belongs to a line
of blunt but honest soldiers in the drama who disdain the

luxuries and affectations of peace and the court in

particular. See, for example, the treatment of Hotspur in
1H4 (1597) and Bussy in Chapman's Bussy D'Ambois ( 1 604)>
especially III.ii.25-59. There is an extended argument
between soldiers on the advantages and disadvantages of

peace in Fletcher, The Captain (1612), Il.i.6-122. Shirley

obviously identified with this plain speech; a similar line
is found in his poem to the Countess of Ormond (Works VI, 432):
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"I never learn'd that trick o f court to wear / Silk at the

cost of flattery. " Cf. also The Politician, 111. i . 3 4- — 4- 3 >

and Ado , II.iii.17- 19, on the blunt language of soldiers.

24-3 purpose ] use, relevance.

24-4.-5 like...dust] Cf. Davenant, Albovine (1 628), II.i,
30: "This peace makes me rotten, dusty / As a cobweb. "

24-4- Engines ] weapons and machines of war (OED 5).
24-5 Court J I.e., the ways of the court.

24.6 tricke ] ar"t (OED 3) 5 also implies "fraud" (OED 1 ) .

24-7-8 I...worship] Parallels Protestant criticism of
"idolatrous" High Church and Roman Catholic ceremony and
rich vestments.

252-3 Fight...us] Pallante deflates one paradox ("fight
for peace") and then replaces it with another ("peace will
undoe us"). Cf. Honoria and Harmon- ( 1 658 ; Works VI, 71

"What do we fight for? - For pay, for pay, my bullrooks, "

254.-6 Tis . . . Encourag ' d] Cf. Shirley, The Arcadia (164-0
Works VI, 224-): "'tis the time's disease, when merit, thus /

Disgrac'd and unrewarded by the state, / Makes subjects

desperate."

256 The...somewhere] Pallante appears to be conceding
defeat in their sparring, in saying that the fault exists,
whether it be rooted in the nature of peace or in the corr¬

uption thereof; "somewhere" may, however, be a truculent and
covert reference to the Court.

257 tyrannous a nature] Ambiguous; either 1) a nature
that is tyrannous (over-severe) to Pallante himself, allowing
him to enjoy no peaceful pleasures; or 2) a nature that is

tyrannous (pitiless) to others, enjoying the cruelties of
war .

259 Feed high] eat rich and abundant food (OED 6).
want no fortune] have no lack of success or pros¬

perity (OED fortune 4-).
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261 engage] pledge a security (OED 3).
sha ' t ] shalt.

be...Prologue 1 Cf* The Gamester, I.i (Works III,
202), where gold is "the prologue to / My thanks".

263 You... bounty] Rejection of bounty slighted the

giver; cf. Shakespeare, Sonnet 1 1 , 1. 12; "Which bounteous

gift thou shouldst in bounty cherish",* and Love Tricks (1625),
II. i (Works I, 24-): "Nay, an you scorn my money, I scorn

your acquaintance." Leontio's offer and its rejection also
recalls Bosola's words (refusing Ferdinand's bounty) in

Webster, The Duchess of Malfi, I.i.265-6: "Never rain'd such

showres as these / Without thunderbolts i'th taile of them;

/ Whose throat must I cut?" (and see 111. ii i . 1 0 4-) .

267-8 I...agen] I.e., pawn his rich court robes
once the money is exhausted and return to his soldier's
well-worn buff (see 1. 326 below).

271 upon charity] given as charity or alms.

274 unserviceable] unable to be of service (OED 2).

Scruple] Sc., of conscience.

275-6 But... cunning] I.e., "if I did not know your

disposition, I would think your conscientious refusal was

dissimulation".

277-8 I . ..merrits] Difficult construction; probably
"I shall find duties for you to have mentioned in your

accounts for rewards" (OED way 12; merit 1). The term

"wayes" appears to take the sense "courses of action",
and thus the services that Pallante desires. Leontio

probably refers to a mental balance of payments for services
rendered rather than to an actual leger of "accounts"; cf.
A Contention for Honour and Riches (1633 ; Works VI, 302):
"I keep a register of all [services ] and, though delay'd, /
Forget not the reward" and Davenant, Albovine, II.i.33:
"Since my last services in Hungary, / You remain on my tally
six thousand / Ducats: I'm loth to score up still. "
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281 imployments] commissions (OED 2).
282 Enter...attendants] I follow Gifford's addition.

The Duke's entry would have been accompanied by ceremony

belonging to his state. Moreover, the song demanded in
this scene (1. 296.1) seems to have been at least partly

presented on stage, and one can conjecture that among

the courtiers and attendants were several theatre musicians,

the lute players and singers specified in the Duke's request.
If not actually on stage with the Duke, the musicians must
have been clearly visible, either above at a window or

beside the stage (and not "within" as Gifford's direction

stipulates) to accord with the Duke's direct address.

28 if- Did... him] that did not befit his position (the
relative is understood; see Abbott, §24-4-). Shirley's frequent
use of the verb "become" in this sense illustrates contemporary
concern for decorum, whether it be of language, person or

action. Cf. the court order of January 9» 1631: "Ladies
about the Queen [are] to keep their places as orderly as

the lords are to do" and "both noblemen and their ladies

[must] use great distance and respect to the royal persons"
(CSPD 1 629 — 31 » p. 4-78). Hierarchical order in society
demanded that behaviour and language accord with degree,
and the classical concept of decorum in art was constantly
referred to in neoclassical criticism (see Bernard Weinberg,
A History of Literary Criticism in the Italian Renaissance, 2

vols., [Chicago, 1961]» especially pp. 71, 82-3. 1 09, 801-6).
George Puttenham, in his Arte of English Poesie, devotes a

chapter (Ill.xxiii) to decorum, and in a further section

(III«xxiv) illustrates "decency" of behaviour with respect
to age, rank, situation, dress, expression of feeling,
and the court. On the more narrow level of social propriety,
the continuing popularity of Castiglione's The Courtier and
the publication of English treatises on education and manners

of gentles in the seventeenth century attest to concern

for the observance of decorum. This was reinforced in the

Caroline period by Charles' attempts to reform the manners
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and morals of his court.

285 Presumes ... favour] I.e., "dares he take liberties
on the pretext of his lineage more than those I allow";
"favour" denotes the goodwill (OED 1) of the Duke, whose

patronage is vital to court position. Cf. also the phrase
"under favour", meaning "by your leave" (OED 3a).

286 Dares... pleasure] "dares he, even in unexpressed
thought, place limits on my will" (with quibble on "pleasure
as "recreation"). Cf. Shakespeare, Sonnet 58, 11. 1-2: "That
god forbid...I should in thought control your times of

pleasure"; and The Lady of Pleasure, I. ii. 76-80. The issue
of the unlimited will has already been raised (see I.i.25-6n
the Duke's pleasure (in whichever sense) is morally and

politically questionable. In the light of this, his refusal
to accept any controlling or limiting criticism and his
desire to have power even over the thought of his subjects
is severe and wrong-headed (see intro., p. fl ).

287 take...knowledge] pretend to have no knowledge
of this. Cf. The Young Admiral, I. ii. 14-6-7: "ile take / No

knowledge of the Princes action. "

289 would not] do not wish (OED 36; a following
relative is understood).

29C wast] waste. Perhaps has double meaning:
"emaciate, exhaust" and "destroy"; contains (as does the

following line) a veiled warning to Leontio.

292 studied] applied [myself] to, have been intent
on (OED 11). Cf. 2H6 (1591), III.i.110-1: "I have watch'd

the night...in studying good for England. "

296.1 A Song] There is no identification of the song

presented here. See textual note, I.i.282, and Appendix B
for discussion of staging and suggestions for performance.

297-9 we...heart] The Duke talks in terms of neo¬
classical musical theory in which instrumental music was

imitative of human, social and universal harmony. Human

harmony depended on a blending or tuning of soul and body,
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reason and the passions, to accord with macrocosmic music

(see John Hollander, The Untuning of the Sky [Princeton,
1961], pp. 24.-5 , 1 26-34). "Thought of Ardelia" acts
here not only as the mistress' tuning of lover as

instrument ( a stock conceit of late sixteenth century

poetry; the inevitable pun on heart strings is implied),
but also as the Platonic idea that love brings polyphonic
concord to the body politic, a notion much used in the

symbolic masques of the Caroline court. Cf. also Mer.V.

(1596), V.i.83-5: "The man that hath no music in himself,

/ Nor is not mov'd with concord of sweet sounds, / Is fit

for treasons, stratagems, and spoils." The Duke himself,

however, is not "well-tuned", for he abruptly sounds a note
of discord, 11. 300-5.

300-5 What...sinne] The Duke's command is clearly
meant to be taken as tyrannical. Inner happiness cannot
be commanded and the disparity between "crime" (lack of

delight) and "punishment" (as a traitor) makes the order

inhuman, particularly in the light of Euphemia's rejection.
Of* The Lady of Pleasure, I.i.12—13: "You make play /
Not a pastime but a tyrannie. " On the freedom of the

subject's soul, cf. The Court Secret (1642), Il.iii (Works
V, 459): "if you think...I must own no passion, but in

what / Degree you are pleas'd to fix it...I rise my own

defender" (see intro. , p. *+"7). Similar orders are

given by other doting sovereigns in The Politician, II.i.174-6,
and Brome, The Queen and Concubine ( ? 1 6 3 5 ). Ill.ix, p. 65: "let
but a spark / Of Discontent appear upon your Look, / I'le
rip the hollow cave that holds the fire, / And with Death

quench it. "

304 which] whom (see Abbott, S265).

305-14 He...Lovers] Leontio's speech, although

outwardly supporting the Duke's extravagant claims with

outrageous flattery, contains a veiled rebuke in its meta-
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phoric associations (see intro., p. 3?). It illustrates
the defiance of tyrannical power through deceit (Leontio
himself is "forcing a bravery") and discordant disorder

(in the upsetting of the decorum of age).

307 it] Anticipatory reference to "the soule".

309 bravery] fine appearance (OED 3). In context, also
implies "mere show" (OED 4-).

severe] serious, austere.

311 froward Matrons] ill-humoured wives.

312 For...day] I.e., for today, for now.

repent...yeares] regret their age. Old age is
implied to be sinful in itself.

315 In...thee] Probably "in this you make me present
my love to you". The verb "present", although transitive,
seems to be used as "cause to be presented" (cf. IV.i.200).
The demonstrative may refer not only to Leontio1s foregoing

speech (i.e., "in this expression of your devotion") but also
to action on stage, with the Duke physically "presenting his
bosom" to Leontio in an embrace.

this thou] I retain Gifford's emendation. Q's
reading is unmetrical and the alliteration of three
consecutive monosyllables is ponderous and dissonant. The

only intelligible meaning of "then" (which cannot in this
case be the modern comparative "than") would be as unemphatic

particle (i.e., "consequently", OED 5); but even this seems

unrelated to the action. Probably ms. "thou" was set as "then"
in error by the compositor, then reset accurately without

removing "then". Palaeographically "ou" and "en" are easily
confused; cf. "thou" and "Then" on p. 36 of the Rawlinson
manus cript.

316 deserv'd] Intransitive: "proved deserving" (OED 3).
319 Of] for (Abbott, §174).
320 in arreares] I.e., of his soldier's salary.
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322 Your... hearts] Leontio shifts focus from the
particular (Pallante) to the whole (the soldiers in general);
he implies that the regular pay of the army was boosted by an

additional payment of some kind. The passage indicates that
Leontio is more au fait with the economic affairs of the state

than the pleasure-loving Duke; it may indeed be his own bounty
that has won him favour with the army (see I.i.74.). Cf.
Davenant, Albovine, II. i, p. 33,where the King rebukes his
soldier Grimold: "'tis my treasurer's office to pay / My

debts, not mine."

32U Triumph] general public celebration (OED 4-); while
the Duke alludes to the classical Triumph after military

victory, in which the army paraded through the city in their

finery, the revels at court are not specifically associated
with the "late wars". The Duke regards all revelry rather
as entertainment for Ardelia (as I. i. 355-6) and in this

respect they resemble wedding celebrations. Cf. Brome,
The Queen and Concubine, I.ii, p. 3, which talks of the

"great marriage-Triumph

325 I. . . cloathes ] Obscure; probably refers to his former
well-being when war kept him in funds and good clothes, and
he could drink to the success of the Duke's cause. Cf.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, I.i.179-80: "A hundred crowns will
make ['the poor soldier] / Swagger and drink healths to his
grace's bounty"; and Mas singer, The Unnatural Combat ( 1 6 2 4-),
III.i.99-100, where Belgarde is stung by the reference to his
over-worn (and only) buff suit: "these are Souldiers garments,

/ And so by consequence grow contemptible. " There may also
be an allusion to the proverb "under a bad cloak lies a good
drinker" (Tilley, C4-22).

aside] While it is possible that both asides
(11. 325-7, "dispise...agen") are directed at Leontio,
Pallante's later mention of the same affront (111 . iii.125)
loses effect if it repeats an idea already expressed

directly. Q's punctuation, with semicolon following "Buffe",
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supports the division (see intr o . , f>p . .

326 Christian Buffe] Soldiers wore a uniform of buff
leather; the epithet expresses its honesty (as opposed to
the "idolatrous" fineries of the court). Contrast Marston,

The Malcontent (1 6 0 4-) f V.ii.80-2: "0 heavens, that a Christian
should be found in a buff-jerkin! Captain Conscience, I
love thee ."

fruits] Used as collective noun; cf. 0th. V.i.116:
"This is the fruits of whoring."

328-32 How...it] Similar metaphoric associations are
made by Arcadius (another faithless lover) in The Coronation

( 1 635 ) , III • ii, p. 4-95, when his language is deflated by the
laughter of Seleucus, who mocks him for creating an idol
and monster of his mistress. Ardelia's name is being treated
as music, which was thought to pass through the ear to the

heart, creating a response in the spirits or affections (see
Hollander, The Untuning of the Sky, pp. 171-4). The conceit
is then extended to include further resonances in the

macrocosm as the Duke conventionally sees the elements,
seasons and heavens reflecting his own response. The in¬

terrupted command that follows ( 11. 332-3) indicates,
moreover, that he expects his courtiers to respond similarly.
C f. The Wedding (1626), Il.iii (Works I , 39 7), and The Bird
in a Cage,y.j. p. 65, on the transforming power of a name; and
MND (1595), II.i.129, 0th., IV.ii.78, on the amorous nature

of the wind.

330 heaven] I.e., the heavens.

334 shine] lustre, sheen (OED 2).
337 held... hand-maid] Pronounced alliteration emphasises

the artificiality of the compliment. The phrase "humble hand¬

maid" recurs; cf. The Royal Master (1637), II.i (Works IV, 126);
The Sisters, IV.iii (Works V, 406); 1H6 (1592), III.iii.42;
and Brome, The Queen and Concubine, V.ix, p. 124: "the most
humble Handmaid / To your high . Ma'j es'tie . "
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338 Call...servant] Reverses relationship Ardelia
has expressed.

339 lookes] "glances" rather than "appearance", as
indicated by the verb "throw". In Neoplatonic. terms, the

eyes were the medium through which the affective spirit moved

from heart to heart (see, for example, Ficino's Commentary on

Plato's Symposium, ed. and tr. S. R. Jayne [Columbia, 1 94-4-] »

pp. 222-3). Non-agreement between verb and noun suggests that
"lookes" is considered a singular noun (see Abbott, §333);
cf. Greene's James IV (1590), I.i.202: "whose looks resembles."

34-3 divinity] divine quality (OED 3); Valerio quibbles
on the sense "theology" (OED 4-), which was actually taught at
a more senior level in the universities than "classical and

humane studies...[which] formed the substance of the under¬
graduate course" (John Lawson and Harold Silver, A Social

History of Education in England [London, 1973], pp. 129-30).
34-4- humane] "human", with quibble on sense "humanist".

Speake agen] Addressing Ardelia. Valerio's unheeded
and ironic remark indicates that the Duke's question (l. 34.2)
is rhetorical and that Valerio speaks in a quasi-aside.

34-5-52 And-*..love] The Duke's hyperbolic praise blends

Platonic love ideas with new baroque theories of music's power

over the passions. Ardelia's voice is seen to be superior to
the heavenly music of both angels and spheres, in a way that
indicates the decay of either actual or metaphorical significance
of the universal harmony (see Hollander, The Untuning of the Sky,

especially pp. 158-9, 332ff.). Such more than celestial praise
was rapidly becoming conventional in Cavalier poetry and by the
Restoration was a stock element of the encomium to a musical

performer (Hollander, pp. 358-61). Here, the Duke's "rapture"
has a distinct baroque blend of erotic and religious feeling.
His mistress, in good Platonic fashion, leads him towards
"heaven" and soul-exchange. But the quires of angels hang
at her lips much as the bees swarm for honey at the lips of
less spiritualised beauties; cf. John Wilbye, The Second Set
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of Madrigals (1 609)» English Experience Facsimile (Amsterdam
and New York, 1973), No. XVII: "Sweet hony sucking Bees:

Ah, make your flight, / To Melisuaviaes lips, / There may you

revell / In Ambrosian cheere." The Duke's ecstasy is thrown
down only for him to wait at her lips again for a "kiss".

3X5 quires] I.e., choirs of angels.

3X6 and...imitate] Echoes Jonson, The Alchemist, 11. ii .

X3-5: "such pictures as...dull Aretine / But coldly imitated."

Shirley may be making a specific ironic comment in this

borrowing, for Sir Epicure Mammon, in rapture himself, is

imagining the fulfilment of his lust, and the association
would undermine the Duke's Platonic expression of love. The

spheres of the old Pythagorean cosmology were believed to
create a harmony of sound in their concurrent motions around
the earth.

351-2 with*..love] Common piatonic conceit (cf. Ill.i.
X6-7, V.iv.61-3); just as spirits could dart through the eyes

to the heart, so souls could be breathed out and taken in at

the mouth (see V.ii.50n.). The convention is utilised

too frequently in the Renaissance to validate Forsythe's
claim that this is a borrowing from Marlowe, Dr. Faustus,

V.iii.101-3: "Sweet Helen, make me immortal with a kiss. /
Her lips suck forth my soul...Come, give me my soul again."
Cf. The Traitor, I.i.197-20X«

353 My...could] Ambiguous: overtly the Duke says his
language cannot fully express Ardelia's perfection, but the
dramatic irony of his dissatisfaction with "cold" words is
that he would prefer the hot language of physical passion.

355 Expects] awaits (OED 2).

Act II, Scene i

1-2 Be...repentance] I.e., "take my advice while
there is still time, without being so ambitious to become
involved in a situation which you will dearly repent"•
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Horatio's expostulation indicates that the actors enter
in medias res, as if continuing an argument. "To buy" is
the gerund (see Abbott, §356).

5 blast] wither or destroy with malignant breath.
The image is frequently employed by Shirley (cf. III.ii.102,
III.iii.82, IV.i.118, 119 and V.ii.78) as well as his
predecessors, and connotes not only the blight of nature
that the elements could bring about, but also the blight
of fortunes influenced by malignant planets and other malevolent
forces .

8 Wittness'd] testified to.

8-9 cleere... Spring] Modifies "teares", not "sorrow",
i.e., "tears clear as those that are wept by April"; "cleare"

suggests both "guileless" and "bright" (OED 1, 14-). April's
showers are light, unmuddied and life-giving, and reinforce
the idea of purity (as opposed to the "storms of passion").

12-13 how ...foily;] Q's punctuation is ambiguous.
Gifford apparently assumes that ]_. 13 qualifies the

following, not the preceding, clause. This would imply
that the "vexation" lies in Horatio's satire of woman's

faith, which he then proceeds to express at length. I

suggest, however, that the clause qualifies "how I pity thee"

("pity" being the vexation); Horatio would irritate and in
so doing increase Bentivolio's folly by pitying hinr.< From

pity, he therefore turns to satire, which was regarded as a

cure for folly.

1 4-1 5 Do 1st. . .obiigation] Cf. Donne, "Twicknam Garden",

1. 24: "Nor can you more judge womans thoughts by teares", a

proverbial adage (Tilley, W638).

16-17 When... bracelets] I.e., "only when women can thread
their tears (which will never happen) will I become a lover".
Tears are frequently associated with pearls (which were

in folk belief thought to be crystallised drops of dew; see

Heninger, Handbook of Renaissance Meteorology, p. 68), but
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the extension of the conceit to a bracelet of tears is

unusual. Shirley uses it again in The Cardinal, V. iii . 36-4-0 f

and The Imposture, I.i (Works V , 185). The general idea,

however, is reminiscent of Geron's words in Sidney, Arcadia,
1st Eclogue, 9.53-6: "He water plowes and soweth in the sand /
And hopes the flickring winde with net to holde, / Who hath
his hopes laid up in woman's hand." Cf. also the proverb,

"you may as well turn the wind as a woman" (Tilley, W449).
Bracelets of a loved one's hair were worn to symbolise faith

(cf. Donne, "The Relique").

18 six words] a few words. The phrase appears to have
been coined by Shirley; OED gives no citation and I have found
no instance of its usage outside Shirley. Cf. The Royal Master,
111 . i i i (Works IV, 1 4- -4 ) » and Changes , IV . i (Wo r k _s II, 331).

19 Admit] I.e., let us admit.
to ... thinking] in your opinion.

20 contracted] betrothed. In the seventeenth century,
marriage pre-contracts or "spousals" of two kinds were recog¬

nised by ecclesiastical law. The contract per verba de futuro,
or promise to marry in the future, could legally be broken

by mutual consent (or by fornication of one partner) if not
consummated; the contract per verba de praesenti, or vow

exchanged before witnesses, was binding. However, disparities
between civil law and ecclesiastical law meant that confusion

frequently arose over the legalities of such contracts (see
L. Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage [London, 1 977 ], pp. 31-5).
The vows exchanged by Bentivolio and Ardelia (see III.i.80-3)
are mentioned too generally to be defined as de praesenti
°r ' c ^ ^ e conflicting discussion on the various
betrothals of Measure for Measure, especially in Davis P.

Harding, "Elizabethan Bethrothals and Measure for Measure,"

JEGP, 49 (1950), 139-53, and Ernest Schanzer, "The Marriage
Contracts in Measure for Measure," Shakespeare Survey, 1 3 (1 960),
81-9. Whatever the case, Bentivolio's betrothal was made

(illegally) without parental consent (111.i.74-9 ) • Horatio
is defying the validity of the contract, however, on the

basis of personal faith and not legality, and therefore
emphasises this by postulating a totally incontrovertible
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match (married and consummated) , 11, 21-4..

23 chaffer'd earnest] traded in earnest (with
reference here to the sexual act); OED chaffer 1.

26ff. Nor...] Horatio's railing against women establishes
him as a Jonsonian humours figure set in the courtly mould;
cf. Orseollo in The Humorous Courtier, Ill.ii. See intro.,

p. .

possesst] I.e., demonic possession.

27 wandring spirit] Both: 1) erring nature; and 2)
spirit or being that wanders the earth (cf. MNP., II.i.

2-7) .

28 three Castles] The castle was a conventional symbol
for security (and hence, imprisonment). I have not found

any references to "three Castles" elsewhere; the use of
the number three (the figure for perfection or sufficiency)
may merely indicate plurality, ie., "many". See Ad de Vries,

Dictionary of Symbols and Imagery (Amsterdam and London, 1974).

29 too't] to it. The double vowel indicates
lengthened stress of the contraction.

30 She'le...friend] Cf. The Cardinal, IV.ii.59-63:
"Not see her?...were she / Within her Grave, and that the

toughest Mine...I would force some way to see her."

31-2 with...dust] A quarry was not only the excavation
but also the mass of stone or rock capable of being quarried

2
(OED sb .2); the image is thus of digging through such a

quarry, and leaving a pile of stones behind.

36 Elvish female] In folk tradition, elves were

devilish creatures that would fatally woo and abduct mortals,
often revealing their true hideousness after deception; see

G.L. Kittredge, Witchcraft in Old and New England (1929;
rpt. New York, 1956), p. 119- Horatio's implication is
clear: he believes the seductive powers of beautiful women are

more fearful than those of the traditional elf-woman. The

"elf-disease" was also a name given to the "nightmare" (see
below, 1. 51 ) .

37 course] coarse.
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halfe a one] I.e., deformed, suggesting the
corrosions of syphilis, or perhaps the ravages of smallpox;

may be used in opposition to "full of face" ("beautiful",
0ED facjs 3). Cf. Fletcher, Bonduca (1613), II.ii.25-6:
"An eye, a nose, a cheek - But one cheek, Junius? / An half-
fac'd Mistris?"

38 Rheumaticke] watery (OED 2). I can find no

possible meaning for Q's "Emnaticke", and Gifford's
emendation appears apt and palaeographically probable.
Scolopendra is later commended for a nose "distilling
Rhewme" (lV.i.83) and cf. Love Tricks, Il.ii (Works I, 27),
"teach your eye / How to be rheumatic". Printer's copy

may have read "rumaticke", a form similar to the printed
text.

4.1 fashions] shapes; cf. IV.i.85.

4.2 Water-worke s ] I.e., water supply system (generally
associated with fountains, which were increasingly popular
in Stuart gardens); connotes profusion of nasal rheum.

4-3 Moores complexion] I.e., black. The Moors of N.W.
Africa were often confused with negros.

44-5 A chinne...with] I.e., hooked.

51 Wis;ht -mare] Double entendre: "mare of the night"
and "incubus". The pun is extended by the contrast with
"finest flesh and blood", setting "finest" against the
deformities associated with his animal of the night and
"flesh and blood" (i.e., human) against the non-human incubus.

than...finest] Elliptical: "than [you will with]
the finest. "

56 sound...winde ] Continues the metaphor of woman as

horse; "not ridden till out of breath" (OED wind 11d).

58 lesse evill] I.e., than courting beautiful women.

59 mind ] heed.

60 City] I.e., men of the city (who were commonly
depicted as cuckolds in seventeenth century drama) as opposed
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to the Court and Country.

61 With...successe,] Q's punctuation is ambiguous;
I suggest that the phrase is a parenthetic remark, with
the following lines being linked by the relative to 1.
60 as an adverbial clause of result (i.e., " [so] that...").
Gifford's punctuation makes the phrase complete the previous

thought in 1. 60, and the following lines (ll. 61-2) become an
exclamation.

64- engag 1 d. . . now] Terms of war: "am I involved in the
conflict so far only to retreat now" (OED retreat 8; fall
back 80).

66 Dukes---] Horatio, by deliberate incompletion (the
figure praecisio; see Sonnino, p. 14-2), implies that her status
is too shameful to be named. Shirley is adding an in-joke of
his own, based on the audience's knowledge of the play's
title (which is no more informative than Horatio's "modesty").

69 in these parts] I.e., around the Court of Parma.

70-1 want... intelligence] lack no information.

71 but] but that, that (semi-adversative use; see

Abbott, §122).

quaile] Cant term for a courtesan (Partridge, p.

175); the quail itself was considered a bird of an amorous

nature.

74- In... respect] Sc., the Duke's power of revenge if
Ardelia is in fact faithful.

75 vaine] futile

7 6 Eyes] I.e, sight, looks. Cf. The Example, I.i
(Works III, 290), where exchange of looks is associated
with "engendering at the eyes".

of] for.

77-8 better... prove ] I.e,, better to fear than test.
The infinitive may be understood with both verbs, although
"feare" has the force of an imperative.
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78 shadowes] "dark imaginings, fancies"; frequently-
contrasted with "substance" (as 1. 79 below) in the various

senses of "form" as opposed to "matter or reality" (see OED

6a) .

79 her substance] I.e., her physical body. Horatio's
addition of the pronoun changes the reference of "shadowes"
to mean Bentivolio's own fanciful ideas of Ardelia (i.e.,
"her shadows"), which, he implies, will be sadly dispelled

by the reality.

ile...you] Previous stage action is implied.
Horatio has probably made some gesture of impatience and
made as if to leave; but with this phrase he returns with a

mixture of "good fellowship" and morose forbearance. Cf.
V. iii.116-17.

80 did] Subjunctive (Abbott, §361): "were [the Duke]
to ..." .

81-2 Cow...market] Cf. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair,
V.iv.84.-6: "the Bull with the five legges, and two pizzles;

(he was a Calfe at Uxbridge Fayre, two yeeres agone). "
Jonson refers to the animal again in The Alchemist, and it is

quite probable that the reference is to an actual animal
known of, if not seen, by Shirley. The "market" probably
refers to Sn'ithfield market (the location of Bartholomew Fair).
References to monsters or "living wonders" exhibited at

contemporary fairs are frequent in the drama (see Forsythe,

p. 291); cf. Jasper Mayne, The City Match (1637), Ill.i; and

Shirley's "A Fairing" (Works VI, 4.12).

83-4- but...Stay] Turns of thought indicate
accompanying bursts of movement; metre is similarly disturbed.

84-8 will...lookes] A further portrait of the melancholy
lover; cf. I.i.95n.

85 A farre] afar.

twinckles] glances (an unusual sense, derived
from "blink"; OED 1).
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86-8 crost... Taylors] Crossed arms were a
conventional attribute of the melancholy lover,

probably representing a physical attempt to keep the passions
under control (cf. I . i . 6 8 , and see L L Ij ., III.ii.131-2).
Here, however, two modes are specified, the first crossed

apparently at the wrists, as if "pinioned" or shackled, and
the second with arms totally buried or entwined. The
actor's representation of the two forms would clarify the
sense. The religious and military order of the Templars,
formed to protect pilgrims in the middle ages, centred in

England on the Temple Church in London, and tombs bearing

reclining figures of knights with legs elegantly crossed

may still be seen. Stow's Survey of London (1603) states
the symbolism: "[they lie] cross-legged as men vowed to the
Holy Land, against the infidels and unbelieving Jews" (p. 150).
See illustrations of similar figures in F. H. Crossley,

English Church Monuments, A.D. 1150-1550 (London, 1921),
pp. 210-17- Taylors, on the other hand, were traditionally
represented as sitting cross-legged; "whollie buried",
therefore, intensifies the previous "pinioned" (i.e., "nay,
whollie buried"). Cf. Davenant, The Unfortunate Lovers (1638),
II.i (Works III, 36): "I'd rather see [this taylor] sit
cross-legg'd than any man / In Lombardy; his thimble on

and's needle thus - / He'll run a tilt through cloth two
inches thick."

87 Knight] The transposition in Q also occurs in the
word "knighthood" in the Quarto edition of Loves Cruelty;
see J. F. Nims, ed. (New York and London, 1980), p. 11.

88 as y'ad] as if you had.

90 pention] (pension) stipend (0ED 1).

90-3 with...you] This description of meagre maintenance
indicates an austere and miserly father (and see 111. i . 74--9 ) •

bi-sket ] Hard dry bread baked for sea voyages (0ED 1).
91 Poore John] Salted and dried hake (a cheap fish).
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halfe a livery] Connoting a retainer who is only
half servant (in liveried clothes, cf. OED 3), the other "half"

being governor or tutor. Tutors accompanied young gentlemen
on their foreign travels with the charge of their education
and moral well-being; they were not always as dour as Horatio

suggests. See, for example, Jonson's wry account of his
embarrassment at the hands of his charge, Jonson Allusion
Book, ed. J. F. Bradley and J. Q. Adams (New Haven and London,
1 922), p. 1 U.

93 lenton Lectures] Sermons given at Lent advocated
fasting and abstinence.

94- As...say] as though to say.

95 shall...for't] Confusing construction. The unspecified

subject appe^s to be the Duke, with the probable meaning, "the
Duke will pay well (in material and other benefits) for the

pleasure of having me". The imagined attitude continues
Horatio's satirical treatment of women, and Ardelia is in

fact being showered with entertainments and jewels (see
I.i. 355-6, II.ii.20-1).

96 handsome] proper, seemly (OED 2).
99 sha't] I emend Q's "shal't", which appears to be

the compositor's expansion of the normal Shirleian
contraction (cf. I.i.26, II.i.112) without concurrent

deletion of the apostrophe.

temperate ] Relates to the theory of humours, which
were, when properly balanced, supposed to support proper and

healthy behaviour. Henry Peacham in The Compleat Gentleman

(1622), p. 185, comments that reputation may be preserved by
"Temperance and that Moderation of the minde, wherewith as a

bridle wee curbe and breake our ranke and unruly Passions,

keeping... our selves ever at one heigth without ebbe or

refluxe".

101 & 104 Parma] Q's Pavie is a variant spelling of
Pavia; cf. Massinger's Duke of Milan (1621), I.iii.82 and

footnote, in The Plays and Poems, ed. P. Edwards and C.
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Gibson (Oxford, 1976), I, 227. III.i.79 reads "Pavias Court";

"Parma", the home of the Farnese family, appears at V.ii.78

(see note to Parma, Dramatis Personae) .

102 divide me] I.e., the two friends divide or share
Valerio's welcome (no doubt physical as well as verbal

gesture); cf. II Pastor Fido, tr. Fanshawe, V.vi.5221:
"Share me between you"; and A Contention for Honour and
Riches (Works VI, 314-). A comic version of this compliment
is seen in Falstaff's ecstatic "Divide me like a brib'd buck,

each a haunch", Wiv. (1600), V.v.23.

Then...stranger] Sc., "since Valerio knows me as
a friend".

105-7 Being... Court ] Foreign travel was a popular form
of education for the young nobleman, who was expected to
learn languages, statesmanship, and other gentlemanly skills

during his wanderings; cf. Peacham, The Compleat Gentleman,

p. 200f f.

107 taste] experience (OED 3c).
110 It...ayre] I.e., because it is concentrating on

pleasure; cf. The Constant Maid (1 63 8 ), II. ii (Works IV,

4-68): " she 1 s ... Extreme [ly ] merry, dance and song, all air."
In Renaissance psychology, air was the hot and moist element
linked with the humour "blood" and the sanguine temperament.
Over-dominance of air, however, suggests wantonness and

instability; cf. The Witty Fair One (1628), II.ii (Works
I. 303): "you are too wild and airy to be constant to [love]",
and Troil (1 602), III.ii.199: "as false as air."

119-22 A humour... barren] Extended pun on "play"
(the figure antanaclasis; Sonnino, p. 193). Valerio invests
Bentivolio's innocent use of the word with sexual connotations,

and to cap this, Horatio adds a homophone ("place") and

continues the connotation ("too barren").

119 withall] with (emphatic form; Abbott, §196).

124- something... moone-shine ] I.e., black. Dark
complexions were considered unbecoming; Valerio also implies
that their colour makes them creatures of the night and of evil.

"Nightbird", for example, was a cant term for a thief (OED 2).
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126 lease] I.e., guaranteed occupation. Leases were

commonly held for 21 years or three lives (see L. Stone,
Crisis of the Aristocracy [Oxford 1965], p. 4-08).

127 Lapland] Fabled home of witches and magicians;
cf. Peacham, The Compleat Gentleman, p. 66: "those as farre
North in Lapland, Iceland, and other places, are dull, and in
a manner senselesse of Religion, whereupon they are held
the most notorious Witches of the world." The Lapland witches
and their traffic with the weather (as related by sailors)
were proverbial, and Kittredge lists mention by several seven¬

teenth century dramatists (Witchcraft in Old and New England,

p. 478).

Act II, Scene ii

0.1 Musicke...Dialogue] The Duke and courtiers may

have entered while the music played, the song beginning once
the characters were assembled on stage. Q gives no details
of the song intended at this point. See Appendix B for

suggestions.

0*3 and attendants] Cf. I.i.282 and note. Musicians

may well have appeared onstage again to perform the song

in dialogue and to accompany the dance (l. 37.1). See
also IV.i.0.1 and IV.i.4-5.

1-2 If...eare] The affective power of music, in baroque
theory, operated by direct agitation of the passions through
the medium of the ear, "the sense of hearing stricking the

Spirits more immediately then the rest of the sences" (Sandys'
translation of Ovid, Metamorphoses, cited and discussed in

Hollander, The Untuning of the Sky, p. 173). The idea is thus
"if your own spirits (through hearing) respond to the music".
C f. The Triumph of Beauty (W£r k_s VI, 334): "Howe'er their
flattering sound affect thy ear"; and Puttenham, The Arte
of English Poesie, p. 261: "when a sound is either too loude
or too low or otherwise confuse, the eare is ill affected."
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2 highnesse] Possessive inflection omitted for euphony

(see Abbott, §217).

4. sence] I.e., hearing.

7 Challenge] claim (OED 6b).

religious] Both 1) scrupulous (OED 4-) and 2) devout
(OED 1), treating the Duke as a god.

8 charme] magical attraction.
cease... other] Indicates that the courtiers have

been talking among themselves while the Duke and Ardelia
converse. Q does not indicate whether the music continues

to play under the dramatic dialogue. While the song would no

doubt have been completed before the characters begin speaking,
in order that both actual and dramatic audiences could

appreciate the "dialogue", instrumental music may have
continued. Cf. the opening of Tw.N., H8 (IV.ii), and I.v of
Marston's Antonio's Revenge (1600), where music accompanies

speech (and is commented upon). The use of the present tense
in both the Duke's question and Ardelia's criticism (11..1-4-)
may suggest continuation, but retrospective criticism would be
as easily understood.

9 But... accents] I.e., "which are but discord in
comparison to her voice".

9-10 what...has] The connotations here, growing out of
the praise of her language and accents, are probably still
related to music; her voice is the attuning and persuasive

expression of a sweet (i.e. "well-tuned" ; OED 4-» 5 c) soul.

13 I could... ever] The Duke's wondering contemplation
of his mistress, with his creation of a circle of admirers,

places him in the mould of Platonic lover. See intro.,_pp. I**, 3

15 yet...will] Draws attention to the tyranny of will
when incited by passion. Just as the Duke will brook no voice
raised against that of Ardelia, neither will he allow a voice
to be raised against his own will. His personal passion is

aligned with his royal ("our") will. Cf. The Bird in a Cage,
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V.i, p. 69; "it would have been thought Tiranny / Though none

durst tell us so."

17 tell me] Deliberately ambiguous. Treated as a

complete statement, it demands a response to the previous

question and stands as a further veiled warning to Leontio;
his startled query, however, elicits a response which lets
him treat it as an incomplete demand for continued admiration
of Ardelia.

18 field] Heraldic term: the background on which the
armorial device is displayed. Cf. Lucr. , (11 . 58 , 72).
Metaphors drawing on heraldry were conventional in late
sixteenth century poetry, but quickly became tired and were

little used by the Caroline period.

19 Tis poore] I.e.., Leontio1s conceit is inadequate.
After the Duke's raptures, the expression (commenting on her
visible beauty alone in out-dated heraldic terminology) is
indeed poor, and is an indication of Leontio's attitude.

20 to...attendant] Although n. 19-23 are addressed
to Leontio, it is unlikely that the order to give Ardelia
a jewel is also addressed to him. The two intervening
lines allow little time for Leontio to carry out the stage
business; moreover, they assume dramatic irony if Leontio, the

"unbeliever", is primary audience.

this...Jewe11 ] Indicates not only (with 1. 21) that
Ardelia's costume is already bejewelled, but also that this
is not the first piece that the Duke has given her.

21 volumne ] mass, quantity (OED 7).
23 Never sir] Brevity of response again points to irony;

where the Duke refers to Ardelia's beauty, Leontio probably
refers to her bejewelled exterior.

28 You...best] Old impersonal idiom, i.e. "it were best
that you should..." (Abbott, §352).

29 kindlie ] Adverbial use (Abbott, §1).
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33-4- you...her] The position of "still" suggests a
further subtle ambiguity in the Duke's phrasing; the less

threatening meaning (linking "still love her") is that Leontio

may continue to respectfully love the Duchess; but if taken as

the adversative (i.e., "nevertheless"), the stress falls on

"love", with the innuendo that the Duke is aware of Leontio's

passion.

34- infects] spoils, taints (OED 4-b).
35-6 The Dukes...batraid] While the Duke has not voiced

his suspicions directly to Leontio, Strozzi's betrayal allows
the audience to be aware of the innuendo in the Duke's comments

to Leontio. Leontio himself, fearful in guilt, here clarifies
his own suspicions.

37 The...much] The placing of Q's dance direction
(1. 37.2) assists interpretation: "the ladies blush with
embarrassment for you in your lack of courtesy; they have
waited too long" ("breathed" meaning "rested, paused"; OED 5).
C f. H_8, III.ii.307-8: "If I blush, / It is to see a nobleman
want manners"; and 1H4- > V.iv. 15-16: "We breathe too long...For

Gods sake, come." The Duke's words are clarified further if

he and Ardelia begin the dance immediately on 1. 35 (Leontio's
aside being made as they dance), with the courtiers tardy in

joining them.

38 desire] Relative understood: "who desire."
4-0 supply... ab s ence ] fulfill the Duchess' duties in

her absence (OED _su£21^ 10).

4-3 Ambitious] Q's reading probably results from a

turned letter and not from misreading of copy.

4-4- as] as if.

4.6 attend] wait upon, visit (OED 7).

4-7 worth...friend-ship] The object of "friend-ship" is
unclear, and leads to ambiguity. The sense is probably

"worthy of your friendship with Bentivolio"; but if

"friendship to me" is meant, Ardelia may be saying she will

actually pay Valerio for his service ("make it worthwhile").
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49 renewes] The object of the verb is "memory", and
the idea of "reviewing" or seeing a memory again is not

plausible. To "renew" a memory, on the other hand, is clear,.
The error is not, as in 1. 4-3, an instance of a turned letter,

because Q reads "v" and not "u". The compositor may have read
the "n" of his copy as medial "u". Cf. The Traitor, I.i.80:
"renew thy eye" (i.e., "make your looks joyful, bring your

eye to life again"). See also III.iii.82, where Q(u)
mistakenly prints "n" of "Dionisio" as "v".

52 representing] resembling (OED 7b).
53 what] I.e., whatever.

54 study] seek to achieve (OED 11).

56-7 flatter...distruction] While Bentivolio is obviously
referring to the generous treatment he has been given by the

Duke, Horatio satirically points to his folly in "playing with
fire". The "flattery" probably refers to Bentivolio's com¬

plimentary and deceitful behaviour towards both Valerio and
the Duke, which, if exposed, will lead to his own destruction.

58 Arrow] I.e., Cupid's arrow, love. Usage without a

defining reference (e.g., "Love's Arrow") is unusual, but the
"arrows" of Cupid were so much a part of convention that the
reference to his "heart" alone clarifies the image.

decline] deflect,turn aside (OED 11c).

59-60 I...els] "I've finished with trying to make you

see reason. Be a fool, then. I'll apply my mind to something
else." It is ironic that Horatio's turn to courtship is clearly
a mental amusement rather than an affair of the heart.

61 phisnomy] physiognomy, face.

62 big...winds] Alluding to visual representation of
the four winds (north, south, east and west) as cherub heads

puffing their cheeks and blowing strenuously, which appeared
at the corners of contemporary maps. See, for example, the
world map reproduced in Sir Francis Drake's Voyage Round the

World (London 1 927). Cf. Marston, Antonio's Revenge, II. ii.
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ii

91-2: "blasts / Of the swoll'n-cheeked winds.

63 wo'not.. . Hericano] I.e., "will not be deflected by
a hurricane", with a pun on "-ship". The hurricane ("Hericano")
also connotes breath strong in force and odour.

64. honest] chaste, virtuous (OED 3b).
66 lans-schape] landscape. The word was introduced

from the Dutch in the late sixteenth century as an artist's
technical term; Shirley uses it in a figurative sense much as

he delights in using imagery relating to the new architectural
and artistic theories of perspective which were being utilised

by Inigo Jones in his masques. Here, "landscape" (as opposed
to "portrait") implies a view of the natural and rugged

expanse that is Fiametta's face (cf. IV.i.100).

68 set of] (set off) show to advantage.

69 Especially...Mistres] I.e., "especially the face of
the Duke's Mistress". "Mistres" may be the possessive;
cf. Morley's madrigal, "April is in my mistress' face," in

E. H. Fellowes, comp., English Madrigal Verse, 3rd edn.

(Oxford, 1967), p. 139. The meaning is clear regardless.

whom] The antecedent is the "Lady usefull at Court"
(Fiametta).

70 some thing else] Alluding to her position as bawd or
procuress (see IV.i.127-31)■

71 serve turne] suit you (OED 30b).
72 wall-eye] I.e., multicoloured iris, as appears from

IV.i.66-8.

73 marry] to be sure (interjection).
prepare you] Elliptical construction: "prepare her

for you" or "prepare your way". The ellipsis may stem from
confusion of the two constructions, or perhaps from the

proximity of his direct speech with Fiametta.

83 ther's... active] The many connotations of "active"

charge this line with dramatic irony. The basic idea is that
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activity is the corollary of life. However, the "active"
life (that of involvement in public affairs and outward action)
is commonly contrasted with the "contemplative" life. The
Duke thus ostensibly states his commitment to a public role;

yet his desires, being physical and personal, reduce "action"
to "revelry". Moreover, there is further irony when "active"
is interpreted as the active soul (i.e., active and quick
in virtue) as opposed to an insensitive soul dulled to the

dangers of sin. Cf. Oth . , I. iii . 271 -4-: "when light wing'd

toys / Of feather'd Cupid seel with wanton dullness / My

speculative and offic'd instruments, / That my disports corrupt
and taint my business."

85 And... something] I.e., of Ardelia's request to see

him. The lack of stage direction in Q for H, 84. — 5 is

confusing, since Valerio may still be addressing Fiametta,
and only return to Bentivolio and Horatio after Euphemia's
entry. I base my directions solely on Valerio's use of the
word "commission", which seems to relate to Ardelia's request

(about which he must inform Bentivolio) rather than a betrayal
of the request to Fiametta. With this interpretation, the

passing of information i s interrupted by Euphemia's entry.

88 guard] Cf. The Cardinal, II. ii. 44 —6: "my heart...
must keep a guard about it still."

89 motion] gesture, movement (OED 3).
90 commanding] Both "commanding response" and "exalted";

cf. Massinger, Bondman (1623), III.ii.29-30: "with the majestie
of commanding beautie, / Strike dead his loose affections."

90-1 if...selfe] Construction is markedly compressed:
"if I look at her, the very eyes that do the observing will

betray my feelings for her by their tears. " Implicit is the
direction for him to look away.

?2ff. I come..J Euphemia's "suite" is clearly
rhetorical and combines lament, accusation and plea (see intro.,

p. lo7). The opening lines set the tone with her denial of
a charge that may be laid against her (praesumptio; Sonnino,
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p. 14-6); this allows her, nevertheless, to proclaim her grief.
Cf. Kyd , The Spanish Tragedy (1587), III.xiv.23-5: "I come

not as thou think'st, / With doubtful followers, unresolved

men, / But such as have upon thine articles..."; and
The Wedding, Ill.i (Works I, 4-0): "I come not to disturb /
Your thoughts, or with one bold and daring language / Say how

unjust you make my sufferings...."

92 rudenes] violence, harshness (OED 3). The later
depiction of "wild" sorrow perhaps draws out a further sense,

"lack of civility".

94.-6 The. . . bo s ome s ] I.e., her sorrow, being passionate
and uncontrolled, may be felt by those whose thoughts and
emotions are not shielded from its impact. "Proof" was

tried and proven armour (OED 10b).

96 but] Modifies "I come not...to offend".

97 One...last] Cf. 0th., V.ii.19: "One more, and
that's the last." The association of "one" and "last" is

unusual, but charges the line with added feeling: "I make only
one suit to you (which expresses my moderation) and that is
also to be my last, therefore you should be doubly willing
to feel compassion and grant my wish." The abrupt yoking
of "one and last" brings to mind another more common phrase,
"first and last", and implicit in the alteration is Euphemia's

grief-stricken awareness of her fall from favour.

suite] (suit) petition (OED 11).

97-8 which... reasonable] The difficulty here is clarified
when treated as transposition, i.e., "when you have heard

which, it may appear so reasonable".

98 proportion'd] duly adjusted.

100 Find] Sc., "in your thoughts".

101 me] Compressed construction: "make me fortunate."

105 promising wishes] wishes that hold promise of good.
The phrase utilises the figure oxymoron; wishes and promises
are mutually exclusive.
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107-8 Of more... Beauty] Compressed construction with
"of" transposed: "more than the guilt of ray obedience and
lesser beauty." The transposition allows a figure of contrast

(contentio; Sonnino, p. 60) by framing the two phrases - "more
than" and "less than" - with the one preposition.

110-11 lawe-s . , . bed , ] The punctuation of Q is clearly
misleading since it suggests that the punishment is a result
of Euphemia's adultery, when in fact this is the crime with
which she is contrasting her own innocence and obedience.

112 wander... brow] There is no need to alter Q's sense;

"disgrace" accompanies Euphemia's wandering (possibly person¬

ified) and the "Fable" is inscribed on her brow.

carv'd] Faces are commonly described as carved or

lettered in some form in the drama. The conceit externalises

and makes concrete the art of physiognomy, which "reads"

personality and fortune in thefacial features. Criminals
were in fact branded on the cheek with signs of letters as

a punishment; the branding of William Prynne in 1637 for
Puritan treatise-writing is a notorious example. The carved

inscription possibly connotes the epitaph as well as a brand.
Cf. for example The Cardinal, I.ii.158-61; The Imposture,
V.iii (Works V, 2 56); The Brothers, 111 . i (Works I, 227); and

Lucr., 11. 807-8: "The light will show, character'd in my

brow, / The story of sweet chastity's decay."

113 The Fable... anger] The inscribed Fable, or moral
tale, is almost given a title (the Duchess and the angry Duke)
and suggests an authorial alternative to the play's actual
title. "Fable" also connotes "insubstantial fabrication";

Euphemia as a rejected and therefore "false" Duchess is
herself a ghost-like fabrication who no longer has concrete

existence, sentenced to wander like a spirit in limbo.

115 doome] sentence (this refers to a figurative, not
actual, sentence; cf. 11. 106-12 above).

118-20 You...sinne] Cf. The Grateful Servant, IV. ii
(Works II, 68): "Heaven avert so black a thought" (of threat
to Duke). Murder of a sovereign was judged not only the
worst of earthly crimes but also as a sin against God
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(see intro . , p . ' 3 ) .

118 trouble... bring] Mixed construction: "trouble
yourself" and "fear". The relative is understood (i.e. "that

I bring" ) .

120-7 the danger...sacrifice] The construction here
consists of a series of ideas that modify the immediate
antecedent rather than the complete clause. The repetition
of the relative "which" may be confusing, although the

rapid association which depicts the process of suicide and
then turns to present an alternative solution certainly
imitates the way natural speech itself develops. See intro.,

p. log .

122 forc1d... blood] I.e., assaulted and taken by bloody
means (as an army would "force" a wall; OED force 6). Euphemia
refers to suicide.

123-4- urgd... mutiny ] The subject is the immediate
antecedent, "hands".

124- desperate] Both 1) expressing despair (OED 1); and
2) extremely dangerous (OED 5). The double entendre has an

intensifying function. Suicide is dangerous not only because
it brings death to the body but also because (in contemporary
Christian doctrine) it is an irrevocable act of despair that
condemns the soul in denying God. Of. The Humorous Courtier,

II.i.66-73: "we know our dwelling after death,...we are

proscrib'd those acts / That make us Angels...It were safer
for my soule, if your selfe / Would be my Executioner";
and Ham., I.ii.129-32: "0, that...the Everlasting had not
fix'd / His canon 'gainst self-slaughter!"

128-9 blesse...me] Cf. The Doubtful Heir, V.ii (Works
IV, 34-2): "when the stroke / Divides me from myself."

129 This...project] "Is this your proposal?" The
ellipsis of the verb gives added stress to the demonstrative,
thus emphasising the Duke's incredulity.

130ff. Did you...] This passage poses several

production problems; see discussion, intro ., pp. I4-S-1) . The
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directions I have added to the text itself are crucial to
the understanding of this potentially confusing scene.

134- Let... horror ] In horror at Ardelia's apparent wicked¬
ness, she can kneel no more in religious prayer for her own

death, and rises instead to demand revenge (see 11. 14-8-57

below). Cf. The Gamester, IV.i (Works III, 251): "I rise

to tell the world I am a woman."

136 She 1le... cunning ] I.e., she will be cunning ("show
herself cunning" as opposed to "seem cunning"; see OED appear

9) .

14-1 Conveniency] convenience, saving of trouble (OED 5);
possibly with satiric inport: "ethical propriety" (OED 3).

14-8-54- I take . . . palsey-strucke ] For a parallel switch from
death-plea to desire for revenge, see especially Love 1s Cruelty,

Ill.iv, p. 40; and cf. II Pastor Fido, tr. Fanshawe, Ill.viii.
3003-5: "Yeeld stout grief / To anger, death to life, till in

my life / I have aveng'd my death."

148 I take...me] Contrast with The Traitor, II.ii.126-7:
"I am all passive, nothing of myself / But an obedience to

unhappine s s .

152 noyse ] outcry.

153 adulterate arts] Quibble: "arts of adultery" and
"base, corrupted arts".

as] that (Abbott, 8109).

154- palsey] fit of paralysis or involuntary tremors.
Cf. Marston, Antonio's Revenge, IV.iv.18-20: "I will live /

Only to numb some others' cursed blood / With the dead palsy
of like misery."

155 I feele...soule] Cf. The Grateful Servant, II.i.
(Works II, 31): "I feel a new and fiery spirit dance."

156 Apt...rage] ready to throw my rage in all
directions (OED apt 2b; disperse 6) .

157 Religion] Referring specifically to doctrine
advocating patient endurance of wrongs,
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160 aside] The punctuation of Q suggests this direction
(see intr 0 . , pp. HW5) .

my...Genius] Interjection (marked by Q's parentheses)
indicates a sudden idea, attributed to the promptings of his

"genius" (the good or evil tutelary spirit allotted to the
individual at birth). Cf. Shirley's Arcadia (Works VI, 211):
"Stay, / O'th' sudden I ha thought upon a way...Good Genius!"

163 narrowlie] closely, carefully (OED 1).

165 Limit you not,] The repositioning of Q's punctuation
restores sense and gTammatical correctness. The Duke places
Leontio in a position of apparent freedom, deliberately

pushing him towards behaviour that will undo him.

guide] Ellipsis avoiding repetition: "your guide."
166 on...her] "keep her secure or you will forfeit your

life. "

167 occasion] opportunity (OED 1).

168 thou...thee] "you take upon yourself a task that must
undo you" (OED entertain 16).

170 Hu?...clouds] Alluding to the mythical Ixion, the
ungrateful favourite of Jupiter who attempted to seduce Juno,
wife of Jupiter. Jupiter, however, learned of his intent and

shaped a false image from clouds; caught in his love-making with
this phantom, Ixion was punished for his ingratitude by being
chained to an eternal wheel. The association with Leontio

is clear. Shirley refers to the myth again in The Triumph of

Beauty ( Works VI, 334-); and cf. Ford, T h e__B r o_k£n_ H e a r t, IV . i .
69-70: "Ixion, aiming / To embrace Juno, bosom'd but a cloud",
where the moral of danger of ambition is drawn. There may be
authorial irony in the association of Jupiter with the Duke;

Jupiter frequently incurred Juno's jealousy and wrath for his
adulteries.

172 Suspected] I.e., of adultery.

equall danger] danger equal to that to which she is
exposed.

173 lose. . .ayre] spend your breath (OED lose 6) ;
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Leontio, unlike Euphemia, will die without requesting death.

175 resigns...will] "make my will submit" (OED resign 1d);
i.e., "I cheerfully accept imprisonment or death".

179 To...too] The reference is unclear; probably "to
repent her wish that I should die", although Euphemia's meaning

may be less specific (i.e., "to repent her sins in general,
which led me to curse her").

you] Compressed construction: "you live."

181 in a dreame] "even in a dream", with connotation of
a troubled conscience. Cf. Lucr., 1. 87: "unstained thoughts
do seldom dream on evil."

184- wither] Here, "wither to naught" is implied (i.e.,
"I will die of grief before you have me put to death, and thus
cease to be an obstruction to you"). Cf. I.i.214» III.iii.73»
and contrast III.i.180-1, where the heart's withering connotes
non-fatal pining. Shirley's variation in use of the word
does not hinder understanding, for the context makes the extent
of "withering" clear.

185 most] Transposition for emphasis.

186-7 Be...fame] I.e., "do not injure my reputation when
I am dead". The Duke's desire for her death is implied to be

tyranny.

188 sticke] be set as an adornment; cf. T w_;_N . , 11 . i v . 5 5 :

"My shroud of white, stuck all with Ewe." Euphemia sees the

inscription of her name as the only epitaph necessary on her
tomb.

189-90 if...cost] Parenthesis probably modifies "Tombe".
Tombs erected for the dead were particularly large and opulent
from 1580-1625. when they were seen as representations of
social status. By the 1630s, however, the taste had shifted
to favour simple, small tombs (entailing considerably less

cost); cf. Donne, "The Canonization", 11. 33-4: "As well

a well wrought urne becomes / The greatest ashes, as

halfe-acre tombes"; and see L. Stone, Crisis of the Aris-

» P • 5 7 7 j an(j yL . A. Esdaile, English Church Monuments,
1510-1840 (London, 1946), p. 60: "the artistic tastes of
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Charles I [resulted] in the production of some garden

sculpture, many busts, an(j a definite preference for white
marble over alabaster." The ironic implication of "so much
cost" is thus that the Duke may not consider her dead body

worthy of a monument at all, when he does not value her
in life. The parenthesis may, on the other hand, modify the

epitaph itself, with irony resulting from the relatively
small cost of the inscription.

Act III, Scene i

3 faith] allegiance, fidelity. Bentivolio's con¬

fidence in Valerio's honesty and friendship renews the bond of
that friendship, which obliges him in terms of honour to be

trustworthy. Cf. The Royal Master, II.ii (Works IV, 133): "an
act of confidence, / Which I must not betray."

4. aside] Although Valerio immediately thinks of the

power and potential advantage he gains with this knowledge,
at this stage his reference to the end of the "pilgrimage"

appears to be a simple indication of place (i.e., Ardelia's
lodgings) without any innuendo of Bentivolio's death. The
full stop after 1. 4- further supports the return to open

address (see intro. , p. /if-). I thus reject C-ifford's
extension of the aside to 1. 5. Valerio probably gestures
to the stage door through which he then exits.

chance] perchance, perhaps (OED C).

8 Suspect] be suspicious, imagine danger (OED 4-) •

9 — 14- I'le...you] Cf. The Wedding, III. i (Works I, 4-00):
"Dare you trust him? - Yes, with my life. - You have done that

already / In your discovery, pray heaven he prove your friend."
Horatio's attitude of distrust is much like that expressed in
letters of advice from fathers to their sons (see Stone, The

Family, Sex and Marriage, p. 95).

10 much...wo't] I.e., "much good may it do him!" The
construction is irregular; "doe" is the subjunctive (Abbott,
§365), and "wo't" (with it) expresses instrumental connection,
i.e., "by means of the secret". Cf. Wiv., I.i.76: "much good
do it your good heart."
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11 Should] I.e., "that should"; subjunctive expresses

inevitability (see Abbott, §362).

12 ere't...wanderd] Q's reading may be due to

compositorial transpositions of the apostrophe and of
"-er" in "wanderd" (cf. also the apparent inversion in

III.i.121). The placing of the apostrophe in contractions
was often irregular, however (see intro. , p. <1"?>).

wanderd] strayed without control.

1U He...you] Q's lack of punctuation at the end of

1. 13 makes this clause modify "pray now", with relative
understood (as in 1. 16 below). An alternative reading,
adding final punctuation, may however be intended: "he may

(though it's not likely) be honest to you." Two lines on the
same page of Q, at II.ii.185 and III.i. 15, lack clearly-needed
punctuation in final position.

honest] OED does not record "honost" as a variant
spelling o-f "honest" , nor does the spelling recur in the play.
I have therefore emended.

15 compunction] conviction of error, remorse.

19-20 would...me] I.e., "I wish that you would first tell
me"; "did tell" is past subjunctive because the action,

although still in the future, is to have taken place before
he leads Horatio to Fiametta.

20 discharge me of] release r.e from (OED 2a).

26-8 Thou... Goblins ] There is a comic misunderstanding
here. Valerio assumes (wrongly) that the "fiends" are the
deformed women and devils that have bewitched Horatio, and

Horatio's subsequent revelation at 1. 31 completely inverts
his train of thought (as well as the Neoplatonic association
of beauty with goodness). "Goblins" were mischievous and ugly
demons (OED 1) of folk belief; cf. "elvish", II.i.36n., and

the associations of Fletcher, The Woman Hater, III.i.228-9:

"will it rayle no more at women, and call 'em Divels, / shee

Cattes, and Goblins?"
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28 their knowledge] acquaintance with them (objective
genitive).

30 Legions] multitudes (OED 3); the hosts of Hell are

implied by biblical allusion. Mark 5 and Luke 8 relate the

story of a man possessed, who, when Christ asked his name,

replied "Legion: because many devils were entered into him"
(Luke 8:30) .

32-8 Their...glorie] The implication of Horatio's
desire for revenge is that his misogyny arises from rejection
in love, a cause often identified, although accusations of

impotence or of disguise of extreme licentiousness were also
made. C f. The Humorous Courtier, IV.i.224-9» 2 6 9 - 7 5 » and

Fletcher, The Woman Hater, II.i.108-16.

32 perjur'd] I.e., false to vows (OED ppl.a.1).

33 made...me] had any scruples cf conscientiousness
concerning me (OED conscience 11).

36 Tis...knowes] Cf. "To a Beautiful Lady" (Works
VI, 4-59)1 "111 favour 'd ladies may have souls, and those / In
a capacity to be sav'd, who knows?" This alludes to the Neo-

platonic concept that the soul is physically expressed in
exterior beauty (with its corollary that ugliness exhibits
sin or lack of soul); cf. Spenser, "An Hymne in Honour of
Beautie": "For all that faire is, is by nature good. "
Horatio, having lost faith in the theory, is thus attempting
to disprove the proverbial adage, "women have no souls"

(Tilley, W709), by inverting the concept. Cf. St Patrick,
III.i.58-9; Marston, The Insatiate Countess (1610 ) , V.ii.38;

and Sir Thomas Overbury, The Miscellaneous Works, ed. E. F.
Rimbault (London, 1856), p. 173: "womens soules were never

made up. "

37 Howe're] however it may be, in any case (OED 2).
38 they] Q's reading is probably a literal error of

omission made by the compositor.

glorie] most splendid ornament (with ironic conno¬
tation of "beauty").

40ff. They...] The staging here is a little strained,



owing to the lack of expressed motive for the exit and quick
reentranee of Ardelia and Pentivolio (Valerio's reaction on

their exit, "that's over", suggests that their renewal of

acquaintance is to be conducted offstage). However, in

performance the awkwardness is likely to pass unnoticed;
in the time that has elapsed, Ardelia has obviously been

given reason to become concerned at Bentivolio's aloof bearing.

4-0 Fayrie] Like elves and goblins, fairies were super¬

natural beings with influence over humans. Beauty and dim¬
inutive grace were not generally attributed to fairies until
the eighteenth century. Cf. OED's citation (fairy 4-) of John
Baxter ( 1 6 5 4-) s "Hags (or Fairies) that is, such as exercise

familiarity with men."

4-3 outward formes] external appearance (OED form 3),
i.e. the rich dress and accoutrements she has acquired as

the Duke's mistress; and perhaps also the observances of

etiquette (OED form 15) she has learned at court. The
external forms contrast with the philosophical "inner form"
or soul, which gives shape and individuality to formless
matter.

4-4- knowledge] "recognition" (OED 2), with implication
of an intimate understanding of her true self.

salute] greet with a kiss (OED 2e).

46-7 our...soules ] Cf. I. i. 351-2, V.iv. 58-63 .

47 heartie] heartfelt, sincere (OED 4).

meaning] intention, disposition (OED 1).

48 brave] finely-odressed (OED 2).

49-50 these...Glories] Referring to her fine clothing
and jewels.

51 lost] I.e., for lost, as being lost.

55-6 I know...by] Overtly Bentivolio refers to titles
of honour and rank which may have been placed on her in her
new position at court; covertly, of course, he alludes to
dishonourable epithets (such as "whore") that might apply to
her .
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61 greatnep] I.e., high lank, either of the Duke or

of Ardelia herself.

62 Virgin faith] Quibble: 1) first faith or allegiance
not previously placed elsewhere (OED 16b); and 2) faith of a

virgin.

62-3 paid... tribute] I.e., "innocently kissed".

64- spent] exhausted, worn out (OED 5a). Day and Night
are both personified in 11. 64-5.

68 Torne from] Both "torn away fron" and "torn out of"
(where Ardelia is understood to be his "heart"). The image of
a heart being torn from the body had been given literal
enactment in the bloody finale of Ford's Tis Pity She's a Whore.

70 promised Master] I.e., by Ardelia's promises, made
master.

wealth] Continuing the idea of Ardelia "enriching"
the Duke's arms.

7 2-3 What... language] Cf. Brome, The Queen and Concubine,
I.viii, p. 18, where Eulalia similarly questions her husband's
covert accusations of adultery: "What means this unknown

Language. "

74-6 I doe...father] Cf. II.i.88-93, III.i.49-53, 103.
Bentivolio has apparently been sent abroad on the "grand tour"
that was fashionable for young noblemen (see Stone, Crisis of
the Aristocracy, pp. 692-9) not merely to further his
education but also to avoid an undesirable match. The

early seventeenth century saw increasing conflict between the
traditional arranged marriage and marriages based on love, and
such parental actions must have been common. In 1635, for

example, the Earl of Pembroke hurriedly married his sixteen-

year-old heir Charles to the thirteen-year-old daughter of the
Duke of Buckingham to forestall her growing affection for his

younger brother. Charles was then sent off on the grand tour
to avoid the supposedly dangerous effects of early sexual

activity and pregnancy, only to die and leave his father in
debt (see Stone, Crisis of the Aristocracy, pp. 618-19).
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76-7 who...shipwracke] Contrasting the shipwreck of
Bentivolio's fortunes with potential shipwreck at sea. Mario
Praz notes that such use of the ship as symbol dates back to
Ovid's Amore s > II.iv.8 and II.ix.31-2 (Studies in Seventeenth

Century Imagery, I [London, 1 939 1, 77 ). See V.i.12-Un.
78 so] Sc., in seeing Ardelia as Bentivolio's shipwreck.

79 Temple] Double entendre: 1) forehead (i.e., beauty
and wealth did not equally grace her brow); and 2) Temple of

worship (wherein her fair spirit and not a golden idol is

praised) .

86 Ardelias...here] On the benefits of being a Duke's
mistress, see the elaborate description of masques, music,
outdoor entertainments and other pleasures at her command
in Love's Cruelty, II.ii, pp. 21-2.

87 Lady Paramount ] Lady in supreme position (OED 1a);
cf. Love's Cruelty, II.i, p. 18.

89 apprehensive] fanciful (OED 1); cf. MNP., V.i.5-6:
"such shaping fantasies, that apprehend / More than cool reason

ever comprehends J'
91 none of] Emphatic form of "not" (Abbott, §53).

92 Province] Sexual pun: "province of your body. "
Cf. The Example, II.i (Works III, 302): "the taking of her

province. "

writes] claims, declares. Direction of proof-
correction from "writes" to "writs" is established by other

changes in "the forme (especially "apprension" to "apprehension"
and addition of punctuation). I retain the original form in this

instance, however. OED records no instance of "writ" being
used as a transitive verb (in the sense of issuing a writ or

command) prior to 1888, and "writ" as a variant spelling of
"write" in the third person singular present was long obsolete.

Possibly the type letter "e" was dislodged druing the correcting

process, although the form may derive from the manuscript if
reference was made to copy at this point (see 1. 94- and note).
Cf. The Example, II.i (Works III, 300): "to be writ[ten! your

servant"; The Witty Fair Cne, I.ii (Works I, 282): "write
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himself a Knight"; and especially The Young Admiral. III.i.159:
"To see thee safe and smile, I writ my ambition", where "writ"

may be the present tense. See also The Bird in a Cage, II.i,

p. 32 (l. 26 and note) where Senescu rejects Gifford's
emendation of "write" to "writ".

93 ravish'd] "snatched away" (OED 4c), with quibble on

"raped" (OED 2b).

94 my owne] I.e., that which belongs to me.

nay] Both versions of Q make perfect sense, and
the correction may therefore indicate reference to copy,

since the uncorrected form would not otherwise be iden¬

tified as an error; I conjecture that the corrector,
doubtful about the correct reading behind "tame" (l . 95),
checked copy and in so doing found that "may" in the line
above was also incorrect. The reading "nay" gives the
sense "not only is everything taken from me, but also

(and worse) I am forced to stand watch while it is taken".

The rejection of one conceit ("I am become a stranger to my

owne") for another more specific ("stand... from me")
exemplifies the figure correctio (Sonnino, p. 65), used
for "greater vehemence of meaning". The uncorrected reading,

"may stand", adds a new metaphor without connoting Bentivolio's

increasing sense of injury.

95 tane] taken (ta'en). The compositor of Q again
appears to have misread "n" as "m". The contraction of
"taken" accords with earlier terms, "ravished" and

"rifled", while "tame" is meaningless in this context.

97 revells... glory] I.e., "wantonly makes merry amidst
the glory of my wealth and treasure"; presents picture of

plunders carousing in the spoils of war or theft. Cf. Tit.,
II.i.130-1: "There serve your lust...And revel in Lavinia1s

treasury."

97-101 but... furies] Bentivolio's tirade marks the
lowest point of Ardelia's position, and echoes Euphemia's

cry of revenge, II. ii. Staging could provide visual
reinforcement of the parallel between public and private
accusations.
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99 man] Several connotations: 1) manliness (as opposed
to "womanly" cowardice and fear); 2) humanity (as opposed to
bestial ignorance of honour and dishonour); and 3) sexual

potency (with quibble on "seed").

100 phlegme] I.e., the cold moist humour which, when
dominant, was believed to cause apathy and sluggishness.

101 furies] avenging spirits. The three furies of
Greek mythology (Tisiphone, Megaera, and Alecto) were sent from
Tartarus to avenge wrongs. Fiametta similarly calls on the
furies to revenge Horatio's inconstancy (V.iii.72); she is
herself referred to as Tisiphone (V.i.22).

103 made... fault] committed an offence (OED 5).

104- quit] acquit.

105 Tis...done] Bentivolio is committing a further
fault in his jealousy; cf. The Example, IV.i (Works III, 328):
"life and honour / Must not be question'd upon naked fears /
And windy suppositions."

106-7 I 1le...Hedge] Eavesdropping is a common device in
Shirley; Forsythe notes that Shirley uses it "more frequently

than does any other Elizabethan [sic] dramatist" in proportion
to number of plays (p. 91). Shakespeare and Fletcher, however,
are similarly fond of the device.

106 squat] crouch to avoid observation (hunting term
used of hares; OED 5).

107 this Garden... shades] "this garden has ingeniously
contrived shaded places" (OED quaint 3, shad£ 9). Gifford's
emendation ("quiet") is unnecessary and makes the reference
less explicit. Q's reading ("quient") probably results from

faulty transposition, "queint" being an alternative spelling.
The Caroline period saw a marked taste for elaborate Ital-

ianate gardens, arranged symbolically in intricate designs
around statuary and fantastic grottos, and bordered by walls
or hedges. See Roy Strong, The Renaissance Garden in England

(London, 1 979), p. 181 . This taste is no doubt referred to
by Bentivolio's use of "queint". The "garden" Has not been

previously mentioned in the scene. Bentivolio's hiding place
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is probably a stage property "hedge"., which would have "set"
the scene without need of further comment; cf. perhaps the two

"mose banckes" (moss banks) listed in Henslowe's inventory of

stage property, Henslowe's Diary, ed. R. A. Foakes and R. T.
Rickert (Cambridge, 1961), p. 320. Appropriately patterned

hangings may have been drawn across the frons scenae for the
duration of the Act. The whole of the Act may be seen as

taking place in areas outside private apartments; thus at

III.ii.109» Fiametta says "Ladies, will you in", and Pallante
in Ill.iii escorts Euphemia into more enclosed quarters as

Leontio1s prisoner. The initial dance of Act IV returns the
action to an indoor setting.

110 presse upon] intrude upon (OED 16).
111 meane] Both "low-born" and "ignoble" (as opposed to

the nobility of soul implied to adhere to Princes). Cf. 0th.,

II.i.215-17: "base men being in love have then a nobility in
their natures more then is native to them."

112-13 But... imputation:] Q is ambiguous, and appears

to say that "love does not give boldness to the mean spirits
of a Prince"; the subject of the following clauses ("tis...
imputation"), however, is clearly "love in a Prince's breast"

(as compared to that in the mean-spirited), not "love" in

isolation. Q's punctuation is possibly the result of erroneous

transposition.

112 active] I.e., physically brisk in itself (OED 5), and
active in influence (OED 2); cf. II.ii.83 and note.

113 feares...imputation] fears no censure. The Duke is
suggesting that his love need fear no censure because it is of
a superior nature ("more active"), but the ironic implication
is that he need not fear because as prince he stands outside
the law and can quell those who dare criticise.

117 satires] satyrs, mythical creatures which were half
men and half goat. The lustful satyr is a stock figure of

pastoral drama (cf. II Pastor Fido and see I.i.106n.);
moreover, statues of satyrs and other mythical figures were

a feature of the great gardens of the period, which were
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close in spirit to the masques indoors (see Strong, The
Renaissance Garden, pp. 103, 179). The implication of
Ardelia's "satyre" is that untamed nature has intruded
on this cultivated palace garden. Cf. Jonson's Oberon (1611),
where the petulant wanton satyrs are tamed by the coming of the
Prince.

119 character'd] described. Books of "characters", pithy

descriptions of various types of people, were exceedingly

popular in the early seventeenth century; however, Ardelia may

here allude rather to the occurrence of satyrs in emblem
books, with illustration and accompanying moral motto. See,
for example, emblem LXXII in Alciati's Emblematum Fontes

Quatuor, ed. Henry Green (Manchester and London, 1870), where
the satyr represents lust, and that in Whitney, A Choice of
Embleme s, p. 160.

122 Goats homes] Connotes the cuckold's horns. Goats,
like satyrs, were traditionally associated with lust; cf.

proverb "as lecherous as a goat" (Tilley, G167). In this case
a,

the association of Bentivolio with satyr is not his actual

lechery, but his thoughts (arising from jealous passion) of
lustful behaviour between Ardelia and the Duke - and thus his

imagined horns.

125 yet...apprehension] The loose construction here, with
the Duke apparently breaking off mid-sentence with an inter¬

jection, illustrates Shirley's efforts to create dialogue
close to natural speech.

apprehension] Uncorrected form, "apprension", was

possibly the spelling of ms. copy; the metric regularity of
this line is restored if the word is elided in delivery as

the spelling suggests.

126 sure] to be sure, for sure.

131 as] as if.

133 justice] I.e., exercise of justice, judgment (OED 4).

135-6 I doe...Divell ] Alluding to the proverb, "speak
truth and shame the devil" (Tilley, T566).
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135 speake] to speake (Abbott, §34-9) > with imperative
force.

137-4-0 I know...me] "I was made to believe that you
loved me, although what reknown or foolish opinions concerning
me (as spread by people who thought more of serving your will
than your virtue) made you love me, I know not." The confusion
of the text probably results from change of intention; i.e.,
the construction "I know not... virtue, yo~u were incited to love

me" was obscured by the long relative clause ("that...vertue")
and the sentence was thereafter continued as though "By some..."

opened a new thought. The agent consequently appears to be

governed by both passive verbs.

14-1 Which] "as to which" (Abbott, S272); marks the
transition to a related topic. The confusion of the previous
lines obscures the reference, which appears to be the whole
situation arising from the Duke's love.

though ...practises] Emendation of punctuation
clarifies sense, making "practises" the stratagems (OED 6c)
by which the Duke brought Ardelia to court, overcoming her
inner resistance ("force" or fortitude, OED 6) to persuasion.

Q's reading presents a double means of resistance, "force"
and "practises", and leads to the confused and contradictory
idea of "force" using "practises" to resist.

14-3 Command] The change of tense indicates the contin¬
uation of the action into the present.

144- smooth...cause] I.e., "gloss over the harsh details
of your enterprise".

144-5 but...bosome] Probably a figurative witness, i.e.,
an oath from the heart; her remark is made for Bentivolio's

benefit, as is the whole "staged" nature of the Duke's vow.

The legal terminology ("witness") logically stems from the
rhetorical nature of Ardelia's actions. Ardelia is taking the
role of her own defender in a "trial" where Bentivolio is

both accuser and judge, and the Duke prime witness.
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14-7 convince] prove, demonstrate (OED 8).

14-8-51 Never...you] For a variation of this standard
courtly compliment, see IV.i. 14-6-9; and cf. Cym . ( 1 61 0 ) ,

I.iv.36-7: "Since when I have been debtor to you for courtesies,
which I will be ever to pay and yet pay still."

14-9 beauteous] Ardelia has been given a jewel (ll.ii.20)
on stage and both she and Bentivolio have referred to her

newly-acquired finery (111. i . 4-2-4 ) ; Gifford's emendation
("bounteous") is unnecessary and jingles with "bound".
Ardelia probably gestures to her bejewelled dress.

150 wast] (waste) spend.

152 satisfie] discharge the debt (OED 1); also connotes
sexual satisfaction.

154- an answer] Q's reading is probably literal
error. OED cites no instance of phrases "beg on" or

"on answer", and the indirect object ("from you") requires
a direct object.

158 stoope] Falconry term: swift descent, here to the
"lure" rather than to prey (OED 6). Cf. IV. i. 383-4-n. The
conceit expresses moral descent to the level of the Duke's
lust. It is he as huntsman whose appetite is demanding
satisfaction by means of his tame "bird". This line is the
first cited by OED (stoop 1b) as figurative usage meaning

"condescend", but the following occurrence (Ill.ii. 6) is perhaps
more appropriate in this sense alone.

avarice] "sexual greed", but extends the metaphor
of woman as wealth (l. 95).

159 inflam'd] Connotes both "burning with passion"
and "swollen from disease".

171 redeeme] compensate for (OED 9).

172 incline you] Both "bend your affection towards me"
and "bend your will" (i.e., "make yourself submit").

173 soft] "gentle"; also has the dramatically ironic
connotation, "smooth, flattering" (OED 10).
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1 74.-5 Love . . . compelld] An important and recurring theme
in Shirley's plays. The statement is proverbial (Tilley, L499).
Cf. especially The Opportunity (1634), V . i (Works III, 4-49):
"Love and religion cannot be compell'd"; and The Maid's Revenge,

II.ii, p. 119: "It is but tyranny, / Plain usurpation, to
command the mind / Against its own election,"

180 modest expectations] The Duke sees his expectations
as "moderate" (OED modest 4) because he is willing to persuade
and not force her to love him. Cf. Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois,

II.ii.74-5: "That prince doth high in virtue's reckoning
stand / That will entreat a vice and not command." However,

the term is dramatically ironic: his covert expectations
are immodest or impure (OED 3) in his desire for sexual
satisfaction.

181 withers] pines. See II.ii.184n.

have] oblige, cause (OED 17).
184 Thy nature....love] Cf. Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois,

II.ii.41-2, where another lustful prince threatens his quarry:

"though you be not amorous, yet be wise. / Take me for
wisdom." Here, "wise" stands alone and does not modify "to
love" in elliptical coordination; i.e., the Duke is asking
her first to be wise (as he may otherwise force her to his

will) and, second, to be kind to love. "Love" is probably
used in the general sense (not his love in particular),
as a semi-personification; in being receptive to Love, she
will herself love (cf. idea of being struck by Love's

arrow).

191 o ' th suddaine] (on the sudden) on the spur of the
moment (OED C.la,b).

192-3 I am...Preserv'd] Cf. The Young Admiral, I. ii.112-13,
where Cassandra (in a similar situation to that of Ardelia)
uses the same words.

195 Jealousie] solicitude, vigilance of guard (OED 3).
Ardelia also alludes to Bentivolio's former love jealousy.

197 balsome] (balsam) oily preparation used in healing
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wounds (OED 2). Cf. "To the E[ arl] of S [trafford ] upon his
Recovery" (Works VI, 4-28): "There was a balsam pour'd
into mine ear." The ear was seen as leading directly to the
brain and vital spirits; cf. The Bird in a Cage, IV.i, p. 71:

"through / My eare I take it in,...I feele it active in my

Braine already."

201 art] skill, cunning (OED 13).
202 mature] develop, perfect (OED 4). The figurative

usage predates the first citation in OED.

Act III, Scene ii

111.ii . An...Palace.] Fiametta's lodgings can be
supposed. The scene may take place outside the apartment,
if "will you in" (p. 109) is taken to be a request to go

inside rather than into another room. The location is

not clearly specified, however, and I retain Gifford's

general setting.

1 stay] I.e., stay away.

2 distillation] While usually referring to defluxion
2

of rheum from nose, mouth or eyes (OED ), "distillation" is
here likely to be a euphemism for "urination". The terms
are linked by the synonymous phrase "to make water" (see,
for example, Sir Hugh Piatt, Delightes for Ladies to Adorne

Their Persons
f ed. G. E. and K. R. Fussell [London, 194-8], p. 58,

on wine distilling; anq sir JohnHarington, The Metamorphosis
of Ajax, ed. E. s. Donno [London, 1962], p. 177). The excuse
is a convenient device to take Valerio briefly offstage, to
reenter with his lady friends. It is not, of course,

specified whether Valerio's excuse is merely a cover for him
to fetch the ladies for their own entertainment (much to Horatio's

annoyance). The reason he gives for their presence (l 1. 14-- 16)
is certainly contrived compliment: Horatio shows no signs of

being "afflicted" by his absence. Cf. the similar device of

Wint., IV.iv.828: "I will but look upon the hedge and follow
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5 neate] finely dressed, trim (OED 5).

making] build, shape. OED (6c) cites The Sisters, V.i
(Works V, 4-13): "I see the greatest men are flesh / And blood,

our souls are much upon a making."

7 Will...meanes] Quibbles on swearing of "profanities"
rather than "vows". Lovers' vows were proverbially untrust¬

worthy (Tilley, L570); cf. Love1s Cruelty, II.i, p. 17;
and The Witty Fair One, I.iii (Works I, 285): "an oath in

your mouth, and a reservation in your heart, is a common

courtship! ... Save your credit, and let swearing alone; I dare
take your word."

8 under... hand] with my signature (i.e., by written
testimony; OED hand 35d). Cf. The Opportunity, V.i (Works III,
U7).

13.1-18 What...me,] Lines 10-12 above support Gifford's
conjecture that the paper presented is the poem "One that
loved none but deformed Women", found in the 164-6 edition of

Shirley's Poems (see Works VI, 4-29). Horatio's description
indicates that the poem is, moreover, identical with that sung

later in the play (at IV.i.5). Poetry in praise of ugliness
was a popular genre in the period; cf. Donne, "The Anagram",
and Suckling, "The Deformed Mistress". See intro. , 137-

and IV.i.6.1 and note.

13.2 spare] dispense with, do without.

13-4- Hempe] (hemp) tough fibre used in rope-making (OED 1).
He refers to a wrinkled and hairy brow.

13.5-6 No...appear] I.e., "no elaborate dressing
[arrangement] of her hair should cover her ears, which I would
like to be seen at their full length". Her ears are apparently

large and unsightly.

13.7 device] ingenious contrivance (OED 7). Shirley's
conceit is grotesque: cataracts, the "pearls" of her eyes,

are removed and hung as ornaments from the ears.

13.11 south] I.e., south wind; see II.ii.62n.
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13.12 mark] I.e., "mark of mouth", the mark or depression
on a horse's teeth which wore smooth as the animal aged (OED
10c). The implication is that this mistress is no youthful
maiden. Cf. Fletcher, Wit Without Money (1 61 4-) > IV.v.71-3:

"biscuit, / That bawds have rubb1d their gums upon, like corals,

/ To bring the mark again."
13.15 sport] I.e., better sport (anticipating the

comparison of 1. 16).

13.17-18 The...me] The overt sense is "the devil
himself will have no excuse and will be tried in a law-court

dealing with licentious behaviour if he dares cuckold me".
Church courts were colloquially known as "bawdy courts"
since they dealt with "adultery, whoredom, incest".and - such
intimate matters, as well as more general church affairs; see

E. R. C. Brinkworth, Shakespeare and the Bawdy Court of Stratford

(Chichester, 1972), p. 13. There may also be a pun on the

royal court, i.e., "the devil will enter the Court (which is

licentious) if he dares cuckold me". The Court, being

bawdy, is already invaded by sin (and thus the devil) and the

implication is thus that even an ugly mistress will not prevent
the husband from being cuckolded.

13.20 veild1 Gauze veils were worn by ladies during the
Caroline period, draped over the head and face to protect
the complexion from the sun and also as a sign of modesty.
Cf. Clariana1s veiled modesty in The Gentleman of Venice

(1639), IV.iii (Works V, 67); and The Humorous Courtier, III.

ii, where the ladies veil specifically to hide their faces
from the misogynist Orseollo. There is no direction in the

scene for the ladies to unveil; their painted faces may have
been visible through the gauze, although the direction is

probably implied by 1.17 (since they would have to raise
their veils to prepare for salutation).

15 expectation] waiting (OED 1); i.e., rather than
make Horatio wait for him while he talks to the ladies, he

chooses to bring them with him.

17 Salute] I.e., kiss in greeting. Horatio's response

indicates his refusal.
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19ff. Ladies...] The entry of the two court ladies
creates a parodic "circle of admirers" for Fiametta, and

provides a direct butt for Horatio's wit. The scenes of

the subplot provided opportunity for lengthy "flyting" or

witty jeering matches. Cf. the abuse of women in Fletcher,

The Scornful Lady (1613) and The Woman Hater (II.i, Ill.i);
and Cartwright, The Ordinary ( 1 635 ) » I.ii.1 73-228.

1
19 affect] am drawn to, fancy (OED v .2).
20 vulgar] ordinary, commonplace (OED 10c).

23 Proportion1d] in due proportion, regular.

25 To know] I.e., "so as to know the nature of"
(infinitive used as gerund; Abbott, §356).

29 th'are] they are.

30 pure intention] honest intention. Valerio is quali¬
fying the term "plot" which connotes devious planning

against her.

32 These ... appetite] Cf. III.i.159.

33 set...you] Inversion of Valerio1s earlier statement
concerning Fiametta (ll.ii.68) makes this especially ironic.

4.0 Kickshaw] elegant but insubstantial ornament, toy
(OED 2). The name connotes the frivolous nature of the court

ladies. "Kickshaw" is a character name in The Lady of Pleasure;

and cf. The Example, II.i (Works III, 297).

4.1 shew...teeth] Cf. The Lady of P1 e a r u r n ,III.ii.117-20:
"This language should be French...Tis one of the finest

tongues for Ladies to shew their Teeth in." Good teeth were

associated with youth, health and beauty; Horatio's satiric

point is thus that the ladies' laughter is a form of vanity
and flirtation rather than amusement. The German traveller,

Paul Hentzner, commented in 1598 on Queen Elizabeth's black

teeth, adding that this was "a defect the English seem subject
to from their too great use of sugar" (cited in W. B. Rye,
England as Seen by Foreigners [London, 1 865], p. 1 0 4-) -

Artificial teeth were used along with other cosmetic aids;
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among Sir Thomas Overbury's characters is a description of a

"Chamber-maide" who "keeps the box of her [mistress1] teeth,
her haire, and her painting, very private" (The Miscellaneous

Works, p. 101).

4-2 Fayrie] See III.i.40n.

43 more...beautie] I.e., in looks such as Fiametta's
(with paradox of beauty in ugliness).

4.6 volumne] mass (with quibble on volume of book
detailing genealogy).

Generations] types, breeds (OED 6); sc. of beautiful
women.

47 squint] oblique eye direction, strabismus (OED 1).

48 cast] direction of glance (OED 6).

49-50 hers...Compasse] Inverting the proverb "to look
nine ways", to squint excessively (OED way 9c). Cf. The
Constant Maid, II.i (Works IV, 463): "her blue eyes, that
look three ways at once."

50 severall] separate, different (OED 2a).

51 lookes] The (singular) subject is still "sight",

point-blancke ] with direct aim. See IV.i.107-8n.

52-4 You... upon 1t] The fashionable hairstyle for women

from 1635 to 1645 included a fringe of tightly curled

ringlets arranged across the forehead; see, for example,

portraits of Henrietta Maria during this period, and C. W. and
P. Cunnington, English Costume in the Seventeenth Century

(London, 1955). pp. 117-20.

55-60 Your nose...over] The conceit here is involved
and bawdy. The general metaphor of the face as a geographical
area is continued from the cliff-like forehead of 11. 52-4-

From this cliff, the nose extends as land parting the two
"seas". Horatio, however, intensifies his insults by implying
that their eyes are indeed watery. The "waves" of rheum from
these "seas" will thus wash the cosmetic paint off (cf.

Cartwright, The Ordinary, I.ii.198: "Your playster'd face doth
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drop against moist weather") and finally break down their
noses completely. Such collapse is an allusion to the corroding
influence of syphilis, and the reference to construction of a

silver bridge continues this line of thought. Artificial
metal noses (both silver and copper) were worn to cover such
deformities, and are often mentioned in the drama. See G.

Williams, "An Elizabethan Diseaseyi Yrivium 6 (1971), 4-3-58
and John Donne, "Why doth the Poxe so much affect to undermine
the nose?" Paradoxes and Problems, ed. Helen Peters (Oxford,
1 980), pp. 4-0-2. Williams also notes that "rheum" was a common

euphemism for the pox, owing probably to the similarity of

symptoms. Horatio is thus not only mocking the appearance

of the ladies, but also cynically questioning their virtue.
The final twist to his metaphor is the allusion to the proverbial
"silver bridge" built to provide an attractive means of

escape for a retreating enemy; Tilley (B665) cites John
Clarke (1639): "Make your enemy a silver bridge to pass over."
The implication seems to be that once disease has destroyed
their beauty, the praises once aimed at their eyes will be

rapidly withdrawn. Cf. The Humorous Courtier, IV. i. 81-3:
"I doe confesse she has a nose, but I / Passe over it. -

He makes a bridge of that."

56 their nose] Singular noun expresses the idea of the
"beautiful" as opposed to the "ugly" nose.

58 to wash...off] I.e., "of having the paint washed
off" (modifying "in danger"). The construction appears to
have been confused by the intervening phrase.

62-3 I doe...subject] I.e., "I do not bother to waste
my wits away by versifying on such a subject" (OED melt 4-> 10).
The implication is that his wits will be truly exercised in

praising Fiametta.

64. hold water] Sc., as a pail or container; Fiametta's
nose is apparently large and rheumy.

66 gems of price] gems of great value (OED price 7a).
The "gems" satirically refer to excrescences (perhaps
syphilitic) on her nose; cf. Err. ( 1 592), III. ii . 1 32-4-: "Where
America, the Indies? - Oh, sir, upon her nose, all o'er
embellish'd with rubies, carbuncles, sapphires."
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68 by...token] The "token" is not specified. Horatio
may be generally referring to his assurance of 1.67, which
the ladies may put their faith in; however, it is quite

possible that a more definite token is indicated, made clear

by the action. Horatio may, for example, point to or even

pull Fiametta's nose, or perhaps kiss her. Since Fiametta
later asks him to acknowledge her as his mistress (l. 10 4-) , it
is unlikely that he presents her with a material token of his
favour at this point.

69 Gallies] Alluding to the punishment of the galley-
slave, condemned to row the vessels in chains (cf. Ill.iii.

116-20).

73 could] Subjunctive, i.e., "if you can be angry",
"once you are angry".

74- takes] captivates, charms (OED 10).
77 in...wife] Elliptical: "in being thy wife."
78 so miserable] Sc., in having her as his wife.

79 sennight] (seven-night) week.

80 indicating Fiametta] Reference to Fiametta is made
explicit by Horatio's reply. He has already commented on

the numerous faults of beautiful women, and his contrary
humour inevitably regards Fiametta's estate as a disadvantage
rather than as the attraction that Valerio (in mercenary

explanation of this humour) is implying.

84 salvage] (savage) wild uncivilised creature (as
suggested by the imagined lack of the material possessions of

civilisation). The reference may connote either the American
Indian or the more traditional "wild man" of pageant and masque,

represented as ugly, hairy figures naked or clothed in furs
and foliage. Wild men, moreover, were associated with bears
as well as with witchcraft and the "loathly lady" tradition,
associations which are all present in relation to Fiametta.
See R. Bernheimer, Wild Men of the Middle Ages (Cambridge,
Mass., 1952), pp. 34-7, 53-6. The idea here is not the
viciousness of savages but rather their innocence and un-

corrupted virtue, the attitude popularised by Montaigne in
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"Of Cannibals," Essays, tr. John Florio and intr. L. c.

Harmer, Vol. I (London, 1980).

87-8 keepe... soluble] I.e., keep bodily fluids healthily
flowing, work as a laxative. Of. The Maid's Revenge, Ill.ii, p.

14-8: "my physic shall make your body soluble."

88-98 No feares... behalfe] These issues all relate to
the fear of being cuckolded. Cf. the similar satire of

contemporary follies in The Politician, I. i . 1 4-8-74 .

91-2 Give...Ayre] Owing to the intimate nature of their
profession, Doctors were frequently satirised as engaging in
sexual affairs with their female "patients"; the accusation

was, moreover, based on truth. The diary of Dr. Simon Forman,
written at the turn of the century, mentions seduction0 of
"well over a dozen of his fenp.le professional clients", mostly
married (Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage, pp. 548-9). The

"change of Ayre", or change of residence, was prescribed to
cure illness with a visit to the country or a foreign climate.
The implication here is a move to conceal pregnancy and child¬
birth.

92-3 Save...cullices] The diet consists of aphrodisiacs
and restoratives. Ambergris was used in cooking and as a

perfume, but was also thought to be an aphrodisiac. The
"rootes" referred to are probably such vegetables as parsnips,
carrots and turnips, which "augmentyth the seede of man"
(A. B o r d e, A Dyetary of Helth, 1542, ed. F. J. Furnivall
[London, 1870], p. 278. Cullises were strong broths used as
restoratives. The assumption underlying this entire passage

is that women are more lustful than men, an attitude supported

by contemporary physiological theory and folk belief. More¬

over, warnings that sexual over-activity "immoderately weakens
a man and wastes his spirit" supported depictions of husbands
exhausted and emaciated by their wives' demands (see Stone,
The Family, Sex and Marriage, p. 4 9 5f f.) . Valerio's
implication is thus clear: Horatio need fear neither

his wife's extra-marital lust nor her demands within the

marriage bed. Cf. Massinger, The Picture, I.ii.29-31:
"the great Lady in her Cabinet, / That spent upon thee more in
cullises / To strengthen thy weake backe."
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94- — 5 You...Playes] The wanton behaviour of play and masque

audiences was frequently satirised; attacks on the theatre

generally focused on the playhouses as centres of sin along¬
side the criticism that plays encouraged the very passions they

represented (see, for example, W. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix [London,
1 633] > pp. 1 4-5-6, 390). Thomas Dekker, in The Gull's Hornbook
(Selected Writings, ed. E. D. Pendry [London, 1967], p. 98)
satirises the venial activity in the Lords' Room: "waiting
women and gentleman-ushers... there sweat together ... and much
new Satin is there damned by being smothered to death in
darkness." Cf. Webster, The Duchess of Malfi, IV.ii.104-6:
"Woe to the Caroach [caroche], that brought home my wife from
the Masque, at three a clocke in the morning, it had a large
Feather-bed in it."

95 Bordellos] group of brothels (specifically on the
Bankside in London, although clearly the reference is to brothels
in general within the play's Italian setting). Valerio suggests
that even if Fiametta were housed in the brothels she would

still be chaste, because no man would desire her.

102 blasting] I.e., of time or the elements (see II.i.5n).
105 Plume] Feathers or bunches of hair were worn as

ornamental crests in the head-dress. Horatio's proposal

suggests the use of her perriwig as a "favour" (a gift given
to the lover by his mistress and worn as a token of affection).

109 in] Elliptical: "go in."
111-12 Spring...yeare] Punning allusion to the proverb,

"the fair lasts not all the year" (Tilley, F26).

113 faces about] Military command: "turn in the opposite
direction" (OED 9b); extends metaphor of women as a regiment,
while also alluding to the change of fashion from beautiful to

ugly faces.

114 We] Sc., ugly women.

no... destiny] Elliptical: "there's no [way of]
controlling destiny." The initial ellipsis before a negative
statement is a construction that recurs, and may show imitation
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of natural speech (see Abbott, §4-03). Cf. I.i.45n., Ill.iii.

70, and Chapman, Bussy D'Ambols, I.ii.14» 39» 51, when Montsurry
and Henry echo "No question..."; and Webster, The Duchess of
Malfi, III.ii.326-7.

115 Passion] Elliptical asseveration: God's or Christ's
Passion.

115 f f . Passion...] Fiametta's mockery of the two Ladies
centres on the paradoxical idea that their "beauty", being
artificial, is false and "ugly".

116 Mercer] Dealer in textile fabrics, especially the
more costly materials.

116-17 I would...Taffata] Small pieces of black taffata
(a thin silk), cut in varied shapes, were worn on the face
both to hide blemishes and to show off the complexion by
contrast. Cf. The Doubtful Heir, V.iii (Works IV, 34-8): "May
his face break out, and undo him in taffeta! and may the patches
at the last be so many, till his skin be invisible"; and

Fletcher, The Elder Brother (1625), III.v.193-4: "Your black

patches you wear variously, / Some cut like stars, some in half
moons, some lozenges. "

118 spotted Ermine] Cf. The Sisters , IV.ii (Works V, 398 ):
"She with the face spotted with ermins hath been late in

France, / And knows the mode to a mathematical point. "
Ermine fur was depicted in heraldry by black tufts set on a

plain background at regular intervals, and "as spotted as

Ermine" had become proverbial (Tilley, L206). Metaphorical
use of the ermine was ambivalent. On the one hand, the skins

were worn as the height of finery, and the soft white fur was

thus associated with nobility and chastity, especially in the
middle ages; on the other hand, the heraldic depiction led
to the contrary association with "spotted" virtue as well as

with vanity. Spenser, for example, illustrates the ambivalence,

clothing both Elisa ("like a mayden Queene", Shepheardes

Calendar, Aprill 57-8) and the wanton Malecasta (Faerie Queene,

1. 1 i x . 9 ) in ermine. Cf. Greene, J a m e_ s__I V , V.iv.34: "The
manners and the fashions of this age / Are like the ermine

skin, so full of spots." The two ideas can be seen together
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in Tilley's citation (F29) of Brathwaite's Omphale (1621):
"As spotted as the Ermine, whose smooth skin / Though it be
faire without, is foule within," It is no doubt owing to this
ambivalence that Fiametta claims (1. 120) that Horatio's

metaphor is more apt than her own.

119 white-broth] Stock or thin soup. The implication
is that the Ladies' skin is pasty and corpse-like rather than
rich and soft like the ermine's fur. Cf. the similar metaphor¬
ical associations in John Mennis' poem "Upon the Naked Bedlams
and Spotted Beasts, We see in Covent Garden" (Musarum Delicae,
1656, rpt. in Facetiae etc. [London, 1817], pp. 9 4- — 5 ) 1 "Her
face is powdred Ermin...he that lips will close, / With such
a beast as you, may lose his nose... Perhaps they may a stomach

tempt that loves...white-broth with prunes." See intro., p.

HI .

Currains] currants.
120 simily] simile. Cf. Marston, Antonio and Mellida,

I.i (Works I, 17): "no Simile / Is pretious, choyce, or

elegant enough. "

121 ceruse] white paint, cosmetic (OED 1b).

122 fucus] cosmetic colouring (OED 1).
do you] Q's redundant "d'ee you" suggests uncorrected

redundancy in the manuscript, with Shirley's usual contracted
form "d'ee" left unaltered when "you" was added to fill the
metrical line.

123 maske] Night masks were worn by ladies to preserve
their skin. Cunnington, English Costume in the Seventeenth

Century, p. 128, cites Drayton: "Here be fine night-masks, /
Plaster'd well within, / To supple wrinkles, and to smooth the

11

skin.

vizard] Masks worn as disguise; probably alludes to
the vizard traditionally worn by the Vice figure of pageants
and plays to "conceal" sin and ugliness (cf. the use of
"visor" in Rom. ( 1 595 ) , I.iv.30-1). In Shakespeare, moreover,
the vizard is only associated with men, and Valerio may be
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making the same distinction (see Schmidt, Mask) ; the comment

would have had additional irony if, as I conjecture, these

"ugly women" were played by adult men rather than by boy
actors .

124. Gipsie] "baggage" (OED 2b), with allusion to her
swarthy skin.

125 swell...sweate] Sc., with anger.

126 Hecate] Goddess of night and black magic; apparently

trisyllabic here (contrast IV.i.121, where it is disyllabic).

130 beldam] hag, furious old woman (OED 3).
131 possesse...with] inform her of (OED 10).
132 skrew...up] I.e., as a musical instrument is tuned

to a particular pitch (OED 3b).

135 Beares] Alluding to bear-baiting, a sport that took
place at the Royal Bear Garden on the Bankside throughout the

century (see W. B. Boulton, The Amusements of Old London

[London, 1901], I, 4-14). The sport became less modish during
the Stuart period, and the implication is that the "baiting" of
Fiametta will be an amusing but somewhat coarse form of
entertainment (unlike the songs and dances that Ardelia is

presented with). Cf. IV.i.27, V.iii.67.

Loose 1 (lose) waste.

136 fury] avenging spirit (see 111 . i.101n.) .

137 pitch-forke] two-pronged fork, with quibble on "pitch",
the black resin associated with brimstone and hell.

Act III, Scene iii

111.iii . Another...Palace.] Probably Leontio's lodgings,
since Euphemia was to be confined under his charge.

3-9 We...doome] Leontio seems to place himself on

the side of the "Ancients" in assuming that the postlapsarian
world is winding slowly down towards the Day of Judgment, an

idea which "Moderns" such as Bacon and George Hakewill, who
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looked forward enthusiastically to the new world of knowledge

opening before them, were heatedly refuting (see Basil
W i 11 e y , The Seventeenth Century Background [London, 1 934-] * p. 3 5
ff.). Cf. George Hakewill, An Apologie or Declaration of the
Power and Providence of God etc. (Oxford, 1630), preface:
"I have laboured to free the world from old age", and Book II,

chapter 3, entitled "Touching the pretended decay in the light
of the heavenly bodies," While Euphemia lives, the "aged"
world can allow the stars to conserve their energies (suggesting
that they are on the point of exhaustion anyway). The alternative
however, is final dissolution of the heavens, and although
Leontio pleads with her to live and prevent this, the implication
is that the world is close to "death" and her (mortal) life
will give only brief respite. The metaphor is again of Euphemia
as "sun". The sun was believed to supply light to moon and
stars and to nourish life on earth; Euphemia's death, therefore,
would lead to the extinguishing of all light, and the darkness
of Chaos would return (see K. Svendsen, Milton and Science

[Cambridge, Mass., 1956], pp. 66-76). Cf. Ford, The Broken
Heart, IV.ii.81-5, where Bassanes pleads with Penthea to
live: "Let the sun first / Be wrapped up in an everlasting

darkness, / Before the light of nature, chiefly formed /
For the whole world's delight, feel an eclipse / So universal."

4- want] need.

5 spare] refrain from using (OED 5).
6 Which] I.e., Euphemia's light.

8 frighted...blacke] The darkness of the heavens is
here personified as a mourner clothed in funereal blacks.

9 generall doome] universal ruin, the last judgment.
Cf. Rom., III.ii.67-8: "sound the general doom! / For who is

living, if those two are gone?"

10 your...safety] the safety of you alone, your single
safety (see Abbott, §58).

11-13 Let...hope] For similar construction using ana£hora,
cf. Love's Cruelty, III.iii, p. 36: "Let not your passion

strangle thus your reason. - Let not a sinne so blacke as
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lust degrade / A prince."

12 apprehension] active feeling (OED 6).

14- sences... lethargy] Alluding again to senses dulled
by sin; cf. I.i.95n.f II.ii.83.

16 an arme] Elliptical, avo'lding repetition: "want an
arme . "

17 How] what.

18 Scithian] The inhabitants of Scythia were regarded
as barbaric and cruel. Cf. Edward III (anon., 1 590), II.i.72:
"it may raise drops in a Tartars eye, and make a flyntheart

Scythian pytiful"; and Lr.'(l605), I.i.116- 18: "The barbarous

Scythian, / Or he that makes his generation messes / To gorge

his appetite."

18-19 outrage... eyes ] I.e., an outrage that makes her
weep, with connotation that her eyes are so beautiful that they
alone should prevent outrageous injury.

25 streames] I.e., Leontio's tears.

25-9 Doe...merrit] I.e., "do not injure your true worth
because the Duke does not value you, by thinking that my tears
arise from charity. Charity (showing the goodness of the giver)
should be reserved for those of small desert, whereas grief at

your situation is but the just response owed to your great
merit".

30-2 These...service] Drowning in tears is a stock conceit
(cf. Donne, "A Valediction of Weeping"; and The Doubtful Heir,

III.i, in Works IV, 322), as is the fountain or sea of blood

(see 1. 98 below). The two conceits are here mingled.

31 purple] bloody. Purple (connoting crimson and the
colour of blood as well as darker shades) was associated with

royal mourning or penitence (OED 2c). Leontio is saying that
he should sacrifice not only his grief but his life itself in
her service.

32 Hand] island; i.e., his body. Cf. Love 1s Cruelty,
IH.iv, p. 39: "some cloud / Of raine, since my owne eyes

refuse to drowne me, / Fall and orewhelme this miserable
It

Hand .
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4-0 — 1 You...so ] The sense is unclear. Leontio seems to

be making a distinction between comprehension ("understanding")
and apprehension, by saying that she is capable of under¬
standing if she would allow her intuition rather than reason

or intellect to guide her: "you are more aware of my meaning
if you would but let yourself think with your apprehensive
soul. "

45 should] Ellipsis: "which should."

4.6 What... within me] Sc., his happiness and wholeness of

spirit; refers back to the "heape of ruines" created by his

thoughts (1. 4-4 ) •

4.7-8 For. . . f rowne ] Cf. Massinger, The Duke of Milan,
II.i.275-7: "Be it death...Yet I must say I love you.11

Forsythe has noted the similarity of the scene in general to
Leontio's courtship of Euphemia; Francisco, also the Duke's
favourite, courts the virtuous Duchess Marcelia and gives her
reason to believe her husband desires her death.

4-8-9 with one...ashes] Eyes are commonly depicted as

shooting arrows, love, flames and death. Cf. Jonson,
"Celebration of Charis", 2.23-7: "But she threw / Such a

Lightning (as I drew) / At my face, that tooke my sight, /
And my motion from me quite; / So that there I stood a stone";
and the satirical treatment in The Sisters, II.ii (Works V, 374):
"She does believe the lightning of her eye / Will blast indeed."

50 urge] Sc., allegations, charges.

51 passion] anger (OED 7).

53 distance] I.e., social deference and avoidance of
familiarity as proper to their disparity of rank (OED 8).

plac'd] Q's "place" is probably due to a misreading
of ms. copy. Although "one place" might be read as referring
to Leontio's rank, one degree below Euphemia, it is unlikely
that Leontio, in asserting his unworthiness to be her servant,
would stress his proximity of rank. See also V.iii.97 and
116 where the reverse confusion appears to have occurred

("disarme" becoming "disarm'd, "w1ee" becoming "w'ed").
Manuscript "e" and "d" were similar in form and thus often
confused.
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56 have] Plural form agrees with triple subject, sc.,
Duke, trust, and favor.

57-8 A Starre... envies] The comparison of hierarchy of
commonwealth and heavens grows naturally from the stock
conceit of sovereign as sun. Cf. The Traitor, I.ii.62-5:
"The throng of stars, / The rout and common people of the sky,
/ Move still another way than the sun does / That gilds the
creature." Here, however, Leontio is making a further distinction
between the degrees of stars themselves. Shirley may be think¬

ing of the Pole star as opposed to the galaxy of "lesser"
stars. K. Svendsen notes that the Pole star was the best known

fixed star of the firmament, around which the other stars

seemed to revolve (Milton and Science, p. 62). Cf. Caes. ( 1 599),
III.i.60-2: "the northern star, / Of whose true-fix'd and

resting quality / There is no fellow in the firmament." The
association of pallor and envy also derives from classical
tradition; see Ovid's description of Envy, Metamorphoses,
tr. F. J. Miller, 11.769-82 ("Pallor o'erspreads her face", 1. 775).
Cf. the depiction of Envy as an old hag, "leane, pale and full
of yeares, who with the blisse of other pines awaie" in Whitney,
A Choice of Emblemes , p. 94- •

57 emulous] ambitious, desirous of rivalling (OED 1).
61-2 My...serve it] The meaning here is unclear owing to

lack of identification of the person who is to pray and the

object "served". The probable meaning is: "My whole (past)
life is not worth your generous sufferance in allowing me to
spend even one minute in prayer to serve you." The difficulty
involves the double (and varying) reference to "liberall

patience"; her patience is both "sufferance" of his service

(OED 2,3) and also, as the object of that service, the general
virtue that Euphemia epitomises in her long-suffering endurance
of vicissitude (OED 1a). Read in this way, Leontio is pleading
to be taken as her "servant" while acknowledging with apparent

humility that he is not remotely worthy of such a mistress.
Contrast The Royal Master, V.i (Works IV, 172): "My story is
not worth one of your minutes."
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63 wish'd destiny] I.e., his fate, which he desires.
The paradox holds dramatic irony; it implies that Leontio1s
"fateful" love is brought about by his desires, and not by
some predestined heavenly order. Cf. II.ii.105n.

66 contentions] struggles, disputes (OED 2).
67 Nature] natural affection (cf. Ham., I.ii.5: "so

far hath discretion fought with nature"). Leontio suggests
that the laws of society are unnatural in forcing him to deny
the laws of nature.

retire and tremble] The infinitive is understood with
both verbs .

68-9 her... conflict ] I.e., "Nature's proud thoughts, which
have sought to escape confinement and express themselves while
I am torn by the conflict within myself"; continues the meta¬

phorical association of his inner conflict with actual war,

and connotes the breach of a defending wall (of stone or men).

70 noe] Elliptical: "there is noe."

72 who] Modifying object, "me".

74- monument] Cf. "Narcissus" (Works VI, 4-75): "she
had settled there her owne pale monument"; and Cupid and Death

(1653; Works VI, 359). The stock conceit of being turned to
marble by grief underlies Leontio1s words (cf. Niobe's
transformation in Ovid, Metamorphoses, VI.312). Life-like

images of the dead man and his mourners were a common subject
of monument sculpture.

84 blood] I.e., the "disease" in his blood, lust,

challenge] call to account (OED 2).

85-9 our...breake it ] Cf. St. Patrick, II.i.233-6: "Had
you the power of all the world, and man, / You could not force

my will, which you have frighted / More from you then my duty,

although powerfull, / Can call agen. "

86-7 heaven...Chaos ] Alluding to biblical prophecies of
the apocalypse; cf. Revelations 6:13-14: "And the Stars of
heaven fell unto the earth,...And the heaven departed as a scroll
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when it is rolled together." Chaos was the confused matter

supposed to exist before God imposed form and created the
firmament protecting the world (see Genesis 1). Cf. Oth. ,

III. iii . 93-4-5 "when I love thee not, / Chaos is come again."

89 Loose] lose.

90 waite on you] Both "visit you to pay my respects"
and "attend you as a servant". Euphemia responds only to the
first sense .

91 I know...prison ] I.e., "I am fully aware that this is
my prison and therefore I have no choice".

94 prisoner] Paradox: his service to the Duke as her
jailor is set against the "emotional" imprisonment of his
service to Euphemia.

95-6 Our...Duke ] Leontio's comments show he believes that

Euphemia is inciting him to murder the Duke. His train of

thought never fully voices this deduction and in its very

incompletion shows the workings of a disturbed mind making
unsound leaps of reasoning. The situation is reminiscent of
Mars ton, The Dutch Courtesan (1604), II.ii (Works II, 91-2),
where Franceschina pointedly refers to her vow to her old
suitor and leads her new lover to the same conclusion.

96 love] Sc., his love, which (he thinks) has grasped
her hidden meaning. The unsound "apprehension" of love is
mocked by Theseus in MNP., V.i.4-6: "Lovers and madmen have
such seething brains, / Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend /
More than cool reason ever comprehends."

97 lanch] (launch) start a course (OED 4c). The
metaphorical association of soul and ship is continued by the
"sea" of blood.

98 Sea of blood] Cf. 11. 119-20 below. The phrase
appears in 1H6, IV.vii.14.

desperate] I.e., in great danger, in a state to be
despaired of (OED 2).

99 Diviner goodnes] Avoids calling on "God", which would
incur the charge of blasphemy. The relation to his conscience
treats this faculty as evidence of divine influence. Cf.
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Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 14-5: "Synteresis ,

or the purer part of the conscience, is an innate habit, and
doth signify a conversation of the knowledge of the law of God
and Nature, to know good or evil"; this innate knowledge allows
the conscience to judge good and evil.

100 charmes] Love's charms (or delights) are mentioned
by Shirley in The Young Admiral, IV.i.53s "some charme of
love"; cf. also Ant. (1607), II.i.20: "all the charms of

love. " The phrase may be paraphrased, "Love, lead me to your

delights".

102 Hospitall] charitable institution housing the
destitute and sick (OED 2).

103 darst] (dar'st) dare.

104 my throat-cutting] "the cutting of my throat"
(objective genitive; predates first citation of the form in
OED ) .

105 suspect not] Sc., "my loyalty".

105-7 name...at it] Personification: the "action" is
represented as a ghost which gives pale spectral looks (OED
ghastly 2), at which Pallante would be expected to tremble.

110 At...dash] at the first stroke, in the first instance
(OED 2).

112-13 Was...often] Compressed construction: "was there
no life that I could take other than the Duke's to repay you

for saving my own life so often,"

116-20 Aske...freedome] Cf. The Example, III.i (Works
III, 324): "I'd choose to live i'the galley first, and chain'd
to the oar, "

117 forfeited] cause to be given up (OED 5); "tyrannie"
is the subject understood, the phrase "For...slaverie"

coordinating with "chain'd to'th oare".

119-20 And...freedome] The murder of the tyrannical galley
owner (and, by implication, the Duke) creates a figurative
sea of blood like that actual sea in which the slave may swim

away from the galley to his freedom.
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121 ile... endeavour] I.e., "I'll do whatever I can,

though my attempts may be inadequate" (OED endeavour 1b).

122-3 Nay...doo't, -] Q's punctuation is ambiguous, and
the conditional clause ("if ... degree") may comprehensibly

modify either the antecedent clause (as my emendation) or the

following clause (as Gifford). The latter interpretation

repeats the idea of ll. 120-1, where Pallante states he will

carry out the deed because Leontio sees it as necessary.

My interpretation, however, varies the sense: Pallante will
not only carry out the action because of Leontio's need but
will also consider it a modest request because it concerns

his master so deeply.

123 doo't] See II.i.29n.

123-4- have...care] take proper care (OED convenient 4b).

125 He...upon't ] At I. i. 323-6.
126 blood] bloodline (i.e., to inherit the position of

Duke).

127 Visits...wormes] Worms were proverbially depicted as

feeding on dead bodies (see Tilley, M253). Of. especially Ham.,

IV.iii.19-24.

133 sway] power to rule, control (ODD 6).
tis. . . growne] The sense is not clear; may

mean 1) that his heart has grown to be subject to another's
use and sway; or 2) that it has grown towards or become another's
heart. There is perhaps a mixed metaphor of plant ("grown") and

building ("ruins") here; possibly, however, the underlying
idea'is of a flame or fire, which has joined another and left
ashes behind. The reference is too vague to be specified.

Act IV, Scene i

IV.i. A Part... Palace.] While the act initially appears
to be set in Fiametta's apartments, the stage is never cleared

during the act although much movement occurs. Fiametta
herself leaves the stage early in the act and Leontio's
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wandering entry at l. 34-0.1 suggests that the setting is a

generally frequented and non-specific locale in the palace
rather than a particularised apartment.

0.1. Music.1 The musicians presenting the dance music
and the song following 1- 6 may again have been "within" (as
Gifford directs), or visible above or beside the stage, or

actually onstage. Since Horatio and Fiametta become an

"audience" in themselves, I conjecture that the singer at
least would have been onstage to present a separate

"performance" loosely integrated into the play. The servant's
announcement would serve as an adequate cue and cover for the
musicians' exit.

0.2 C oranto] Lively dance in triple time (from Fr.

courant); examples of coranto music with instructions for the
dance may be found in M. Dolmetsch, Dances of England and France
from 14-50 to 1 600 (London, 194-9), pp. 1 33-43.

3 My...charge] Exclamation entrusting himself to the
charge ("care") of the three Fates (the Parcae).

4 breath] breathing space.

6 You...servant] Paradoxical role inversion.

6.1 Song] The song Horatio refers to is clearly the

poem read in Ill.ii (1. 13ff.) set to music. An extant manu¬

script of the song clarifies that the musicrl setting was

composed by the court musician, William Lawes. His setting

may well have been commissioned specifically for the court

performance. See Appendix B .

9 In tune... discourse] I.e., in the mood for their
conversation (0ED discourse 3). Fiametta's conceit grows from

the preceding song: her soul is tuned to the harmony of the
music and not to the discords of the two ladies.

10 she...upon me] The particular lady Horatio refers to
is not identified. Aurelia may well be indicated, since it is
she rather than Macrina who makes the verbal contribution

during this scene, and Macrina's devotion to Euphemia (I.i) is
in accord with the passive supporting role.
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12-14- Here...for't] Difficult construction, with ellipsis;
"for't" appears to refer generally to the situation of having
a lover. The word "purchase", in the context linked with

"pension" and "profession", may be defined as "way of making
a living", with connotations of an irregular occupation
(OED 4-S-,b). I therefore paraphrase; "Now here's a fine

occupation, and salary too, provided by a mistress - a way in
which many proper men make their livings. Nature meant her
to pay for the privilege of being a mistress."

15 running horses] race horses. Cf. Hyde Park (1632),
Ill.i and IV.iii, in which horse races "offstage" are commented

upon.

16-17 Here... Tennis] The allusion is to amorous gamesters
whose changing of clothes after tennis could lead to less
honest activities with the lady of the house they used. Cf.

Webster, The White Devil, 11. i . 5 4- - 5 ; Francisco, accusing
Brachiano of adultery with Vittoria, leads up to his denun¬
ciation with: "You shift your shirt there [at Vittoria's
house] / When you return from tennis. " See also the
associations of shirt-shifting at I.i.110.

suspition] suspicious circumstance, ground of
suspicion (OED 1c).

18-19 Tp force...well] Pilgrimages were made to wells
or springs supposed to have miraculous properties; alludes

again to a concealed pregnancy (as III.ii.92). Cf. John

Heywood, Johan Johan the Husband ( 1 520), in which Sir John
tells the story of a woman who offered a pig at a shrine and

miraculously bore a child within the month.

19-20 no kinsmen.,.awe] Cf. Webster, The White Devil,
II.i.175-7, where Brachiano accuses his wife: "Do you bandy
factions 'gainst me? have you learn't / The trick of impudent
baseness to complaine / Unto your kindred?"

21 smother'd] Double entendre: 1) suffocated, murdered;
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and 2) covered, i.e., by a lover in the sexual act.

22 stay] delay (OED 4-).

27 Bearel Continues Macrina's association of the contest
of ugly women with bear-baiting (III.ii.134-5). Bears were led
chained and muzzled through the streets by their keepers.

Scolopendra is thus implied to be lumbering tamely after
Valerio, who leads her physically by holding some part of her
attire. Aurelia also alludes to Scolopendra's ugliness;
"bear" was a derogatory term for an unmannerly person (OED 2),
bears being "ill favor'd rough things" (Wiv., I.i.278-9 ).
Cf. the description of the pig-woman Ursula (literally,
"little she-bear") in Jonson, Bartholomew Fair. II.ii, II.iii.1;
and MNP. , II.ii.94-: "I am as ugly as a bear." While bears
were a valuable property, their ill-treatment at bear-baitings

(by dogs and men) must have made them rather mangy and tired
beasts in comparison to the wild bears that inspired terror
(see V.iii.67n.). Cf. 1H4 > I.ii.72-3; "I am as melancholy as

a...lugg'd bear." Their clumsy performing tricks were also a

source of amusement, and probably provided a basis for the

colloquial Oxford use of the term as a follower of a private
tutor. These associations make the epithet rich in allusion

(see also III.ii.84n.).

29 dapple-mare] mare with spotted or mottled coat;

implies an unsightly mixture of physical attributes. Cf.

Mayne, The City Match (cited OED dapple-grey): "She has three
Children living; one dapple-grey, Half moor, half English."

31 Till...againe] I.e., until Pasiphae produce a new

monster. The mythical mating of the wife of King Minos of
Crete with a bull produced the Minotaur, a monster with a man's

body and the head of a bull. The monstrous action of the myth
is emphasised by Valerio's use of farmyard English ("go to bull",

referring to the mating act itself; OED go 31b).

22 Africke...Monsters] Africa's constant supply of
monsters (a notion deriving from classical authors; see B.

Stevenson, Book of Proverbs [London, 1949]> p. 24) proverbially
expressed the inconstancy of those who always desired novelty
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(Tilley, A56). Valerio's comment thus contains an irony that
is to be developed in Horatio's subsequent actions.

33 ravish'd] entranced.

37 Cosen-germane] first cousin (i.e., closely related;
0 E D 1 , 2 ) . C f . The Gamester , IV . i (W£r k_s III, 24-7): "cousin-
german to Cerberus."

Salamander] lizard-like animal supposed to live in
or be able to endure fire. Cf. 1 H4-, 111. iii . 4-6-7 : "I have

maintained that salamander [face] of yours with fire any time
this two and thirty years"; and The Wedding, I.iv (Works I, 379):
"The snow shall turn a salamander first, / And dwell in fire."

38-9 She...her] Cf. the description of the kitchen-maid
in Err., III.ii.86-14-5. The "flames of hell" may also allude
to the burning effects of syphilis.

4-0 Dragon] Mythical fire-breathing monster (OED 2),
frequently used as a type of sin and moral evil, as in Spenser,

Fa£r_ije_QU££n£, I.ix.52.9: "that fire-mouthed Dragon, horrible
and bright." See W. M. Carroll, Animal Conventions in English
Renaissance Non-L ligious Prose (New York, 1 9 5 4-) , p. 101.

4.2 venter] venture.

4-4.-5 Not...breath] Cf. T he_ C_o r o n a t i_£n , 11. i ( Works
III, 4-7 4.-5: "There is necessity sometimes to say, / This madam
breathes Arabian gums, / Amber, and cassia; though, while we

are praising, / We wish we had no nostrils to take in / The
offensive steam of her corrupted lungs."

4-6 Stix] (Styx) the river at the entrance to Hades.
Valerio alludes to the stink of hell's burnt and rotting
flesh.

Avernus] Lake supposed to give off poisonous vapour

which killed birds flying overhead; also alluding to hell

(OED avern).

53-4- who...I am] Cf. Changes, Ill.i (Works II, 315):
"For who can look with eyes like mine upon you, / And not be

tempted. "
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55-6 The needles...wavering] I.e., the needle of the
mariner's compass, which is drawn to magnetic north. Horatio

disputes the propriety of Scolopendra's conceit by commenting
that it is in the nature of needles to waver. OED (needle 2a)
cites Changes, I.ii (Works II, 289): "I am divided, / And,

like the trembling needle of a dial, / My heart's afraid to
fix" ("dial" referred to the compass as well as the sundial;
OED 5). Cf. also Lewis Sharpe, The Noble Stranger (1 639 ) »

Ill.i: "but as the needle of a Dyall / Toucht by the Adamant,

though with trembling / It move to and fro, yet fixes not, /
Till it attains the North."

58 more] greater (OED adj. 1g).

60 play...yet] Q's punctuation allows a two-fold sense:

"give me the chance to look at you from a greater distance or

for a longer period."

shadowes] Painting term: "outlines" or "portraits"
(OED 6b, 9). Their forms, while close to him, are difficult

to view as a whole; once they move back and provide a wider

perspective, he can compare their respective merits as two

"landscapes" side by side. Cf. Dekker, Satiromas tix (16 01 ) ,

I.ii.125: "Good peeces of lantskip, shew best a far off";
and see The Cardinal, IV.ii.222-3. The "shadows" of their

ugly appearances also contrast with the Neoplatonic idea of

beauty's "brightness".

63 toads] Proverbially poisonous and loathsome (Tilley,
T360, 361 ).

64-ff. You have...] Throughout the passage Horatio moves
back and forth between the two ugly women to compare their

respective merits, while Valerio acts as Scolopendra's supporter.

64. pearle] I.e., cataract (OED 4-b).
66 Observe... eye] See II.ii.64-n. Variegated eye colours

(being abnormal) were not, of course, considered a mark of

beauty.

69 promontory] I.e., projecting high, contrary to the
fashion for low foreheads.
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71 Embroder'd] embroidered. Scolopendra's forehead is
described metaphorically as a tapestry; while the conceits
satirise her unattractive skin, they also make ironic comparison
of her "natural" blemishes with the artificial beauty spots
and patches of the ladies who look on (see III.ii.118n.).

emboss'd] set in relief, protruding (as ornament;
OED v1 . 2b).

72 Yellow-warts] Aural pun on plant name, "yellow-wort"
(see OED yellow C. 1 b).

73 Emmets] ants. Cf. The Humorous Courtier, V.ii. 1 1 5- 17
"lie...creepe into a Molehill, and live / Upon Emmits egges."
The molehill refers to a small hill in general, and thus in
transference to an anthill.

74- quickset] Live cuttings of plants, especially planted
to form hedges. The conceit suggests that her hair is rough
and bristling; cf. Jonson, Every Man Out of His Humour, V.viii.
35-6: "Hang him rascall...with his wilde quickset beard
there."

80 to Valerio] Q does not specify the person addressed,
and Scolopendra1s remark may be interpreted as a plea to Horatio
to be her servant. However, Valerio1s subsequent support of

Scolopendra1s merit makes clear that she is here requesting
him to champion her cause to Horatio, whose comments have

begun to favour Fiametta (see 1. 110).

81 toter] I.e., a protruding or projecting nose; OED
(toting) cites Hexham (1 64-8 —60) : "he that hath a great Nose,
or a toting Nose." The usage may pun on "tooter", a wind

2
instrument player (OED tooter 2).

82-4- Which...Garden] Cf. The Wedding, Ill.i (Works I,
4-01): "A water-nymph placed in the midst of some / Fair garden,
like a fountain, to dispense / Her chrystal streams upon the
flowers." Elaborate fountains with complex water effects
were a favourite feature of Stuart gardens (see Strong,
The Renaissance Garden in England, pp. 10, 181).
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86 nose of wax] Aurelia's interjection alludes to the
proverb, which expressed a person or thing (especially Law or

the Scriptures) easily moulded or influenced (Tilley, H531» L104-,
N226) .

It... presently] Sc., with heat of inflammation;
Macrina probably alludes to burning of syphilis, which inflamed
the face and corroded the nose (cf. 111.ii . 55-60n.).

88 when...pieas1d ] when she wishes.

92 Dyall] I.e., sundial. Her nose, the dial gnomon,
casts shadow on her teeth, which represent the marked
divisions of time. The metaphor suggests the lack of teeth
associated with old age and syphilis; cf. the "gat-toothed"
Wife of Bath, and S t_. Patrick , V . i . 1 0 5 : "A pox on his fangs,"

Chaps] jaws (usually applied to animals; OED 2).
95 Dominicall Letter] Letter of alphabet printed in

red in calendars to denote Sundays of a particular year (OED
2b, c ) . C f. LLL., V.ii.4-3-4-: "Let me not die your debtor, /
My red dominical, my golden letter. "

96 painted] I.e., used cosmetic make-up.

97 dispos'd] arranged, constituted (OED 1, 2).

98 ground] Painting term: the main surface or first

coating of colour, which is the background for design (OED 6b).
The word metaphorically links both Scolopendra's previous
exclamation (l. 96) an£ the "Land-schape" or her cheeks (1. 100) .

mortefie] discipline, subdue (OED 4-); with punning
connotation of religious self-denial.

101 Gomorrah... burning] The biblical cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah were burned to the ground as a divine punishment
for the iniquity and sexual perversions of their inhabitants

(Genesis 19:24-) • The conceit grows naturally out of "unnatural

concupiscence", 1. 99..

102 home] pertinent, to the point (OED adj. 5; from
sporting term, "hit home" to the mark). Valerio implies that
her inflamed cheeks are indeed the result of iniquitous behaviour.
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102-7 But... indeed] The notion of stinking breath as an

antidote to disease recalls Harington, Metamorphosis of Ajax,

p. 134-5 "some Phisicians say, the smel of a Jakes [i.e.,
privy] is good against the plague"; this appears to be based
on the idea of infections fighting each other, much as in
inoculation (see 11. 105-6).

102 breath] Ellipsis: "breath that is...."

103 preservative] medicine that preserves health and
prevents disease (OED B.1).

Methridate] Mithridate, a pharmaceutical concoction
believed to be a universal antidote against disease and poison
(OED 1). The name derived from King Mithridates VI of Pontus,
who in the 2nd century B.C. studied poisons and their antidotes
in the hope of developing such a universal remedy.

105 The infection] the Plague. Diseases were supposed to
be carried in the air as well as by individuals. OED

(infect 3) cites Borde, Dyetary: "Many thynges doth infect,

putryfye, and corrupteth the ayre"; and cf. Tjd. (1611), II.i.1-3:
"the infections that the sun sucks up / From bogs, fens, flats,
on Prosper fall, and make him / By inch-meal a disease."

107-8 When...blancke] I.e., "when she is excited or

angered, she will spit out her phlegm (the humour associated
with apathy and coolness of temper) like ammunition and kill

you at a range of 80 feet with a direct and level line of fire".
Cf. George Herbert, "The Church Porch", 11. 91-2: "0 England!
full of sinne, but most of sloth, / Spit out thy flegme, and
fill thy brest with glorie. " The term "point blank" derives
from artillery: literally, pointing directly at the mark or

"blank" (OED blank 2, point blank 1). Cf. Wiv. , III.ii.28-9:

"Why, this boy will carry a letter twenty mile, as easy as a

cannon will shoot point-blank twelve score,"

109 innocent] innocuous (as opposed to "malignant";
OED 5).

113-18 TheEells . . . mischeife] The catalogue of horrific
and ominous sounds amplifies and heightens the idea of the
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destructive ability of her voice (the rhetorical structure

incrementum; Sonnino, p. 111).

113 The Bells...backwards] Bells were rung in reverse

order (i.e., beginning with the bass bell) to warn of fire,

invasion, or other misfortune (OED backward 10).

Mandrakes cry] The root of the mandrake plant was
fabled to give a deadly shriek when plucked from the ground.
Cf. Glapthorne, The Lady Mother (1635), V.i.2178-9: "where
the mandraks hideous howles / Welcome bodies voide of soules."

114- Wolves. . .Moone] Cf. Lucr., 1. 16 5: "No noise
but owls' and wolves' death-boding cries."

Scritch-owles] The cry of the barn owl (or screech-
owl) was supposed to foretell evil; Ovid, Metamorphoses, tr.
F. J. Miller, V.533-60, tells of the transformation of

Ascalaphus to the "prophet of woe, the slothful screech owl".
C f . The Wedding , 11 . i i i ( W£r k _s I , 39 7 ), and St. Patrick , 11 . i . 8 8 .

115 Hiens voice] Hyena's voice. The hyena was fabled to
lure men to their deaths by counterfeiting the human voice

(see E. Byrne, ed., The Elizabethan Zoo [London, 1926], pp. 139—
11 ) . Of. The Humorous Courtier, I.i.173-5: "There's another

feminine murderer / Cald the Hiena, that invited men forth /
To be devourd"; and Love's Cruelty, Il.iii, p. 26.

118-26 shall I...retreat] The direct abuse and physical
fight of the two women recalls the farcical knockabout of early

plays such as ?Stevenson's Gammer Gurton's Needle (1533; see

Ill.iii). Cf. the taunting of Marcelia by Mariana in Mass-
in g e r , The Duke of Milan, II.i; Graccho's ironic comment
treats their contention as a cockfight (an analogy similar to
that of the "bear-baiting"): "Fourtie Ducats / Upon the little
Hen: She's of the kind, / And will not leave the Pit" (II.i.
1 78-80).

119 Belch back-wards] Euphemism: "fart." Cf. The
Doubtful Heir, I.i (Works IV, 284-): "the wind cry out against

you, / And, with your belching backwards, stifle men. "
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120 Snakes] Alluding to Fiametta either as a Fury or a

Gorgon, whose heads were covered in serpents. The reference
is colourfully suggestive with regard to Fiametta's costume;

she may well be wearing a coarse and tangled wig which hangs
in thick snake-like strands (and her exclamatory response

suggests a similar hairpiece for Scolopendra). See the sketch

by Inigo Jones of a Fury's head-dress for the 164-0 masque

Salmacida Spolia, reproduced in Inigo Jones; The Theatre of
the Stuart Court, ed. Stephen Orgel and Roy Strong (London,
Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1 973), II> 764-.

122 runne at tilt] engage in a tilt or jousting combat
(OED 3a).

123 suffer this] Elliptical; alludes to the proverb,
"suffer this and suffer all" (Tilley, A172). Cf. Massinger,
The Guardian (1 633) » I.ii.84.-8: "Note the injustice Madam;...
Suffer this, and suffer all."

124 Sa, sa, £a] Rallying cry, originally used in hunting
to encourage and excite dogs and in fencing to accompany

thrusts (from Fr. <ja <ja; OED sa, sa) . Cf. Spadone's taunting
of the brawling husband and wife in Ford, The Fancies Chaste
and Noble ( 1 635 ), IV.i , p. 184: "Well played dogl Well

played bear! Sa, sa, sa; to't, to't"; and see Lr., IV.vi.187,

203.

point of Warre] trumpet signal of war (OED point 9).

124-1 They. . . f ijjht.] Q does not specify the extent
of the "skirmish"; the two women may never physically fight.

However, the actors probably would have made the most of the
farcical opportunities inherent in such a brawl before an

audience familiar with more sophisticated stage (and real-life)
duels. In the Caroline court, despite orders that no fighting
take place (especially in the royal presence), Charles was

still finding it necessary to punish offenders.

126.2-3 Valerio...rest] Valerio's exit and immediate

reentry indicates the use of two doors, the subplot characters

leaving hurriedly by a side door to avoid encountering the Duke
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and his entourage. Accompanying stage business is also

suggested; he and Horatio may physically drag Scolopendra into
"retreat" while Fiametta rearrange^ her dishevelled appearance

to receive the Duke.

128 And please] (an't please) if it please (contrast
1. 202).

130 prety comiing] quite inclined to meet his advances
(OED coming ppl.a.2); cf. Jonson, Volpone, III.vii.127: "If

you were absent, she would be more coming,"

133 by 'em] about them (see Abbott, §145). Gifford notes
a similar occurrence in The Royal Master, II.i (Works IV, 128):

"Why may not this be meant by his own person" (i.e., "why may

this not mean himself"). Cf. also All's W. (1602), V.iii.236:

"By him and by this woman here what know you?"

136 gracious with] graced by, enjoying favour of (OED 1).

137 next] I.e., "second only to".

14-1 Sticklers] active partisans, agents (OED 2). Cf.
The Gamester, I.i (Works III, 194-): "your wenches have been
sticklers" (sc., to preferment).

14-4-5 Better... executed] Elliptical construction; cf.
The Gentleman of Venice, V.i (Works V, 70): "Better thy

generation were headless."

145 generation] breed, class (sc., "men"; OED 6).

146 I must... charge] Elliptical; may mean either 1) "I
must go to Ardelia, who is entrusted to my care" (OED charge

14); or 2) "I must go about my task concerning Ardelia"
(OED charge 12).

powers] pours.

147-8 I...Life] I will not live long enough.

151 To...gaine] Q's lineation, with full stop after
the incomplete "To me" and lower-case initial in "employ",

may well stem from confusion in ms. copy, with disturbance
from revision. The correction made on signature G[l] of

Q (lV.i.73) was probably corrected in press without any

unlocking of the forme, the lineation error remaining
unnoticed.
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151-2 to gaine... embrace] Cf. Love's Cruelty, I.ii, p. 14;
"winne her to our close embrace."

156 quondam] former (OED C.a).

158 Court exaltation] elevation to exalted position at
Court (OED 2a).

159 least] lest (cf. 1. 194- below, and contrast 1. 1 6 3) •

159-60 as few...memories] Ironic use of "guilty"; cf.
proverb, "many a man serves a thankless master" (Tilley, M310).

164. That... ins trument ] Valerio is making a claim for
reward of his services in terms of courtly compliment. Benti-
volio, while acknowledging the claim, cuts Valerio's compliment
short with an abruptness that does not accord with court

civility, as Valerio's later anger shows.

167 fitted him] furnished him, sc., with a woman to his
taste (OED 11).

168 I...time] Sc., at some later date. Bentivolio's
preoccupation and hurried exit give Valerio further reason to
take offence.

171 tricke] "art, knack" (OED 4), here of acting in
character as a favourite at Court (cf. I.i.24-6).

172 he...warme] I.e., in his new status. Cf. Webster,
The Duchess of Malfi, II.iii.52-3: "You are an impudent snake
indeed (sir) - Are you scarce warme, and doe you shew your

sting?" The allusion may be to the same fable (precipitating
the metaphor of 1. 135below), that in which a serpent, half
frozen by winter, was helped to regain her warmth only to
attack her helper (see Caxton's Aesop, ed. R. T. Lenaghan

[Cambridge, Mass., 1967], p. 80).

174-7 A nod...affaires] Cf. Ford, The Broken Heart,
IV.iv.32-3: "How with this nod to grace that subtle courtier;

/ How with that frown to make this noble tremble."

174 bare] bareheaded (i.e., doffing hats as a sign of
respect and disparity of rank).
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176 discomposing] Elliptical: "discomposing of"
("disarrangeing"; OED 2).

Court face] I.e., expression worn in Court, put
on for Court business. Presumably this connotes the "smooth
face" and blank expression that hides secrets (and is thus
able to be "ruffled"); cf.l. 19 4- •

185 warme...bosome] Proverbial: expresses nourishment
of one's own destroyer (Tilley, V68). Cf. The Politician,

III.iii.33-5' "He's safe in the king's bosom, who keeps warm /
A Serpent till he find a time to gnaw / Out his preserver,"
The young serpent (and more specifically the viper) was fabled
to destroy the mother in birth by eating its way out of her
flesh. Peacham, in Minerva Britanna (1612), Scolar Press

Facsimile (Mencton, 1969), p. 152, moralises: "Eke when she

forth, her poisonous broode doth send, / Her young ones

likewise, bring her to her end. / Of Beastly lust, th'effectes
herein perceive. " Cf. also 1H6, III.i.72-3: "Civil dissension
is a viperous worm / That gnaws the bowels of the common¬

wealth. "

186 Ho's] Probably "how's this", not "he does" (as
Gifford emends). Shirley's contractions, imitating those of

speech, are usually clear, but in this case the extreme abbrev¬
iation obscures the wording. The importance of the exclamation
is to register the Duke's shock.

More] more than this (conjunction; OED C.6).

189 Expect] wait.

Humbly] Elliptical: "I will humbly await."

191 of counsell with] privy to, acquainted with (OED
counsel 6).

192 ripe] Suggesting ready for "reaping"; cf. Kyd, The
Spanish Tragedy, II.vi.9, where Revenge says: "The sickle
comes not, till the corn be ripe." The harvest of fruit,

saving good and casting away bad, was used by religious
artists to symbolise the Last Judgment (see Revelations

14:14-20, and E. Male, The Gothic Image [New York and London,
1 972] , pp. 388-9 ) .
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194- Keepe... smooth] Cf. The Maid's Revenge, Il.iii, p, 24.:
"Keepe smooth your face."

197 pulse] Metonym (see Sonnino, p. 1 8 4-) for "sentiments,
feelings" (OED 2b).

200 Endeare me] win my affection (OED 6; optative sub-
j unctive).

201 My... pre serve it] I.e., "it will be my duty to main¬
tain your affection towards me", with pun on sense of keeping
the Duke's heart alive and safe.

203 can discover] can disclose, reveal.

204- To. . .eare] I.e., in private.

205.1 Exeunt...Ardelia.] Q does not give a full direction
at this point although it is clear that Valerio and Ardelia
are subsequently left alone on the stage; there has been no

previous exeunt direction for Silvio and Ascanio. Moreover,
the characters probably exeunt severally, the Duke and Pallante

leaving together by a separate door, to support the build-up
of suspense occasioned by Pallante's fatal commission.

209 For] because of (Abbott, §150).

217 humane] human.

218 blood] Connoting both the seat of emotion ("passions"
as opposed to "reason") and the seat of sensual appetites.

220 state] Alluding both to her general situation,

caught between Bentivolio and the Duke, and to her moral and

spiritual condition (her supposed "fallen" state) as the Duke's
mistress (OED 1a,b; cf. 1. 310 above).

227-8 here...together] Cf. Jonson, Every Man in His
Humour (Folio version, 1616) , II.v.16-17: "Or [would that]
they not learn'd our vices, in their cradles, / And suck'd
in our ill customes, with their milke"; and I. H., This Worlds

Folly (1615): "unheard-of Ribauldry, suckt from the poysonous

dugs of Sinne-sweld.Theaters" (reprinted in Chambers, The
Elizabethan Stage [Oxford, 1923], IV, 25^). While Valerio's
reference is to the court in Parma, the English court is no
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doubt in Shirley's mind.

228-37 I could...way] Structure utilises expeditio
(Sonnino, p. 91); cf. the construction of Love's Cruelty, V.ii,

P« 56, 11 . 24.-9 ) > and see the rejection of "poetical daubings"
in The Witty Fair One, I.iii (Works I, 287).

229 circumstance] circuitous detail, ceremony (OED 6).
Cf. Oth., I.i.14-15: "Evades them with a bombast circumstance /

Horribly stuff'd with epithets of war."

230 when...Metaphors] I.e., blinding the clear sight of
reason and moral judgment with poetic language. Valerio also
alludes to the traditional blindness of Cupid; by putting out
Ardelia's eyes, she becomes an emblem of blind passion. The

(metaphorical) association of rhetorical figures with weapons

draws out the stock conceit of love as war (from Ovid, The Art

of Love; see 1.35-6) as well as the idea of the power of

language. Cf. The Grateful Servant, Il.i (Works II, 35; the
"furious artillory" of love poetry) and The Maid' s Revenge, I.ii,

p. 10: "I can make any body hang himselfe / With pure Iambicks, I
can fetch blood with Ascelpiads / Sting, with Pharenciums whip,
with Saphicks / Bastinado, with hexameter and pentameter. "

232 about] I.e., a roundabout way (OED A.7).

234 over breath] out of breath (cf. OED over-breathe 1,
"to put out of breath"); "over" has sense of "beyond".

236 ten persecutions] I.e., of the Christians under the
Roman Empire. See John Foxe, Actes and Monuments, 6th edn.,
2 vols. (London, 1610), which discusses the persecutions

during "the primitive age of the church... reckoned of Eusebius...
to the number of tenne most Speciall" (I, 30).

237 neerest] shortest. Cf. The Gamester, V.ii (Works III,
269): "there are many ways to the wood, - and which / Would

you desire, the nearest path, and safest, / Or that which
leads about?"

243 naked] Quibble: 1) of soul (i.e., exposed to show
he is not a conspirator); and 2) of body (i.e., unclothed).
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244• Carrie... engines] Double entendre: "maintain no

secret plots" and "bear no private weapons"; the ambiguity of

"carry" and "engine" allows the sexual pun.

24-4-5 more. . .withall] Bawdy reference to his sexual "weapon"
(cf. Partridge, instrument, weapon).

247 regard] respect, deference (OED 8).

2$2 streight] immediately (OED C.2).
253 game-royall] animal kept for the royal hunt; quibbles

on "game" as sport of love (i.e., she is the object of the
Duke's amorous pursuit). Cf. Love's Cruelty, I.i, p. 9: "she
is like to become game royall then."

257 Snap] "snatch up for himself", with quibble on sense,

"capture", i.e., of the hunted animal (OED 5a,b).

What...in] I.e., "How you delude yourself in thinking
you are undiscovered". The phrase "to dance or march in a net"
meant to act with little disguise, while expecting to escape

detection (OED net 2b). Cf. Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy, IV.iv.118:
"March'd in a net, and thought himself unseen."

258-66 You... charity] Extended ironic passage; utilises
the figure negando (Sonnino, p. 130).

258 Jugler] performer of tricks by sleight of hand (OED 2),
with connotations of a "deceiving trickster" (OED 3). Cf.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, I.i.86-8: "like a strumpet, practice

juggling / To keep my face still fast, my heart still loose",
and the punning of Thersites in Troil., V.ii.25-6: "A

juggling trick - to be secretly open."

260 honest] I.e., in his unsuspecting openness (OED 3d);
dramatically ironic in connoting moral goodness.

easie] lenient (OED 14b).
raise not] is not aroused or stirred up (OED 6).

The lack of inflection --s_ suggests either elision for delivery
(cf. possessive "Duchesse") or ellipsis of the auxiliary "does".
Gifford makes the clause parenthetic, apparently treating the
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verb as an imperative.

261 humbled ...subject] Sc., to slavery.

262 change] exchange (OED 3).

263 carreers] encounters (as in the charge of a horse,
OED 2a). Implies bodily embraces; cf. sexual connotations of

charge, encounter in Partridge.

261-5 but for ... brother] As at II.ii.19-51.

265-6 there's... charity] Valerio ironically alludes to
the opposing symbolic value of flames, i.e., of lust and of

religious zeal (thus charity, a pure fire).

266 I wast breath] Sc., in lengthy accusations; marks
his change from irony to straightforward threat and bargaining.

269 peevish] perverse, stubborn (OED !).

272-6 your... Prince] The ambiguous pronoun leads to
obscurity. The most consistent interpretation may be para¬

phrased: "the Duke's revenge will take effect in your lover's
blood, and even when the last drop of blood flows from his

heart, no compassion will be drawn from the Duke to attend those

drops which dare to nourish the life of a Prince's rival."
Bentivolio's "passion" is clearly referred to by "his hot blood",
source of (and therefore appropriate target for) the Duke's

anger. The unspecified "'em" (l. 275) is confusing as there is
no plural antecedent, but Shirley appears to refer to the

implied plurality of drops shed prior to the "last drope" of

blood, all of which have "fed" Bentivolio's body.

272 Ganimede] I.e., kept lover. Ganymede (Jove's
cupbearer) came to signify a catamite (OED 2) on account of
his beauty; Shirley uses the term for a woman's young lover in
The Doubtful Heir also: "she has lost her sullenness, /

Plays with his hair, and smiles...she does want / A Ganymede"

(Ill.i, Works IV, 321 ).

278 wild] unrestricted, self-willed (OED 6a, 7). Cf.
Wiv. , III.xi.65: "He kept company with the wild Prince. "
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279 Beneath...feete] Elliptical: "are beneath their

feet"; alludes to emblematic depiction of throned princes with

feet resting on a globe. See, for example, Wither's Collection

of Emblems (London, 1635)> Section 3, p. 163.

280 hazard that] risk loss of heaven (OED hazard 1).

282-3 You... pleasure] I.e., Destiny will become so tame
and obedient that even "cords of Silke" (a particularly
delicate leash) will be sufficient harness. This vivid

conceit inverts the traditional depiction of the implacable
Destinies controlling the thread of life; cf. also the proverb,
"fate leads the willing but drives the stubborn" (Tilley, F82)
and The Traitor, III.iii.4-8-51: "Thou dost with ease /

Captivate kings with every beam, and mayst / Lead them like

prisoners round about the world, / Proud of such golden chains."

Shirley may, moreover, be recalling the emblematic commonplace
of Love subduing a bull with a yoke (see Praz, Seventeenth

Century Imagery, I, p. 113).

285 your love] Sc., for Bentivolio.

287 the same] I.e., the same as before (cf. II.ii.91 and
note ) .

291 when...drawne] I.e«, when the bed hangings are

closed.

292 Who... precipice] Cf. The Coronation, Ill.ii (Works
III, 4-99): "what fate hath plac'd me / Upon this fearful

precipice"; and The Politician, I.i.125-6: "like a poor deer /
Pursu'd to a steep precipice [by lust],"

294-5 you are...desires] Ardelia is using the term
"gentleman" in the sense of b->ing well-born and therefore
"honourable" (OED 3). Valerio's response, however, alludes to
the common association of "gentlemen" with free behaviour in
their relationships with women (and thus with syphilis also);
cf. All's W. , V.iii. 237-45 : "my master hath been an honorable

gentleman... He did love her, sir, as a gentleman loves a

woman" (i.e., sexually and outside marriage); and see Gordon

Williams, "An Elizabethan Disease," p. 5 4» n.8. There may be
an aural pun involved in this association, i.e., "genital-man";
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cf. the spelling variant in Brorae, The Love-Sick Court, III.i,

p. 120: "a fox did hide / Under his coat...Until it tore his
Gentals - his intrals / I should have said,"

295 That...mercy] Irregular metre. Gifford consequently
makes an extended rearrangement of 11. 295-9, but elision
in delivery could smooth the roughness, i.e., "(That does a)-
ppear / by my / desires".

296 distressed] The full -ed spelling here probably
indicates syllabic ending in delivery.

maid] "young woman" (OED 1); Valerio quibbles on the
further sense, "virgin" (OED 2).

300-5 There...Milke] The metaphor of precious metal was

often reworked in relation to female virginity. Cf. Marlowe,
Hero and Leander, 11. 265-6: "Base boullion for the stampes
sake we allow, / Even so for mens impression do we you";
and Yen. , 768-70: "But gold that's put to use more gold
begets. - you will fall again / Into your idle over-handled
theme." Valerio1s distinction between two types of virginity
is unusual, however. While the virginities of bullion and

newly-minted coins are clear, the application to the female
state is less readily apparent. He appears to be saying
that her original (pure) maidenhead is destroyed by her loss
of virginity, but the Duke's "impression" replaces this with
another "value", just as the impression of the head of the

sovereign gives currency to coin. The paradox relies on a

pun on "maiden-head" (i.e., "new" head), and it is this

"sense", implying the honour of her position as the Duke's
mistress, that gives her a second "virginity", even though she
could become a mother as well. Cf. Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois,

II.ii.10, where the wife of Montsurry is ar-ked: "'Honor',
what's that? Your second maidenhead. "

300 wedge] ingot of gold (OED 3).
301 lunor] I.e., white, pure. The moon was associated

with Diana, goddess of chastity.

304- currant] Double entendre: 1) genuine (OED 5);
2) in general circulation (as "currency"; OED 4-). A further
sense, "flowing" (OED 1), may precipitate the idea of "giving
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milk" below.

305 maiden-sence] I.e., sense of "maiden".

give Milke] Double entendre: 1) yield profit (OED 2c);
and 2) lactate, i.e., "become a mother" (OED 1).

310 first State] I.e., the state in which she was born,
virginity.

311 expects] Ambiguous; either 1) "awaits" (OED 1) or

2) "anticipates" (OED 4-).

312-14- Doe...Betray me] Blends two constructions ("do
not betray me" and "do not do more than the devil could...
and betray me"), probably owing to intervening parenthesis.

318 way] I retain Q(u)'s pointing for clarity; the
added comma obscures the relatival relationship (i.e.,
"that way in which I mean to skirmish").

319 study] effort, thought (OED 4-).

320 toy] trifle (OED 5); sc., her maidenhead.

320-1 eyther...more] Valerio's hold over Ardelia and her
dilemma recall the situation of Beatrice-Joanna in Middleton

and Rowley, The Changeling (1622), Ill.iv, and of Abstemia in

Davenport, The City Nightcap ( 1 6 2 4-) , V . i .

321 Stay] stop (OED 1). Ardelia is probably attempting
to hold Valerio back physically as he moves to leave the stage

(as Gifford's direction interprets); alternatively, she may be

pleading with him to refrain from physical advances. Valerio

quibbles on the sense, "wait, delay" (OED 4-) •

324. bath] I.e., take a bath ("bath" as variant spelling
of "bathe" was obsolete by the seventeenth century; see OED);
connotes immersion in cold water to extinguish fire.

325-6 if...value] Incomplete sentence (the figure

£ra_e_ci__s» Sonnino, p. 14-2) indicates her modesty and shame in
not mentioning the deed.

327 I 1 le... tongue] The repetition of "tongue" seems clumsy,
and may indicate corruption of the text. However, the line is

intelligible as it stands, involving a contrast of usage, i.e.,
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between the actual organ of the tongue and the metaphorical idea
of "giving tongue" to the secret. Valerio may possibly be

adding another bawdy innuendo; a pause before the second

usage of "tongue" would convey this.

328 cause] Sc., his "heart", the seat of the passions
(cf. V.i.63-8); may also be a bawdy allusion to his sexual

organ.

331 Why so?] Marks the apparent change in Ardelia's

receptivity; some gesture on her part seems to be required,
such as submission to an amorous advance.

is becoming thee] becomes thee. Irregular
construction omits preposition (i.e., "to" or "in thee").

339 prevent] anticipate, act before (OED 2).

34-0 timely] well-timed. He has presumably noticed
Leontio's entry.

340.1 Leontio] Q again uses the form Leonato (as in

Q(u), I.i.45.1 , 53). See also V •iv.15 and footnote.

344 of opposition] Objective genitive.

344-7 like... expires not] Eire, traditional symbol of
both creative and destructive passion, is here seen in the latter

aspect.

345 all...with] Both 1) all obstacles in its way, and
2) the object of love (which must be "fired" with love in
return). The possessive "its" was commonly replaced by "his".

348 wealthy] of great value (OED 5).

351 Hold] Imperative: "stop, hold still" (OED 27).

352 hand-backe] Predates first citation in OED (hand 4b)
of this figurative usage. The subject is understood, and

readily supplied by the antecedent, i.e., "for Valerio, who
must however hand back that secret". Gifford's emendation

appears to stem from misinterpretation of the subject (as
the first person, "I").
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355 Of...intelligence] Objective genitive: "for
dangerous information. "

356 thinke] The verb is the imperative, i.e., "think,

my Lord, that..."; Gifford's addition alters and weakens

Q's sense for the sake of metrical regularity.

363 quarter'd] Quartering of the body was a punishment
for traitors.

366 You... concubine] Elliptical for emphasis: "you are

for the wife, I am for the concubine" (with sense of "aiming
f or" ) .

367 Duke] Omission of the possessive inflection indicates
that the phrase "the Duke being in heaven" (i.e., the Duke's
death) is treated as a noun compound, with the genitive
"Duke" being used as an adjective (see Abbott, §130).

368 How's that] Responding to Valerio's pointed use of
the past tense ("were his favourite").

370 round] rung (i.e., of "ladder" of preferment; OED 3).

373 turne the ladder] Double allusion: 1) turn the ladder

of preferment so that Bentivolio is no longer above him in

position (cf. Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, I.ii.92-5: "You must
rise by degrees ... and then turn the ladder"); and 2) push away

the ladder of the gallows to kill him. OED (turn 7) cites S.
Kem (1611): "He speaks too late...for a reprieve, when the
ladder is turned"; and cf. Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy, Ill.vi.

51 S.D., where Pedringano is "turn'd off" after the noose

has been tied.

375 Be...second me] Cf. the similar situation of The
Traitor, IV.i, where Lorenzo, in an attempt to deceive Sciarrha,

launches into an "extempore" dialogue with Petruchio after

telling him to "be wise and second me" (l. 139).

379 nay...stirrd] Indicates that Bentivolio has reacted
with some gesture of anger or fear to Valerio's "exposure" of
his secret.

381 in troth] in truth, truly (OED lb).
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382 meerely] entirely (OED 2).

384- lur' d to fist] Falconry term: to call the hawk to
its position on the arm of its master by means of a lure (OED
lure 2, fist 1d). Cf. Webster, The White Devil, IV.i.139:

"With empty fist no man doth falcons lure." Valerio refers to
Ardelia as an "untamed" bird who has not yet submitted to the
Duke's will. There is a quibble on "fist" as "grasp" (OED 1b);
cf. Spenser, Faerie Queene, II.vii.34-5 "more light then
Culver [dove] in the Faulcons fist."

386 imagine] The pause indicated here encourages
Bentivolio to "imagine" not only the happy reign of Leontio,
but, more pointedly, the death of the Duke.

387 May...hopes] I.e., may my hopes perish (see Abbott,
in § 162).

391 cast] Both 1) "considered" (Valerio's overt meaning;
OED 4-2); and 2) "planned" (OED 4-3). Dramatically ironic
since they are figuratively casting a net to trap Bentivolio
while he is "wound up" with overtly innocent innuendo.

396 affect] The interpretation of "affect" as "aim
1

at or aspire to" (OED v .1) makes Gifford's emendation

unnecessary. Paraphrase makes the sense clear: "I have

applied whatever measures my limited knowledge could aspire to
in order to cool his passion."

4.00 aside ] Valerio's remark is dramatically ironic
at the expense of both Bentivolio and Leontio, but the
extent of the irony becomes clear only if it is spoken as an

aside rather than specifically to Leontio, as Gifford directs.

4-05-6 some...soule out] The metaphor of the sponge works
in two ways: 1) in absorbing (sc., drink; OED 8), cf. Mer.V.,

I.ii.96-7: "I will do any thing, Nerissa, ere I will be married
to a sponge"; and 2) in being easily drained (i.e., of secrets
of the soul; OED 9c). Cf. Brome, The Queen and Concubine,

IV.viii, p. 106: "Let me out-squeeze that Court Sponge...

[to] fetch out the poisonous corruption / Of all this Practice."
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4.05 sponges] OED records no variant spelling as Q

("spongies"); Q may be a misspelling or error in composition
due to the syllabic pronunciation of the plural inflection.

4.07-8 the Duke s ... it] I.e., "the Duke's order with respect
to Ardelia [at 11. 151-2] confirms that we are discovered".

408 Wisdome...prevent] Sc., Bentivolio's "ruin".

411 You...Poyson ] Valerio again stops short of plain
speech and refrains from putting the Duke's murder into words,

although the insinuation is clear (the figure praecisio;

Sonnino, p. 142).

412 wives] wife's.

413 Whose...a-bleeding] Stock construction (see Tilley,
A159); cf. the sub-title of Fletcher, Philaster: "Love Lies

A-Bleeding." The phrase was also a common name for the flower

Adonis annua, o r Pheasant's eye; see G. Grigson, The Englishman' s
Flora, 2nd edn. (St. Albans, 1 9 7 5 ) » p. 51.

4-18 apt] ready (OSD 2b).

419 flie upon] violently attack (OED 8b).

420 in his death] I.e., "in bringing about his death".

421 next heire] The repetition of the phrase (from 11.

385 and 415 above) acts as a refrain, and the varying

implications punctuate the "winding up" of Bentivolio. Valerio's
first use is to suggest the Duke's death; the second is to

suggest that Leontio will have the power to pardon Bentivolio
if he carries out the murder; and finally Bentivolio voices the
ultimate inference, that Leontio should actually be indebted
to him for the act.

424-5 in whose...thee] Cf. The Young Admiral, I.i.76:
"plant you in your wishes [for Cassandra]."

426-7 new Create] newly created (with secondary sense

"newly invested with a title", OED create 3; "create" is

participial adjective). Cf. III.iii.127; The Bird in a

Cage, V.i, p. 69: "you new create me now"; and H8,

V.v.42: "Her ashes new create another heir." There is irony
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in the association of the murder plot with the idea of creation.

4-30 howe're] "in any case" (OED 2); i.e., whether he
kills the Duke or not.

4.31 venison] The hunted deer is a stock metaphor for the
pursued woman; the use of "venison" also connotes the satisfaction
of appetite.

432 humbles] (umbles) entrails of deer (OED sb.); implies
the least appealing part (hence the expression, "eat humble-pie").

433-5 if he...cause] I.e., "if he finds both the Duke
and the right moment, though it requires a day's labour or

travel first, he will deal with him" (OED meet 5, ££ 63a).
Cf. The Traitor, IV.i.111-12: "Why did you not go through /
And murder him?" Valerio puns also on the idea of a sword

piercing the Duke's body.

434 Though... Journey] Cf. St. Patrick, V.i.146-7:
"Though you should be a day in killing me, / I should live

11

so much longer to forgive you.

435 wound up] Cf. III.ii.132n.

436 repent... secret] Elliptical: "repent my knowledge of
your secret.'

438 meete] Elliptical: "you will meete.

439 Meete...wench] Probably "meet wenching"; i.e.,
"meet me as a friend when we have both gained our mistresses".
Valerio may be alluding to the proverb "thieves and whores meet
at the gallows" (Tilley, T121). The phrase "at a wench"
seems to use the object for the activity itself (cf. "at the

wheel", "at meat"; OED a_t 15).

441 Conscience ... good] The strained construction stems
from the implied metaphor, i.e., of the pilot conscience

steering a ship (ambition) by means of a guiding star (goodness).
Cf. Massinger, The Duke of Milan, II.i.428-9: "since I have

put off / From the Shoare of Innocence, guilt be now my Pilot. "
442 Who...blood] Cf. The Politician, II. i. 335: "Who

11

looks at crowns must have no thought who bleeds.
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I ceremony] observance of external formalities (as
opposed to the "substance" of love).

4 fild] filled (fil'd).

8 physicke] Bawdy reference to sexual cure; cf.
Ill.ii.91 .

8-10 there...Doctor] Cf. The Humorous Courtier, V.i.19-20:
"Ladyes would be his Patients, and be sicke a purpose."

8-9 no...beauty] Fiametta's interjection may imply
either 1) "I say this without intending to be rude to you"

(dispraise meaning "censure", OED 1); or 2) "I say this without

intending to imply that other ladies are more beautiful than

you" (dispraise meaning "discredit", OED 2).
10 a-purpose] on purpose (Abbott, S 3 4-) •

II oh my heart] Term of endearment, sc., for Bentivolio.

12-U On...barke] Cf. Ill.i.7 6-7n., III.iii.97n. The images
of ship and sea had rich metaphoric associations. The ship
and pilot were variously linked with body and soul, man and

reason, the church guided by St. Peter or the state by the
Prince. The sea of life (or the passions) was an emblem of

insecurity, through which the ship must cross to reach the
harbour of salvation or tranquillity (R. Southall, in The

Courtly Maker [Oxford, 1964] , pp. 56-62 , discusses the Ship
of Fools and the Ship of State). Ardelia's "barke" is

presumably their love, struggling against the forces of
fortune without assistance. Cf. Spenser, Faerie Queene,

III.iv.8-9; Chaucer, The Man of Law's Tale, 11. 438ff; and
Petrarch's Sonnet 189.

19 her...whom] The relative is attracted to the implied
object; i.e., "the white hand of her" (see Abbott, §246).

whom... honors] I.e., she is the only woman honoured
by the Duke. Placing of the adverb ("onely") leads to

ambiguity (perhaps deliberate: "she who is honoured

by the Duke alone").
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21 exelent] excellent. OED cites no occurrence of this
variant spelling after the sixteenth century.

22 send of] send off.

Tisiphone] One of the three Furies of Greek

mythology.

23-4- I wo 1 d... generation] Alluding to the folk belief
that the physical appearance of the child would be influenced

by thought or pictures seen at conception. In Heliodorus1 romance

Aethiopica, the black queen Persina observed a picture of the
naked Andromeda at conception of her (white) daughter.

24- generation] procreation (OED 1).

26 meanings] intentions (OED vbl. sb. 1).

32 on] of (Abbott, §181).

35 Whispers...Fiametta.l My positioning of the direction

appears more appropriate since it takes into account Fiametta's
unanswered question, smoothing the action for performance.
Moreover, the direction given by Q specifies actual whispering
and not an aside. Of. the absence of a direction in Q at 1. 102

below, where Ardelia says she is whispering but speaks in an

aside that is meant to be heard by the audience.

38 carry] win (as from an enemy; OED 16).

loose] lose.

39 Lend...him] Cf. Rom. , I.iv.17: "You are a lover;
borrow Cupid's wings."

4.0 Flie. . . c ompanion] Implying she is fit to be the
"devil's dam", an opprobrious term for a woman (Tilley, D225;

2
OED dam sb. 2b). Cf. Err. , IV.iii.4-9-50, where the courtesan

is called "the devil - Nay, she is worse, she is the devil's
dam" .

4-1 beldamship] "Beldam", a grandmother or old woman, has
the depreciative connotation of a "loathsome old hag" (OED 3);
OED cites usage of the titular form in Shirley and Davenant

only. C f. The Young Admiral, IV.i.14-3 — 4-1 "I beseech your

learned beldamship.
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4.2-6 You doe ... infinite] Cf. The Royal Master, IV • i

(Works IV, 155): "Where the blood consents, there needs no

ravisher."

47 be a man] I.e., as opposed to a beast or devil.

Valerio, of course, takes up the sense of "man" as opposed to
"woman".

48-9 You shall... discreetly] I.e., "you shall not doubt

my manhood once you apply yourself wisely and with secrecy to
the act of love".

52 know me] I.e., carnally.

53 tedious] "irksome" (OED 2) and perhaps also "slow"
(OED 4). Cf. the Duke's response to Amidea's plea for virtue
in The Traitor, III. iii. 74-6: "do not waste / This tedious

divinity. I am / Resolv'd to grapple with you."

54 claspe with] embrace sexually (see Partridge, clasp).

59 howere] however much, although (OED 1c).

61 (Not...dishonor)] Modifies implied subject, "woman",
not "woman's thoughts" (cf. 1. 1 9n.) .

63-8 Wo't...Skeleton] The physical exposure of the heart
was frequently used metaphorically to express the revelation
of love. Such imagery in Ford's Tis Pity She's a Whore leads
to Giovanni's grotesque action (see III.i.68n.); cf. Faerie

Queene, III.xii.31.

69 desire] entreat, request (OED 6c).

76 that] Emphatic: "that which,"

Shewes a Pistoll.] The use of a weapon by a woman

for attack is unusual. More often, heroines display their
virtue by threatening to kill themselves rather than submit to
lustful demands. Turner notes in his edition of St. Patrick

that Emeria's revenge on her ravisher (she stabs him to death,

IV.i.211) recalls Ardelia's action. Other attacks are found

in Middleton (?), The Second Maiden's Tragedy (1611; in V.i,

Anselmus' unchaste wife makes a mock attack on her lover in

pretense of virtue), Jonson, Catiline (1611 ; in II.i, the
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courtesan Fulvia draws a knife on the lover she is bored with),
and Fletcher, The Custom of the Country (1620; the chaste

Zenocia, backed by her husband, threatens Clodio with bow and

arrow in I.ii). The only other instances of a pistol being
used by a woman are in Fletcher's Rule a Wife and Have a Wife

( 1 6 2 4-)» where the cunning servant Estefania draws a gun on her

angry husband to force a reconciliation (V.iv), and Webster's
The White Devil (see intro. , pp.'2o-3) . Although Ardelia does
not carry through her threat, Shirley is clearly developing a

type of tragicomic heroine whose wit and active responses align
her with the worldly heroines of the city comedies and set her

apart from the passive "patient Grissel" type represented by

Euphemia.

78-9 traytor... honor] I.e., he is a traitor to man and
masculine honour (in acting like a beast/devil) and to woman's
honour (betraying Ardelia to unchastity).

80-2 if thou... longer] Despite the nominal Italian
setting, the attitude to preparation for death here is more

Protestant than Catholic, with no mention of sacramental rites

and priestly ministrations of extreme unction. However, the
need for spiritual preparation through prayer and repentance
of sins prior to death was recommended by both sects, placing
the sinful soul in a less perilous position. See especially
Hamlet's debate over killing Claudius while he is at prayer

(Ham., III.iii.73-9)• Cf. 0th., V.ii.33-4: "I would not kill

thy unprepared spirit. / No, heaven forfend! I would not
kill thy soul"; and contrast The Gentleman of Venice, V.ii
(Works V, 74-): "practise not cruelty / Upon my second life,

by murdering my / Eternity; allow to my last breath / Leave to

discharge the weight of many sins / Into the bosom of some

confessor . . . Your charity will think it fit to allow / Some
minutes to collect myself."

84- I have forgot] Sc., how to pray.

87-9 My...dumbe] Valerio inverts the proverb, "dead men

tell no tales" (Tilley, M511); his revenging ghost recalls
the restless spirits of Ham. and Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy.
See also The Cardinal, IV.ii.147n.
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90 flesh and blood] I.e., "nature, constitution"

(OED 1c), which has human weaknesses; used as compound (and
singular) noun.

91 my...life] I.e., the rest of my life. The transposition
is common; Abbott (§423) cites Ant., IV.vi.39: "My latter
part of life. "

93 For...me] I.e., "for I will not speak of Bentivolio
to the Duke, if you don't trust me".

95 Mercy... concealment] Elliptical; some such phrase
as "give me, show me" is understood.

97 and] I.e., and with.

fast] firmly closed, locked (OED 5).
101 busie] restlessly active, anxious (OED 6).

104 Upon] at the time of, immediately upon (Abbott, §191).

106 Softly] Enjoining him to speak more quietly and to
refrain from hasty conclusions (OED _s£ft 8, sof tly 10); implies
that Bentivolio has raised his voice (11. 105-6). Ardelia is

obviously fearful that Valerio will realise her visitor is
Bentivolio and not the Duke, and thus reveal himself.

111 Ee_. . . hangings .] Valerio 1 s death is reminiscent of
the murder of Polonius, Ham., Ill.iv.

113 with me] Ellipsis: "come away o_r go with me."

114 infection...Ayre] I.e., the corruption of the court
environment, generated by contaminated air; cf. IV.i.105n.

114.2 into ] onto. C f . Tp., I. i i . 3 6 3 "confin'd into this
rock." The preposition implies motion of falling through
the hangings into the stage area.

115-16 I am...selfe] Cf. The Maid's Revenge, V.iii, p. 67:
"Sinke by mine owne engine"; Webster, The White Devil, V.vi.

124-5: "Thou art caught - In thine owne Engine"; and Ham., III.
iv.213-4: "'tis the sport to have the enginer / Hoist with
his own petar. " The moral implication of the self-destructive
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nature of sin is clearly drawn, and is here intensified by the

suggestion of the balance or scale of justice in the antithesis
of "raise" and "fall".

115 toyles] net, trap (OED sb.^ 3).

Engine] instrument (sc., Bentivolio).

118-19 And...withall] Cf. Webster, The White Devil, V.vi.
24.0-1: "0 my greatest sinne lay in my blood. / Now my blood

paies for't."
118 ranke] corrupt (OED 1 4- b) ; also connotes licentiousnes

(OED 13).

119 met withall] requited, paid home (OED meet 11i:
"to be even with").

121 So...selfe] Cf. Ant., IV.ii.6-T: "I will live, /
Or bathe my dying honor in the blood / Shall make it live again

122-3 I wo 1d...forgivenes ] Abrupt penitence and ref¬
ormations of "more or less wicked characters" are common in

Shirley and elsewhere (see Forsythe, pp. 71—3)-

122 I wo'd...up] I.e., towards heaven; the inability to
physically raise himself upwards indicates a corresponding

spiritual inadequacy. Valerio has forgotten how to repent,
and his death is emblematic. See W. Perkins, A Discourse of

Conscience in W o r k e s, 3 vols. i n 2 (1612-18), I, 516: "he

that lieth in sinnes against his Conscience, cannot call

upon the name of God." Cf. Ham., III.iii.89-93: "When he is
drunk asleep...or about some act / That has no relish of

salvation in't - / Then trip him, that his heels may kick at

heaven", and Donne, "Holy Sonnet" I, 7-10: "my feebled flesh
doth waste / By sinne in it, which it t1 wards hell doth weigh;

/ Onely thou art above, and when towards thee / By thy leave
I can looke, I raise againe . " The popular emblem of the soul
with wings on one hand, a weight on the other (see Praz,
Seventeenth Century Imagery, I, 32 and 191), may be recalled.
Valerio apparently dies by falling forward, his face thus
earthward.
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123 forgivenes] Object of "beg", transposed for emphasis.

124- Thus... lust] Cf. The Traitor , III .ii . 1 05-6 : "'Twill
be just / That both their hearts weep blood to purge their lust, "

Dies] There is no direction in Q with regard to
the removal of Valerio's body from the stage. Since he has
had to "fall into" the stage, I suggest that nameless "ser¬
vants" of Ardelia enter and carry him off, expressing approp¬

riate horror. Of. the stage direction to the Epilogue in

Dryden's Tyrannick Love (1669): "Spoken by Mrs. Ellen [Nell
Gwyn], when she was to be carried off dead by the Bearers, "
An illustration to this scene from The Key to the Rehearsal

(1714) accompanies the text in Dryden's Works, gen. ed. H. T.

Swedenberg, Jr., X (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1970),
1 92.

Act V, Scene ii

1 love ] The construction is ambiguous, the "act of
treason" may be the object of both verbs, or "love" may stand

independently (i.e., "I am in love, and therefore desire
the act of treason").

2 The noise...me] I.e., "the cry of treason still
2

affects me too deeply" (OED near adv. 16b).

to] too.

5 Suspect] surmise, imagine (OED 3b).
6 paracide] parricide. Cf. The Example, V.i (Works III,

350): "parricide, which is not as the vulgar / Interpret,
killing of a father, but / Parem cedendo, killing of a peer, /
A peer o' the land."

10 in] on (Abbott, §160); cf. 2H6, III.ii.257: "In
pain of your dislike or pain of death."

10-12 the divell...darknes] Cf. Troil., V.viii.17: "The
dragon wing of night o'erspreads the earth"; and St. Patrick,
IV.i.223-5: "the furies...will transport thy soule on their
black wings / To hell."
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11 him] Sc., the murderer.

11-12 wings,...darknes;] Q's pointing is ambiguous;
I emend on the basis of a shift of focus between 11. 12

and 13. There is a clear chain of imagery centering on

the devil's actions ( 11. 10-12); the thought then returns
to the murderer (11. 13-14-) and gives a further example
of obscurity ("twenty foggs").

13 foggs] Fog was often associated with darkness and
evil (see Heninger, Handbook of Renaissance Meteorology,

p. 62). Cf. MNP♦, III.ii.357: "drooping fog as black as

Acheron"; and Ford, Tis Pity She's a Whore, III.vi.10-13:

"[in hell] there shines no sun, / But flaming horror of
consuming fires, / A lightless sulphur, chok'd with smoky

fogs / Of an infected darkness. "

14 pious successor] Strozzi's emphasis is on "pious",
i.e., "you (his successor) are pious". Leontio's right to
the succession has been previously established.

16 Containe] Imperative; Leontio speaks as if directly
to his heart: "stay under control. " Cf. I.i.68.

assassinate] assassin (OED 3). Q's reading is
clearly wrong and is probably an instance of foul case.

The word "assassinate" recurs in Shirley; see The Traitor,
III.i.117 and The Cardinal, III.ii, 119.

18 don't] done it.

19 brave...villaine] Figure of contrast, with positive
epithets qualifying the condemnatory "villaine"; echoes

Webster, The White Devil, V.vi.272: "Farewell glorious
villaines," See also 1. 122 below.

22 My] The possessive implies not only Pallante's
sovereign but also the sovereigns of other traitors (i.e.,
"one's").

23 'Bove...villaine] Pallante may be punning on "villein"
(a serf or peasant, OED 1); i.e., he deserves a reward of

higher rank.
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35 writ of ease] Legal term: a certificate of dis¬

charge from employment (OED ease 9)> as in The Humorous

Courtier, I.i.36-8: "May be 'twould move the Dutchesse to

exempt me / From my attendance; and she knew my minde /
She would allow me a writ of ease." Here, the term is used

metaphorically; i.e., discharge from his position as Duke

by death. Cf. the idea of the wages of virtue or sin (Romans
6 : 2 3 ) » as in the funeral dirge of Cym., IV.ii.262: "Home
art gone, and ta'en thy wages."

make short] Elliptical: be brief in the report
(OED 8d).

36 discover me] betray me, reveal my identity (OED 6).

37 take an order] take steps, arrange (OED order 11).

37-8 it...Lord,] The clause "as if...him" clearly shows
that the Duke's sigh is related to the disclosure of Leontio's
name and thus that Q's punctuation interrupts the syntax.
It is worth noting that Q's final punctuation of 1. 31 above
is similarly erroneous, though ambiguity does not arise.

Q's pointing generally deteriorates in these last formes,

despite corrections, and perhaps indicates hurried printing
rather than deterioration of ms. copy.

39 sigh] Relative understood: "sigh that"

prevented] Sc., by anticipation (the sigh breaking
his heart).

11 That] Sc., betrayal by Leontio.

13-1 Bath'd... compassion] Qualifies immediate antecedent,
"his prayer"; cf. concept of sin bathing in blood, V.i.119-21.
Here the image connotes prayer accompanied (and cleansed) by

the Duke's tears.

11 Marble] marble statue (OED 2). The emphasis is on
the immovable quality of marble (as in the proverb "a heart as

hard as marble"; Tilley, H31 1 )• Cf. Ford, The Broken Heart,
V.i.15-7: "Could [thy relation] move / Distraction in a

/ "
senseless marble statue, / It should find me a rock.
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44.-6 bid... eternity] Cf. I. i. 184.-6, and The Gentleman of
Venice, V.ii (Works V, 73): "gather up / Those thoughts you

would have wait upon you to / Another world."

4.8-54- To ... marriage ] Difficult construction. The general
idea is that he showed his "choice" (to die honest) by his

groans and prayers to Euphemia. The adversative, "but", sets
his reported actions against the potential wish for Ardelia,
which would have illustrated an unrepentant death. The finite
verb that is modified and remodified in this passage is thus
"he made [his choice]", 1. 4-7; it is the disjunction of the
verb from its modifying clauses (and resultant punctuation)
that makes the syntax appear incomplete.

50 give...kisse ] I.e., die while passionately kissing
his mistress. The image connotes the ecstatic climax of

passion, with an implicit pun on sexual "death" and loss of
the vital spirits. Cf. Marlowe, Dr. Faustus, V.i.1771: "Her

lips sucke forth my soule"; Rom. , V. iii . 1 64.-6 , where Juliet

deliberately dies by kissing poisoned lips; and the more

macabre Tourneur, The Revenger's Tragedy (1606), III.v, where

the Duke dies wantonly kissing a poisoned skull. The belief
that the soul emerged from the mouth at death came from
classical Greek tradition; pictorally this was represented
as a butterfly emerging from the chrysalis and later by the

winged figure of Psyche or, in the Christian tradition, as

a naked infant emerging from a saint's mouth. See James

Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art, 2nd edn.

(London, 1979).

55 so...forgive] Relatival construction with ellipsis:
"so much charity as to forgive" (see Abbott, §281). Cf.
Mer, V . , III. iii.9-10: "so fond / To come abroad with him

at his request."

65 another heaven] Referring to the concept of several
degrees of "heavens" or spheres into which the realms of space

were divided in early cosmography. Authorial irony is

perhaps present: this other heaven is very different from
the immortal abode to which the Duke has apparently been
exalted.
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66 leave] leave off, stop (OED 10b).

7 3 you...trouble] Elliptical: "you shall not trouble
yourself with. "

74- Examination] judicial inquiry, interrogation (OED 2).

82 force] May refer either generally to the body of
armed men, or to the strength they exerted.

83 noyse] rumour (OED 2).

86-7 ayde To] assistance in; "to" has the sense "for the
purpose of" (Abbott, §186).

95-6 Dee...evidence] Cf. The Cardinal, III.ii.133-5:
"if that poniard / Had voice, it would convince."

99 forme] outward formality (OED 15); i.e., to keep up

appearances .

100-1 trust... honor] Cf. IV.i.427.

102 study] seek to achieve (OED 11).

105 Noe...dead] I.e., he must be dead.

107 cunning] craftily dissembling. Cf. Lucr♦, 749:
"To cloak offenses with a cunning brow."

narrowly] closely.

108 full] entire, complete.

109 insinuate] ingratiate yourself (OED 2b).

114-15 In care...Duke] I.e., they will support Leontio's
claims to the Dukedom to show they are not aiming for the

position of Duke themselves and thus prevent suspicion of their
involvement in the Duke's murder (an involvement which would

condemn them to death).

114 In care to] heedful of, anxious with respect to

(OED care 2). The construction with "to" is unusual but clear.

115 to] Elliptical: "go to."

1 1 ^ strong art] powerful cunning (and, figuratively,
magic) .

Exit.] Q gives no exit direction here and thus
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suggests that Pallante remains on stage until the end
of the scene. However, Leontio has given him an order
to observe the behaviour of the courtiers and Gifford's

direction is thus appropriate. Q shows numerous space-

saving devices on this page, and the direction may have
been omitted to enable Pallante1s speech to follow the
final words of Leontio's speech immediately.

120 As] Ambiguous; may have sense "because" (i.e.,
"repent because you are likely to bleed") or, with emphasis
on their joint imprisonment, "in the same way, just as" (i.e.,
"repent together, for you are likely to bleed together too").

like] likely.

full] utmost (OED 9)«

124- glorious] haughty, vainglorious (OED 1). Of.
Webster, The White Devil, V.vi.207, where Vittoria is also

called a "glorious strumpet" (and see intr o. , pp. Mo-3) .

125 more innocence] Elliptical: "more innocence than I
have" (or possibly "than Bentivolio and I have").

126 justifie] Ambiguous: perhaps 1) "prove, confirm" (OED
5), i.e., his birth, of necessity, proved who his mother was;

or 2) "vindicate" (OED 3), i.e., his innocent birth, by its

legitimacy, proved his mother's faithfulness. There may be a

punning allusion to the proverb "innocence bears its own

defence" (Tilley, T81).

modest] moderate (OED 4).

Act V, Scene iii

4-5 For...selfe ] Of. construction of The Gentleman of
Venice, I.i (Works V, 9): "and rather than not be / Reveng'd
on thy estate, I will eat roots."

4 at next] The article was frequently omitted after
prepositions in adverbial phrases (see Abbott, §90).

6 Martyrdome by water] During the Reformation, Christ¬
ian martyrs generally died by fire. Horatio's point here
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is that he is trying to escape from being consumed by the
fire of his mistress1 passion, and would prefer to c.ie

by immersing himself in the element most opposed to this,
water. Cf. the earlier association of Scolopendra with fire

(IV. i. 38-4-1 , 1 00 -1) and the literal meaning of Fiametta's
name .

8 But...mad] I.e., "without you making him mad."

10 A contract] I.e., that Horatio had made a marriage
contract with her.

Thou't] thou wilt.

11 I shu'd... fiend] Horatio is sarcastic about the

"blessing" provided him; his words are also dramatically
ironic because Fiametta's constancy is indeed the quality in
a woman for which he has been searching.

12 This...once-remov1d] Child once-removed from (i.e.,
closely related to) the devil (the "prince of darkness" or

hell, as at V.ii.12). Cf. Tjd. , V.i.272-6, in which Caliban
is called a "thing of darkness", "this demi-devil - / For

he's a bastard one" whose "mother was a witch".

2
20 mare] Probably here refers to a "hag" (OED mare 2)

rather than to the horse, from which is drawn the association

with the nightmare or incubus (at 1. 22; cf. II.i.51 ).
Fiametta is constantly associated with the non-human, be it

beastly or supernatural. Cf. Secco's abuse of his wife (an
old woman also called a "bear") in Ford, The Fancies Chaste

and Noble , IV.i, p. 184.: "Out mare-hag, moyll"

21-2 A mare... hundred] I.e., "the mare herself is the
greatest disease, which added to the other ninety-nine makes

up one hundred". Horatio probably refers to the type of

melancholy supposedly caused by the nightmare (OED 1b).
Nares cites Barrough, Method of Physick ( 1 624.); "the patient
thinketh himselfe strangled in this disease... called in

English the mare. "
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21 nineteene] OED indicates that Q's form, "ninteene",
was obsolete by the seventeenth century; the form was

probably the result of compositorial omission.

24. no...kind] Puns on the proverb, "cat will after kind"
(i.e., follow its natural instincts; Tilley, C135). The suggest¬
ion is not only that Fiametta will be instinctively avoided,
but also that anything of a good breed or family will not
associate with her because she is of a contemptible "kind".
The use of the proverb leads naturally into the metaphor of
Fiametta as "vermine", the cat's natural prey.

26 ore-growne] o'er-grown.

vermine] obnoxious animal (OED 2b); probably a rat.

28 quicke] alive.

ye t] even now (implying "while there is still time";
OED 5b).

29-30 I...constancy] Cf. Amidea's doubtful response to
Pisano's rejection, The Traitor, II.i.306-7: "This may be a

trial / Of my affection." The trial of the lover is a stock
element of the drama, and particularly of tragicomedy.
Fiametta's statement is amusingly apt for the (unfaithful)
misogynist Horatio, who has been trying the constancy of
woman. This aptness gives dramatic irony to his accusation of
her impudence.

32 beast] By pleading with Fiametta to retain some

beastly qualities, Horatio implies that she is otherwise
beneath even this level (i.e., the dull senseless matter of

inanimate objects).

35 credit] reputation, good name (OED 5b).

36 Abroad] in the outside world, "around town" (OED 2).

tame... concupiscence] Conceit suggests taming of the
wild beast in her, as 1. 32 above. Cf* St Patrick, V.i.94:
"I have tam'd their concupiscence."

36-8 we...prodegy] Cf. Horatio's earlier comparison of
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Ardelia with the monstrous attractions of the fair, II.i.81-3.

Here, as later in 11. 58-62, Horatio deliberately includes the
audience in the world of the play without stepping out of his
role .

37 at' s] at us.

39 wo ' t] wilt [thou ] •
4.0 trudge... camst] Elliptical: "trudge back to the place

from whence you came. " The use of "trudge", a word generally
applied to the lower orders, shows Shirley using decorum of
language. Puttenham (Arte of English Poesie, p. 272),
discussing the decorum of terminology, thus says "as one who...
said that Aeneas was fayne to trudge out of Troy; which terme
became better to be spoken of a beggar, or of a rogue, or a

lackey, for so wee use to say to such maner of people 'be

trudging hence'".

41 out of breath ] exhausted. Cf. The Lady of Pleasure ,

II.ii.275: "lie try his humour out of breath,"

42 By] I accept Gifford's emendation, which creates
an appropriate oath where s reading (with its incomplete
sentence structure) suggests corruption. The descender
of Shirley's final "y" tended to sweep back in an upward
flourish, which may have been misread as a further letter.
See Rawlinson ms., p. 47: "But", 1. 13 and catchword "By".

43 Unseene deformity] Particularly relevant (and bawdy)
if Fiametta was acted by an adult male.

47 But... things ] Horatio's irony relies on a quibble on
the two meanings of "passion", zeal (sexual and otherwise) and

anger. His anger quickly makes him forget his previous "love",
and he is prepared to use violence to be rid of her. He mocks
her question, however, by ironically suggesting that his amorous

passion for her makes him forget his lover's servitude in order
to perfect her.

49 pure zeale ] unalloyed eagerness. Cf. Jonson, The
Alchemist, III.i.4-5: "In pure zeale, / I doe not like the
man: He is a heathen,"
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51 so] I accept Gifford's emendation. Although

Shirley's preferred spelling was apparently "soe" (25:5
instances in Rawlinson ms.), I conjecture that the spelling
here omitted the final "e" and thus lead to compositorial

misreading.

52 in to] I.e., through.

53-4- He...home] Cf. The Gamester, 11. i (Wo r k_s III, 209)
"I'll kick her like a football"; and Err., II.i.81-2: "Am I so

round with you as you with me, / That like a football you do

spurn me thus?" Football, unlike tennis, was a violent game

associated with youths of the lower orders; see James Walvin,
The People's Game (London, 1975), pp. 9-23.

58 She...her] Horatio turns Fiametta's protestation of

patient suffering into a ludicrous method of destroying him;
i.e., "she would like me to kill her so that I would be hung
for the murder".

59 Was ever] Elliptical: "was there ever."

62 lesse] lesser (OED 1). The comparison with ugly
women is understood.

63 it will out] Elliptical: "it will be disclosed"
(OED out 13).

64. discharge] renounce (OED 9).

65 since] ago (OED 4-). The stress of final position
indicates that this is the adverb, although conjunctional

usage would be comprehensible (i.e., "from the time that";
OED G.1).

66 th' tother] (the t'other) the other; the anomalous
compound waa used frequently in the period (see Abbott, §4-35).

68 She...nicke] I.e., she met me at the critical moment
(OED n_i _c k 7a).

clapt up] hastily settled the match (OED 13b). Cf.
Ford, Tis Pity She's a Whore, III.i.14-15: "There's no way

but to clap up a marriage in hugger-mugger. »
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69 conscience] conscientiousness (OED 6).

71-2 Wo'd...thee] The heavy internal rhyme and repetition
in these lines (wo 1d, sea/see/thee, runne) give the effect of
a mocking or flyting rhyme and emphasise his taunting of
Fiametta. Horatio's words continue the association of Fiametta

with a "wild bear"; both bears and the sea were considered

dangerous elemental forces, and the implication is that she
will only die by meeting her match in this way. Cf. Lr. ,

III.iv.9-11: "Thou'dst shun a bear, / But if thy flight lay
toward the roaring sea, / Thou'dst meet the bear i' th' mouth";
and Wint.,111.iii.81-99, where the Clown relates the two

terrible sights "by sea and by land" of a shipwreck and a bear's
attack on Antigonus.

72 a-fishing] Probably sexual pun; "fish" was a cant
term for a woman, viewed sexually (see Partridge, fish,

fishmonger).

76 apostacy] Continues the association of love and
religion: abandonment of principles and faith in general

(OED 2). Cf. The Coronation, II. i (Works III, i+76), and The

Constant Maid, V.iii (Works IV, 519): how could'st thou

think I should be such / A desperate atheist, that thou so

soon, / And with a strange apostasy, should'st revenge it."

77 sudden] prompt, speedy (OED 3).

78 one] Referring to Horatio and Scolopendra (i.e.,
"one of you"); Horatio, however, takes the sense "one of us"
(i.e., Fiametta and Scolopendra).

quicke] Pun: 1) quickly, and 2) alive. The quibble
continues Fiametta's two trains of thought, a "sudden"
divorce and the threat of death. Cf. Tim. (1 6 0 7 ) , IV.iii.4-5.

80 willow garland] Worn as symbol of grief for un¬

requited and forsaken love (see Ad de Vries, Dictionary of
Symbols and Imagery, "willow"). Cf. _3 H ^ (1591 ) , III.iii.227-8:
"Tell him, in hope he'll prove a widower shortly, / I'll wear

the willow garland for his sake"; and Spenser, Faerie Queene„

I.i.9-3: "The willow worne of forlorne Paramours."
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81 halter] hangman's rope. As at 1. 58 above Horatio
wholly undermines Fiametta's sentimental expression of her
love .

86 president] precedent.

88 ravish] rape (the normal roles are ironically
inverted). Gifford's emendation is clearly correct, and the

equivalent word in the Rawlinson ms. (p. 17, 1. 3), where

Shirley's "r" has separated downward and upward strokes,
indicates the ease of misreading "v"; medial "u" and "n"
are also similar. It is interesting to find that Gifford
emends "ravish" in Loves Cruelty, II.ii, to "vanish", although
Nims rejects the interpretation (see 1. 29n., p. 104.).

89 hoote] shout with derision (OED 1). Horatio's
interpretation of the "noise" is consistent with his
earlier anticipation of spectator laughter (see 11. 36-7).
Moreover, the amorous attack implied by ]_. 88 provides an

immediate occasion for derision.

89 none] Elliptical: "is there none."
91 pinniand] pinioned, i.e., with arms bound to prevent

escape (OED 2). Cf. Chapman, tr. Iliad, xxi.31 in Chapman's
Homer

, ed. Allardyce Nicoll (London, 1 957 ), I, 4-22: "all their
hands he pinnioned behind / With their owne girdles"; and
contrast II.i.86n.

92 convoy] armed escort (OED 7).

96 Better be hang'd] Elliptical: "It would be better
to be hanged."

97 disarme] Q's reading makes "another of the
conspiracy" the subject of the verb, which relates neither
to Horatio's previous surrender nor to Bentivolio's position.
Gifford's emendation is clearly correct. Punctuation may have
been absent in copy and thus have lead to the error. Shirley's
final "d" and "e" are often extremely similar; see Rawlins onms. ,

pp. 18-19 in particular ("Cloud" and "holydaye", for example).
102 Mistresse,] Q's absence of punctuation implies that

"lady-bird" is used as a name. I reject this interpretation
largely because the structure and sense flow more readily if
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punctuated as a series of epithets applied to Fiametta in a

mockery of their relationship.

lady-bird] Term of endearment; cf. Rob., I.iii.3:
"What, lamb; what, ladybird." Shirley uses Lady Bird as a

mock name in The Changes.

103 out upon 'em] Expressing abhorrence (OED out int.
1b).

104- hanging] gloomy (OED hanging ppl.a.); quibbles on
hanging as a means of death (i.e., fit or likely to be hung).
Cf. Meas . , (1 604-), IV.ii.33-4-: " a good favor you have, but
that you have a hanging look"; and _T_p. , I.i.30-1: "his complexion
is perfect gallows."

108-9 it:...Madam,] Q's absence of punctuation
creates much ambiguity and suggests that after Bentivolio's

question Horatio responds not to him but to the officers,
and then turns to talk to Ardelia in 1. 109. I have rejected
this interpretation to allow a direct response to Bentivolio's

question, and because the significance of "releev'd" is drawn
out by its paradoxical relation to his imprisonment (by the

officers). Horatio thus turns from Bsntivolio to the officers,

then to Ardelia, and finally includes all in his "come, to

prison".

109 releev' d] rescued from trouble (OED 1); perhaps

quibbles on sense "released" (OED 5). Horatio plays on the

paradox of imprisonment setting him free.

111 perfect in] fully conversant with (OED 2).

116 w'ee] Q's reading makes no sense and clearly shows
compositorial misreading of final "e" as "d". Cf. 1. 97
above and note.

117 good fellowship] Used parasynthetically: "friend¬
liness" (OED 5). Cf. Troil. , IV.i.54-: "in soul of sound

good-fellowship."

Act V, Scene iv

1 My... a ll] Transposition emphasises "sorrowes",
i.e., "I forgive you for all the sorrows you have caused me".
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3 weight] the weight.

7 flatter] speak too leniently and insincerely (OED 3).

sufferd] allowed (OED 1/b).
11 being...selfe] Implying both the return to health

after sickness, and return of the conscience/soul to its
true self after love's "rapture".

what needs] Impersonal construction: "what need is
there for" (OED need v.^ 2b).

12 cloude] Euphemia metaphorically sees the Duke's
disguise as a cloud hiding the sun; cf. The Grateful Servant,
IV.ii (Works II, 65): "why in / This cloud? -...permit me

walk / In some eclipse"; and Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, II.i,
where Overdo talks ecstatically of his disguise, "the cloud
that hides me" (Carroll S. Alden in his edition of the latter

play suggests an allusion to the cloud hiding Aeneas and his

followers, Aeneid I, 4-12). The association of clouds

with disguise stems not merely from their darkening effect,
but also from their constant transformation from one shape
to another (see, for example, Ham., III.ii.375-81 ).

12-13 truth... professor] Proverbial: "truth never shames
the master" (Tilley, T585).

19 Gave...vertue] Elliptical construction; clearly
implying that, in allowing the Duke to live, Pallante gave

him a new life through which he could grow spiritually, not
just physically. He can develop his virtue, as opposed to the
vice of his "first" life.

20 Leontio's ] Q's reading appears to be a misprinting
of "Leonatos"; cf. the equivalent variant of "Hippolito"
in Loves Cruelty, I.i, p. 7.

22 shape] disguise (OED 7).

kins-man] The exact relationship between the Duke
and his kinsman is never specified (cf. 1.1.71); the vague

distance implied allows Leontio to court Euphemia without

suggestion of incest.
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25 Leontio] Here and at 1. Ill "below, correction of Q" s
Leonato disturbs metre.

28 disguising his voice] Leontio1s recognition of
the Duke's voice ( 11. 71-2) after his shout of "treason",

indicates the necessity of having the Duke disguise his
voice as well as his person at this point.

32 Succeed him] I. e., "be the Duke's successor".
34- prepare her] Sc., for Leontio's courtship.

37 Dull] uninspiring (OED 5); with connotation of its
inability to persuade.

That] I.e., "oh, that"; introduces exclamatory
clause expressing desire.

39 She...minutes] Cf. The Coronation, Il.iii (Works III,
489): "Lost in a pair of minutes, lost!" The phrase "a

pair of" is synonymous for "a few" (OED pair 5).

42-4 in...happy] Cf. Webster, The White Devil, V.iii.
224-5: "I would have you look up, Sir; these Court teares /
Claime not your tribute to them. "

44 will] wish, desire (OED 1).
45 has] Ellipsis of relative: "who has. »

47 dresse... beauty] I.e., the beauty of pre-marital
innocence before time and experience added care and sorrow.

The concept of "dressing" the face with smiles and emotions is
common; see, for example, St Patrick, IV.i.7, and The Sisters,
IV.iii (Works V, 407) .

52-4 but..,Funerall ] I.e., heirs to great fortunes or

estates are seldom overcome with grief and tears at the
funeral of their father or the kinsman from whom they receive
their inheritance (with ellipsis of possessive inflection in

"Father"; see Abbott, 8397). Euphemia is ironic; her implicat¬
ion is that they neither die of extreme grief, nor even

approach such feeling. Cf. Cornelia's curse in Webster,
The White Devil, I. ii. 289-90: "Be thy life short as are the
funerall teares / In great mens [eyes], "

55 take... leave] Sc., from the world.
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56 obsequie] commemorative rites (OED 1a). Cf.
Tit. , I.i.162-3; and R£m. , V.iii.16-17: "The obsequies that
I for thee will keep / Nightly shall be to strew thy grave

and weep."

57 cold dust] I.e., the dust to which man returns in
death (literally, his corpse).

58 That... enough] Presumably Leontio refers to the
funeral itself, when she will be given time to weep over the
Duke 1s hearse .

61-3 He...bosome] Extends conceit of exchanging
souls in a kiss to one of the kiss of life. By sharing her
soul (and the breath <o.f life), Euphemia implies that she
would not only restore him but also unite them permanently
as mutual (Neoplatonic) lovers. Cf. The Wedding, IV.iv

(Works I, 4-32): "I would kiss her cold face into life again,

/ Renew her breath with mine," Breath (and air in general)
was closely associated with the soul in classical and

religious thought. Thus Pliny speaks of "Spirit, which the
Greeks and our countrymen by one name call Air: Vital this
element is, and as it giveth life to all things, so it soon

passeth through all". (The History of the World, tr. Philemon

Holland, sel. and intr. Paul Turner [New York, Toronto and London,
1964] , p. 2) ; and see Genesis 2:7,

61 where's] I reject Gifford's emendation ("which
in"), which cannot be supported by palaeography. Although
the idea of the soul being breathed in or out is more

common than that of breath being contained within the soul,
the two are closely associated (see previous note), and the
sense is clear.

67 mine] Q's reading is probably compositorial
misreading of copy. The similarity of "ru" and "m" (owing
to the three minim strokes) supports Gifford's emendation,
which I retain.

69 Treason] The Duke's echo here and his following
answer to Leontio indicate that he has moved well apart from
Leontio and Euphemia, and can thus cover his cry for help.
He probably moves forward again at 1. 79> to advise Leontio

privately.
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73 take...for] arrange (cf. V.ii.117).

75 tongue] manner of speech (OED 6)

accent] tone, pitch (OED 4).

76 shade] ghost.

78-9 Yet... ambition to] Cf. The Cardinal, V.i.4-3-5:
"but she's / So much a turtle [-dove] I shall lose by killing
her, / Perhaps do her a pleasure, and preferment."

79 you...to] that you desire.

84 buckle] grapple (as with an adversary; OED 3).
The context may also suggest "buckler" ( a shield used in

fencing), with the bawdy connotation of "sword and buckler"
(i.e., male and female sexual members; Partridge).

85 keepe the doore] "guard the door"; quibbles on bawdy
connotation of "door-keeper", a pander. Cf. Oth., IV.ii.27-9:
"Some of your function, mistress, / Leave procreants alone,
and shut the door, / Cough, or cry hem, if anybody come";
and St. Patrick, II. ii . 79-80n .

us 1d] accustomed (intransitive with passive construc¬
tion; OED v. se v. 20c). Cf. the construction of Cor. ( 1 6 0 8) , III.

iii.25-6: "He hath been us'd / Ever to conquer. "

to doo't] While Q's reading is corrupt, support
may be found for the deletion of "to" (as Gifford emends)
as well as my own; both make good sense. Gifford's emendation
follows his other alterations to create metrical regularity.
I have preferred to retain the two words, which make the metre
no more irregular than much of Shirley's verse elsewhere in
which light monosyllables are elided (the following line
exhibits similar features). The same contraction of "do it"

is used earlier, III.iii.123.

87 do...office] carry out your duties.

Wod...me] In his capacity as "doorkeeper", the Duke's
query seems to have the sense "do you wish to know my name"
(and, indirectly, "my qualifications for this post"); the
query is of course ironic, for he immediately reveals his
true identity.
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92 thorow] through. Although Q prints the disyllabic
form (see OED thorough), its unusual appearance here and in

1. 92 below(without metrical support of disyllabic delivery)
suggests that this is a variant spelling deriving from the

printing house.

mends] amends (OED mend sb. 1)
100 jugled with] cheated (OED 3 ) •

105 Valerio...too] Elliptical exclamation.

113 licence] excessive liberty (OED 3b).

114- ground] basis, source (OED 5). Of. Rom. , V.iii.180:
"the true ground of all these piteous voes. »

118 generall pardon] Syntax creates double entendre:
1) in legal terminology, a pardon releasing individual from

punishment of general offences (OED pardon 4); and 2) "the

pardon of each and all of you" (OED general 1).

119 Heaven...of] Of. St. Patrick, I. i . 21 4 : "Heaven; now

a great way off."

120-1 twere...find] Irregular sequence of tenses (see
Abbott, §370); "may" is used where the past subjunctive
"were" demands "might".

122 Though...crutches] Echoes Webster, The White Devil,
IV.ii.123-4: "and now I'le go / Weeping to heaven on crutches.
Of. Mark 9:45, where Christ says "And if thy foot offend thee,
cut it off: it is better for thee to enter halt into life,

than having two feet to be cast into hell".

127-8 though... traitor] The emphasis appears to fall on
the opposition of "actual" to "professed" murderer; i.e.,

"you would falsely acknowledge yourself to be the traitor
even though you had promised to carry out the deed".

129 Envy] envy that (relative understood; see OED 3b
for construction with clause as object).

134 That...answer] Either 1) "I must answer that
question"; or 2) "I must answer for [be held accountable for]
that act".
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135-6 promis'd...Revenge] Transposition: "promis'd
revenge to another."

138 court] Pay courteous attention to (OED 3)•

139 in...election] in a fair way of being elected, i.e.,

likely. The phrase alludes ironically to theological election,
vocation according to Divine predilection: Bentivolio's
election to heaven or otherwise seems about to be resolved.

Cf. The Triumph of Beauty (Works VI, 3) '• "I was in a faire
election to be drown'd." The expression is not recorded in
OED.

14-1 Had...him] I.e., "I had rather take the consequences

of my attendance on and friendship with him, whatever they may

be". The torments of courting a woman are ironically

suggested to be far greater than those of death.

Had] Nominative understood: "I had." There may
be confusion of constructions stemming from the two relative
clauses (i.e., "I am one that had rather..." and "court him

so well that [I] had rather...").

such] I.e., such fortune.

14-8-9 tis...women] Cf. Donne, "A Song" : "And sweare / No
where / Lives a woman true and faire."

1 49 (Both.. .honest)] 1 emend punctuation to clarify
the parenthetic nature of the phrase, which expands "good".

150 nor] Q's form ("noe") may have originated in
foul case, although Shirley's "r" occasionally resembles
final "e"; see for example Rawlinson ms., p. 69, "ffor"

( 1. 4-) and "frenchifie" ('!• 9).

152 lost] Gifford's emendation is supported by the
proverbial adage ("all is lost, both labour and cost";

Tilley, A14-0); cf. also LLL. The expression is used elsewhere
in Shirley; cf. The Gentleman of Venice, I.i, p. 5; and
Change s, Ill.i (Works II, 309). The numerous errors on this

page, both corrected and uncorrected in Q, probably indicate

hasty or careless composition and printing to complete the
text. The similarity of formation of Shirley's "b" and "1"
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can be seen in the Rawlinson is., p. 68: "base" and "lost" (l1.

6, 7).

153 not onely] Elliptical: "not only do I give you...",
as clarified in 11.155-6.

156 pure...wishes] Both 1) "as pure as you would wish
her to be" and 2) "as pure as are your desires with regard to
her "

158-9 what...you] Clause remodifies the verb "see";
i.e., "we will see xvhat we can do or give to honour you".

160 shower] Optative subjunctive: "may heaven shower."
162 savest] savedst (spelling indicates elision for

euphony).

new] While Q's reading is possible, "now" does
not accord with the context of renewing the Duke's marriage

vows, as he himself expresses in V.ii.53-4-: "seale. . .a new

and everlasting marriage." Cf. also The Example, V.iii
(Works III, 364.)". "we are new-married, gentlemen."

163 'Was] 'Twas, it was.

166 speake... conscience] speak my mind (OED conscience 2b)
Cf. H5 (1599)» IV.i.117-18: "I will speak my conscience of
the King."

167-9 If...deceave 'em] Cf. Love's Cruelty, IV.i, p.

4.6: "If men were not, what woman could be ill"; and Samuel

Rowley, When You See Me, You Know Me ( 1 604-), A4: "How ill they
define the name of woman, / Adding so foul a preposition /
To call it woe to man, 'Tis woe from man / If woe it be; and,

then, who does not know / That women still from men receive

their woe?"

168 rise] rose. This form of the past tense singular,

pronounced /ris/, was still current in the seventeenth

century (see OED A.2.Y). Cf. St. Patrick, IV.i.87:
"She went to bed pure, but she rise not a maid."

one...sex] I.e., the Devil, who in the false form of
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a snake lured Eve by flattery to eat the forbidden apple.

175 lives] life's.

after Story] subsequent story. Cf. The Lady of
Pleasure, V.i.4-83-4-: "I...promise / My after life to vertue."

have a name] have existence.

Epilogue

EPILOGUE] prints epilogue text as verse with the
final couplet set off by indentation from the previous

irregular lines. I follow Gifford's rearrangement as prose

with final verse couplet. The whole section in Q is set in
italics, with the exception of the headline and the words
underlined (set in roman type).

1 Gentlemen ...Ladies] Usual order of address during
this period. OED (gentleman 4b) cites F. Grose, The

Antiquarian Repository (1808), 11.405: "All public addresses
to a mixed assembly of both sexes, till sixty years ago,

commenced Gentlemen and Ladies: at present it is Ladies and

Gentlemen."

4 Genius ] disposition, nature (OED 3a).

5-6 so...to dote] so simple as to dote (relatival
construction; see Abbott, 8281).

6-8 The Poet...Play] Cf. the poignant description in
Fletcher, The Woman Hater, II.i.134ff»: "There is no Poet

acquainted with more shakings and quakinges, towardes the
latter end of his new play, when hee's in that case, that
he standes peeping betwixt the curtaines, so fearefully,
that a bottle of Ale cannot be opened, but he thinkes

somebody hisses." Brome and Massinger deride this idea; cf.
Brome, The English Moor (1637), epil. 21-3: "Nor studies he

[the Poet] to have it said / He sculks behind the hangings
as affraid / Of a hard censure."

7 arras] screen of tapestry hung round walls (here,
of the frons scenae, presumably the same "hangings" behind
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which Valerio concealed himself in V.i).

8 under the rose] in strict confidence (from L.
sub rosa; OED 7).

if. . .seeme] The future tense intensifies Horatio*
encouragement of the audience to express their approval.

9 put...upon] play a trick on (OED trick 1).
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Brome's Queen and Concubine: the question of precedence.

In disagreement with Martin Butler (Theatre and

Crisis [Cambridge, 1 984-], p. 4-2), I am inclined to

believe that Brome's play was written after The

Dukes Mistris. The Queen and Concubine was presum¬

ably written for the King's Revels, as indicated by

a line in V.vii:

No longer Brothers of the Bench wee'l be,
But of the Revels for his Majesty.

(The Dramatic Works [London, 1873], II, 122.)

Brome's contract with the King's Revels at Salisbury

Court was signed on July 20, 1635 (see G. E. Bentley,

The Jacobean and Caroline Stage [Oxford, 194-1-68],

III, 52-4-). The play would have had to be performed

very early in the 1635-6 season at court if Shirley

was to have time to write The Dukes Mistris for

licensing in January. There is evidence, moreover,

that Brome's The Sparagus Garden was acted in 1635 at

Salisbury Court (see Bentley, III, 87). The King's

Revels performed three plays at court in October

1635 and February 1635/6 (Bentley, I, 296); one of

the three was the anonymous (and no longer extant)

Love's Aftergame, performed on February 24-th at St.

James - on a stage which was presumably used the

following night by the Queen's Men for The Dukes

Mistris. The considerations involved in the
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question of precedence of The Queen and Concubine and

The Dukes Mistris are numerous. Was either The

Sparagus Garden or The Queen and Concubine among the

plays performed at court? If they were, had they

been previously performed at Salisbury Court - Love's

Aftergame certainly had (in November 1634)> but The

Dukes Mistris was probably given its debut at court

since it was licensed only five weeks earlier. The

Sparagus Garden was extremely popular judging by the

takings attributed to it, and may have been requested

at court because of its success. Whether the plays

were given court performance or not, the question

perhaps rests on another variable: could Brome have

written both The Sparagus Garden (which we know was

performed in 1635) and The Queen and Concubine in

time for Shirley to write a reply to the latter play?

Brome certainly did not fulfil the contract

requirement for three plays a year: between 1635 and

1638 he wrote six plays for Salisbury Court and two

for the Phoenix. However, when his contract was

renewed in August 1638, he handed over one play

after Christmas and one before Easter 1639 (see

Bentley, III, 53). I do not find the earlier dating

of The Queen and Concubine convincing, but it is

impossible without further evidence to make a def¬

inite assignation.
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Mus i c

The musical setting by William Lawes of Shirley's

poem, "One that loved none but deformed Women", exists

in two manuscripts belonging to the New York Public

Library (Drexel MSS. 4-04.1 and 4257 ). It is almost

certainly the original music for the song in Act IV.

i, composed for the court performance of The Dukes

Mistris in February 1636. The song is set in two parts

for treble and continuo, with treble and bass chorus.

The fourth stanza of the poem is set as a lively and

resounding chorus and the music reflects the humour

of the burlesque poem with its leaps of interval and

light rhythm.

William Lawes (1602-45), the younger brother of

Henry Lawes, had been made one of the King's Musicians
2

in Ordinary "for the lutes and voices" in April, 1635.

His recognition as one of the leading composers of

his day had no doubt been boosted by his setting

(with Simon Ives) of Shirley's masque, The Triumph

of Peace, in 1633. In 1634 he had set music for

Davenant's Lpve and Honour, performed by the King's

Men for the court, and from 1636 his activities in

the dramatic field increased considerably. However,

apart from the song in The Dukes Mistris, no other

settings for the Queen's Men have been uncovered.

This may be the result of the company's dissolution in

the plague closedown of 1636. Lawes certainly set

songs for the later company, Beeston's Boys, at the
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3
Phoenix. It is likely that his earlier association

with Shirley for the Inns of Court masque, an

association that continued at least until the 164.1

production of The Cardinal, was the link that led

to his setting of the song in The Dukes Mistris.

As a popular and eminent composer much respected by

the King,^ Lawes was no doubt in demand by the

dramatists of the day, and preparation for a

court performance probably warranted his employment

by the Queen's Men. The company would have felt

the need to compete with the King's Men, whose

musicians were renowned, and who used song more

5
than any other troupe. Lawes may well have set

the remaining two "blank" songs for the play, though

there is no evidence to support this theory. I have,

however, included settings by Lawes for two songs

(one of Shirley's poems set in the declamatory style,

and a dialogue-song of unknown authorship) to assist

performance of the play. Examples of dance music

for coranto, alman and pavan, with instruction for

dance steps, may be found in M. Dolmetsch, Dances of

England and Era nee from 14-50 to 1600 (London, 1919).

I am indebted to Julia Wood for her trans¬

criptions of the three songs and her considerable

help with the music of the play.
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NOTES

1
See J. P. Cutts, "Drexel Manuscript 4-04-1 •

'...Earl Ferrers' MS - a treasure house of early

seventeenth-century song and dramatic lyric,'" Musica

Pisciplina, 1 8 (1 964), 1 51 -202. For a discussion of

Drexel MS 4257, see Vincent Duckies, "The Gamble

Manuscript as a Source of Continuo Song in England,"

Journal of the American Musicological Society, 1-2

( 1 948~9)» 23-40; and C. V/. Hughes, "John Gamble's

Commonplace Book,"Music and Letters, 26 (1945), 215—

29.

2
Henry Cart de Lafontaine, The King's Musick

(London, 1909)> p. 91. For more detailed accounts

of William Lawes' life and works, see Murray

Lefkowitz, William Lawes (London, 1960), and the

account in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians.

^
Lefkowitz, pp. 199-202.

^ Thomas Fuller in his History of the Worthies

of England (London, 1662) states that Charles I,

"hearing of the death of his deare servant William

Lawes, ... had a particular Mourning for him when

dead, whom he loved when living, and commonly called

the Father of Musick" (p. 157).
5
William Bowden in The English Dramatic Lyric,

1603-42 (New Haven, 1951) states that in the period

from 1625 to 1636, 78% of the King's Men's plays as
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opposed to 4-7% of the plays by the Queen's Men use

song (p. 128). W. B. Markward, in his "Study of the

Phoenix Theatre in Drury Lane, 1617-38," Ph.D. Birmingham

University 1 9 5 3» gives the Queen's Men a higher figure

of 60.9% (p. 4-88); this may be due to the additional

ten years he deal with.
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Notes on Editorial Procedure

So V

In my editions of the three settings I have

attempted to reproduce the originals as nearly as

possible. The music has been transcribed exactly

as it occurs in the copy-texts except that any

obvious mistakes have been corrected, with an

explanatory note in each case, and bar lines have

been added where necessary in order to conform to

the modern practice of regular barring. The lyrics

have been reproduced as they appear in the copy-

texts except that contractions have been expanded and

some punctuation necessary to the sense of the

lyrics has been added in square brackets; and again,

any obvious mistakes have been corrected, with an

explanatory note. In the comparison with lyrics in

other sources, minor variants of capitalisation,

punctuation and spelling have not been noted.

In the notes on the music, the method of abbrev¬

iation is based on that in Ian Spink, ed.,

English Songs 1625—1660 (Musica Britannica XXXIII)

(London, 1971). In the notes on the lyrics, the

first number given is that of the verse, and the

second number (following the slash) that of the

line.

Julia Wood
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2. No dressing should conseile her eare

which I would haue at length appeare

at those should hang in comely wise

the wealthy pearles of both her eyes [.]
0 giue me such a face [etc.]

3. And such a nose I would desire

Should represent A towne on fyer

Cheake black and swelling like the south

no tongue nor marke within her mouth [.]
0 giue me such a face [etc.]

TEXTUAL COMMENTARY

Musical sources:

Copy-text: New York, Public Library, MS Drexel

4-04-1 (Siglum 4-04-1 ) > No. 110, "What should my

mistrisse doe with haire" (incipit), "W. Lawes",

treble and continuo, with treble and bass chorus,

3 verses.

Concordance: New York, Public Library, MS

Drexel 4-257 (Siglum 4257) , No. 24, "What should

my Mistris doe with hayre" (incipit), treble

and continuo, with treble and bass chorus, 3

verses.

Modern edition: Music in John P. Cutts, La musique

de la Troupe de Shakespeare (Paris, 1959),

pp. 65-66, adapted to a text from Fletcher's
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The Mad Lover.

Discussion of musical sources: 4-04-1 probably belonged

to a theatre musician, and "What should my

mistrisse doe with haire" occurs in a group of

songs for the theatre. The setting in 4257,

John Gamble's Commonplace Book, is very similar,

but slightly less interesting musically, and its

lyric is not as close as 4041 's to that in

Poem. The songs in 4041 were entered mostly

before 1650, and those in 4257 probably prior to

1 659.

Variants in music;

1.11.1,2 : not 2. EL 42 57

1.1.2,3 : q q 4257

2.11.1,2 : ^ not m_ m_ 4257

4.1.4 - 5.1.3 :

m
4257

5.II.1 : c c 4257

7.1.1. : qe(s) 4257

7.II.3 - 8.II.2 : 4257

9.II.1 : s(1) 4257

14 :
qj) j 7 [, J—J,

16.II.2-5 :

4257

4257
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Other sources of lyric: James Shirley, Poems &c.

(164-6) (Siglum Poem) , pp. 33~34» "One that loved

none but deformed Women", four verses.

Discussion of lyric: In the musical settings, the

fourth stanza of the lyric as it appears in Poem

is set as a chorus sung after each of the other

three stanzas. (It is however labelled as a

chorus only in 4-04-1 . ) Neither of the music

manuscripts gives in full the words of the bass

part in the chorus; in the edition, these are

supplied from the treble part.

Variants in lyric:

1/2 : frisling] frizzeled 4257

curleing] curlings 4257

can] would 4257

1/4 ' those furrowes] the furrow 4257; the furrowes

Poem

1/6 : two] too 4041

in sport] have sport Poem

more] better Poem

1/7 : into the baudy court] himself doe pennance

for 1t 4257

1/8 : but dorst] durst but Poem

but durst] durst but Poem

2/1 : should] shall 4257

2/3 : those should] them shall 4257; which should

Poem

in comely wise] with a device Poem
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3/2 : A towne on] A Towne one 4.04-1 ; the Town a

Poem

3/3 : Cheake] Cheekes 4-257 ; Cheeks Poem
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"I WOULD THE GOD OF LOUE WOULD DYE"
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2. Or if Great God thou C' anst not dye

nor part with thy Artillerye

yet let her fynde

thou seest her Cruell mynd

though thou art blynde [.]
Then strik her hart, that she may proue

Cupids a God, his Sacrifizes loue [.]

TEXTUAL COMMENTARY

Musical source:

Copy-text: London, British Library, MS Add. 31,132

(Siglum BL31), f.31v, "I would the God of loue

would dye" (incipit), "Wj Lawes", treble and cont-

inuo, two verses.

Discussion of musical source: 3L31 is William Lawes1

autograph manuscript, but this song contains

what appear to be several careless errors in the

music (see below). In the edition these are

replaced by more likely readings.

Notes on music:

8.1.1 : f

11.11.1,2 : d e

12.II.1 : B

Other sources of lyric: James Shirley, Poems & c .

(164.6) (Siglum Poem) , p. 4-, "To his Mistris",

three verses; Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS

Rawl. poet.88 (Siglum Rawl) . f.34-v, one verse.
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Discussion of lyric: There are considerable differences

between the three versions of the lyric in BL31,

Poem and Rawl, but these are not detailed here.

See M.C. Crum, "Notes on the Texts of William

Lawes's Songs in B .M.MS. Add. 31 4-32 , " The Library,

5th ser., 9 (1954), 126-127.

Notes on lyric:

1/5 : proue,] proue. BL31
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2. What if my love from thee I part,

that parting sure will break my hart,

fortune Commands it must bee soe,

But love Controwles, yow must not goe

I must leave yow

then must I dye

But I will not trye

Nor I,

Nor I.

3. But tell mee? dost you love mee, Deere,

By those bright Eyes of thine, I sweare.

Love then shall all thy freinds destroye

Deere let mee now that Love enioye

If I deny

Then must I dye

But I will not trye,

Nor I,

Nor I.

TEXTUAL COMMENTARY

Musical sources:

Copy-text: London, British Library, MS Add.11608

(Siglum BL11), No.7 (ff.7v-8r), "A Dialogue"

(heading), "Mr.Wm. Lawes", treble, bass and continuo,

three verses .

[.]
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Concordances: London, British Library, MS Add.

29396 (Siglum 3L29) , No. K (ff.53r-54r), "What if

I dye for loue of thee" (incipit), treble, bass

and continuo, three verses; Oxford, Christ Church

Library, MS 17 (Siglum CC17), No.13 (f.6r),

"What if I dye for love of Thee" (incipit),

treble, bass and continuo, 1 verse; Yale,

University Library, Filmer MS 3 (Siglum Film),

ff.34-v-36r, "A diologve be tweene two Louers"

(heading), treble and bass (continuo when vocal

bass is not singing), three verses.

Discussion of musical sources: The sources are very

similar, though there are some melodic and rhy¬

thmic differences, and the version in Film has

only two parts (see above). BL11 has been

chosen as the copy-text since it contains

probably the oldest complete version. BL11, one

of the most important song collections of the

period, is the only source to make an ascription

to William Lawes, and this version contains

embellished variants. The version in CC17

has some rests missing. Two further sources

should perhaps be mentioned. Paris, Bibliotheque

Nationale, MS Res.1186, f.57 and Edinburgh,

University Library, MS La. III. 4-88, f.25v, contain

a tune labelled "What if I liue for loue of

thee" and "What if I seeke for love of the"
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respectively. No lyrics are given. The

melody of "What if I dye for love of thee"

is however unrelated to the tune of these,

and the words of its lyric do not seem to fit

this tune.

Variants in music:

2.1.1,2

2 .111.1

4.. II. 1

A.II.3

4. Ill :

c. q BL29

£f# £ftj BL29
f BL29, Film. 0(11 7

(o) Film

BL29

6.1.1,2,3 : m. g_ Film

7.1.2 : f BL29

7.1,111 :

8.II.1 ,2

8.III.1,2

TT" C5—
f b r

—L

^—-x/ bf V c>

Film

qr qf qf BL29

m . c CC17

9 .11.1 : g Film

9.11.3,4 : c_ c_ BL29 , Film

10-11.1 : ornament in verse 3 BL11

10.III.1 ,2 : s. CC1 7

12.1.4 : (o) CC17

12.III.1 ,2 : s CC1 7

14.III.1 : m m BL29. Film

16.1.4 : (o) Film, CC17

16.111.2,3 : c.d qc CC17
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17.II.2 : (o) CC17

17.111.1,2 : cBtj cG mc CC1 7

19.1,II BL29

nor

nor

20.repeat sign : The symbol'?* occurs at 22.1.2

in BL11, and probably implies a repeat.

There is no repeat mark to which this one

refers back, but it is most likely that the

final few bars of the song (20-22) would have

been those repeated.

20.111.3,4. : mf* BL29, Film

21 .11.3 : b> Film

22.11.1,2 : c. q BL29, CC17, Film

22.1 : Plain and ornamented versions given in BL11.

Variants in lyric:

1/2 : murther] murder CC17

11/8,9 : Nor I, Nor I.] nor I Film

III/3 : freinds] feares BL29

111/8,9 ' Nor I, Nor I.] nor I. Film
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1) Running titles: distinguishing features

Length (mm.) Other Peculiarities

A1 33 st of Mistris separate, not ligature

A2 32 Point has worn lower edge; h of The has crack
in mid-back of upright

A3 31 k of Dukes has nick in mid-back of upright

A4 33 M of Mistris has crack in left leg

B1 31 k of Dukes has short lower stem in upright;
capitals D and M slightly raised

B2 34 No distinguishing features

B3 34 Pronounced curve on right arm of T in The

B4 33 Point slightly lowered; T of The has worn right
arm

2) Transfer of running titles

Forme Consecutive Pages Running Title

1 A1

4V A2
B (o) -I(o) 2V A3

3 A4

1V B1

2 B2

B(i)-K(i) 3V S3

4 B4

1 A3

4V (Epilogue)
K(o) „v

A22

3 A1
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The above table shows the compositor of

the Quarto consistently imposing each forme in the

same manner; running titles always head the

equivalent pages, with the exception of the

final outer forme. The setting of the epilogue

demanded removal of one running title (A4-) and

during the change, the order of running title to
v

page was reversed, so that A.1 and A2 headed K2

and K3r, while A3 and [A4-] headed K11" and K4-V.
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Speech Prefix Variants

Forme
Duke Valerio Ardelia Euphemia Horatio Macrina Aurelia

Du Duk Va Val Ar Ard Eu Eup Ho Hor Ma Mac Au Aur

B(o) 1 19 3

B (i) 18 6

C (o) 3 9 1 8

C(i) 8 7

D (o) 8 4 1 9 1 5 6 7

D(i) 11 4 5 2 1 1 4 2

E(o) 7 3 9 1 8 6 2

E (i) 7 6 2 10 13 2 3

F (o) 9 5 11 2 6

F (i) 3 1 7 5 1 1 2 1

G (o) 10 16 2 6 1

G (i) 4 4 18 8 3 6 5 1 1 1

H(o) 19 12

H(i) 18 9

1(0) 1 7 7

I(i) 1 3 7

K (o) 11 1 3 7

K(i) 12 4 9 5

Spelling Variation and Predominant Forms

she 55, shee 4; we 71, wee 2; me 235, mee 3; ther's 5,
there's 2; i'le 22, I•le 19, lie 12, ile 10; would 46, wo'd 19,
wod 9; sha'not 9, shall not 8, shannot 3; no 60, noe 35;
then (for than) 31, than 6; agen 17, againe 2; els 6, else 4,
el's 1.

wayes 6, waies 2; eyes 8, eies 7; braine(s) 4, brayne(s) 1;
traitor 4, traytor 3; greife 3, griefe 2; receive(d) 4,
receave(d) 1; feild 2, field 1; mischiefe(s) 3, mischeife(s) 3;
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litle 3, little 2; (dis)honour(d) 15, (dis)honor(d) 10; humor(s)
6, humour(s) 5; blood(y) 25, bloud(y) 3; far-well 3, farewell 1,
fare-well 1; kinsman 3, kins-man 3; divell(s) 13, devill(s) 2,
divel(s) 1.

-le endings (non-verbs) 192, -y_ endings (non-verbs) 53.

-es endings (non-plural) 53, -esse endings (non-plural) 48.
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Typographical Detail

[Prologue.]

THE PROLOGUE.] Title not capitalised in Q. The text of

the prologue is printed in italics.

1. So] S0_ Q (large type initials of two-line depth

begin the prologue and epilogue and each act, with

the exception of I.i; see intro . ,pp. ISa-3) .

[ I - i - ]

I. Wee] WEe (W is an ornamental woodcut initial

taking up five lines of type; the following letter

is therefore capitalised).

II. Is] Q has prior slug mark.

h9 • Silvio. ] Punctuation worn or lightly inked in Q_

(all following references to worn punctuation assume

possibility of light inking).

100. you.] Punctuation worn in Q.

136. rul'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

l6o. Duke] Q does not italicise.

[II.i.]

8. Wittness'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

lU. Do'st] Punctuation worn in some copies of Q.

80, 111. Duke] Q does not italicise.

113. Dukes] Q does not italicise.
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[II.ii.]

11. Put c he s s el _Q does not italicise.

2U. Dutches] does not italicise.

b0. Put che s s e] Q does not italicise.

^+8, 79- Valerio. 1 Punctuation worn in Q.

86. What's] Punctuation worn in Q.

110. condemn'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

13^. Euphemia.. ] Punctuation worn in Q.

l6l. Put che s ] does not italicise.

[Ill.i.]

20. me,] Punctuation worn in Q.

33. conscience] Type of second "c" worn in

69. Dukes] Q does not italicise.

79. Gold] Type "G" worn in Q_.

105. Ardelia. 'Tis] Apostrophe worn in Q.

133. justice] Type "j" worn in Q.

167. Ardelia.] Punctuation uncertain in Q.

[III.ii.]

95. Maskes , ] Punctuation worn in Q^.

111. beauties,] Punctuation worn in Q.

117. your] Type "y" worn in Q.

\2b. sworne,] Punctuation worn in Q.

[Ill. iii . ]

82. I] Type worn in Q,.

96. hee's] Punctuation worn in Q.

108. i'th] Punctuation worn in Q.

110. Duke] Q does not italicise.
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LIV . i . ]

25. for't] Punctuation uncertain in Q.

58. hee's] Punctuation worn in Q.

77. fashion'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

87. Horatio.] Punctuation worn in Q.

107. indeed] Ink mark appears before word in Q.

175. rufling] Type "f1" worn in Q.

213» 223. Duke] Q does not italicise.

24-5. wise,] Punctuation worn in _Q.

24-8. Duke] Q. does not italicise.

250. he'l] Punctuation worn in

253. Dukes] Q does not italicise.

263. hee's] Punctuation worn in Q.

267. ha'] Punctuation worn in _Q.

363. quarter'd] Punctuation worn in

L V . i . ]

67. wo't] Punctuation worn in Q.

72. If] Type "I" worn in Q.

93. For] Type "F" worn in Q.

111. Valerio.] Punctuation worn in Q.

L V.ii.]

15. my] Type "m" worn in CJ.

18. Pallante. ] Punctuation worn in _Q.

20. bestow'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

39. fetch'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

73. Bentivolio.] Punctuation worn in Q.
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121. Dukes1 Q does not italicise.

[V.iii.]

0.1. Horatio! Type "H" worn in Q.

9. Duke 1 Q does not italicise.

72. wo'd] Punctuation worn in Q.

87* I] Type "I" worn in Q.

[ V. i v. ]

Euphemi a. ] Punctuation worn in Q.
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Press Variants in Q (1638)

1) Intentional Variants

SHEET A (Preliminaries)

For title page, and imprint variants, see discussion (pp. '7^ 179-ffo)
and Figs. 4--£>; for signature variants on A2, see discussion (pp. 181-2"}.

SHEET B (outer forme)

Corrected:
Uncorrected:
Semi-corrected:

C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN1/2, L2, 02/4, Yl/2/3
N, 01
BR, LI, 03

Sig. B[1]
Signature B] omitted N, 01

Sig. [B4V]
[I.i.214] Wither] Whither BR, LI, N, 01, 03
[I.i.233.1] Exeunt.] Eexeunt. BR, LI, N, 01, 03
[I.i.235] Reveng'd,] BR, LI, N, 01, 03

SHEET B (inner forme)

Corrected:
Uncorrected:

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN1/2, Ll/2, 02/3/4, Yl/2/3
N, 01

Sig. [B1V]
[I. i. 17] -fweetnes, and butin] -fwetnes, and but in N, 01
[I.i.25] No,] N, 01
[I.i.45.1] Enter Leontio] Enter Leonato N, 01

Sig. B2
[I.i.53] Leontio.] Leonato. N, 01
[I.i.64] caufe,] ^ N, 01
[I. i. 70] -fole] foule N, 01
fl.i.72] meete,] ^ N, 01
[I.i.74] bounty.] N, 01

Sig. [B3V]
[I.i.155] wo'not] wonot N, 01
[I.i.178] traine] tranne N, 01
[I. i. 185] marble^.] a,, N, 01
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SHEET C (inner forme)

Corrected: BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl, HN1/2, Ll/2, N, 01/2/3/4,
Yl/2/3

Uncorrected: F2

Sig. C2
[I.i.300] delight?] F2

Sig. [C4]
[II.i.85] twinckles,] 'V F2

SHEET D (inner forme)

Corrected: Fl, N, 01/2, Y1
Uncorrected: E2, EU2
Semi-corrected - 1: C, 04
Semi-corrected - 2: BR, El, EU1, F2, HN1/2, Ll/2, 03, Y2/3

Sig. D2
[II.ii.73] Sir] S E2, EU2

Sig. [D3V]
[II.ii.148] I take] I raised E2, EU2
Catchword And] dropped dBR, C, El/2, EU1/2, F2, HN1/2, Ll/2,

03/4, Y2/3

Sig. [D4]
[II. ii . 185] -fmooth , ] E2, EU2
[II.ii.191] for] fot E2, EU2
[III.i.9] I'le] 1^1e C, E2, EU2, 04

SHEET E (outer forme)

? Corrected: BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN2, L2, 04, Yl/2
? Uncorrected: HN1, LI, N, 01/2/3, Y3

Sig. [E4V]
[III.ii.78] me -(o] slug or heavy inking between words HN1, LI,

' '

N, 01/2/3, Y3

SHEET E (inner forme)

Corrected: BR, C, El, EU2, Ll/2, 03/4
Uncorrected: N, 01/2
Semi-corrected - 1: E2
Semi-corrected - 2: EU1, Fl, HN1/2, 04, Yl/2/3
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Sig. [E1V]
[111.1.85]
[111.1.86]
[III.i.92]
[111.1.94]
[111.1.95]

Sig. E2
[Ill.i.115]

[III.i.125]

Sig. [E4]
[III.ii.43]
[III.ii.46]

Corrected:
Uncorrected:

Sig. [F2V]
[III.iii.69]

[III.iii.82]

Sig. [F4V]
[IV.i.38]

Corrected:
Uncorrected:

Sig. [F1V]
[Ill.ii.124]

Sig. F2
[Ill.iii.14]

Sig. [F3V]
[III.iii.116]
[Ill.iii.134]

Sig. [F4]
[IV.i.21]

Corrected:
Uncorrected:

Pavias] Paviias N, 01, 02
indeed,...here,] ^. . .^ N, 01, 02
writs] writes N, 01, 02
nay] may N, 01, 02
tane] tame N, 01, 02

comfort,] comfort^, E2, N, 01, 02; comfo^rt, EU1,
Fl, HN1, HN2, 04, Yl, Y2, Y3

apprehension] appren-fion N, 01, 02

I'le] I^le N, 01, 02
Pth] I^th N, 01, 02

SHEET F (outer forme)

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN1/2, L2, 04, Yl/2
LI, N, 01/2/3, Y3

ungentle breach...conflict,] ungentlebreatch...
conflicts LI, N, 01, 02, 03, Y3

Dioni-fio] Diovi-fio LI, N, 01, 02, 03, Y3

inur'd] inu'rd LI, N, 01, 02, 03, Y3

SHEET F (inner forme)

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN1/2, L2, N, 01/2/4, Yl/2/3
LI, 03

■fworne^how. . .triumphs. ] LI, 03

lethargy,] ^ LI, 03

oare,] LI, 03
owne.] a,, LI, 03

hou{e,] ^ LI, 03

SHEET G (outer forme)

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, F2, HN1/2, L2, N, 01/2/4, Y2/3
Fl, LI, 03, Yl
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Sig. G[1]
[IV.i.73]

Corrected:
Uncorrected:

Sig. [G1V]
[IV.i.102]
[IV.i.115]

Corrected:
Uncorrected:
Semi-corrected:

Sig. H[1]
[IV.i.312]
[IV. i.313]
[IV.i.314]
[IV.i.317]
[IV.i.318]

Sig. [H3]
[IV.i.424]
[IV.i.429]
[IV.i.430]
[IV.i.431]
[IV.i, end]

Sig. [H4V]
[V.i.78]
[V.i.83]
[V.i.85]

Corrected:
Uncorrected:
Semi-corrected:

Sig. I[1]
[V.i.102]
[V.i.103]

Sig. [I2V]
[V.ii.70]

themselves] themselve^ Fl, LI, 03, Y1

SHEET G (inner forme)

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, HN2, L2, N, 01/2/4, Y2/3
Fl/2, HN1, LI, 03, Yl/3

Ho.] Ho„ Fl, F2, HN1, LI, 03, Yl, Y3
Hiens] Hieus Fl, F2, HN1, LI, 03, Yl, Y3

SHEET H (outer forme)

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, Ll/2, N, 01/2/3/4, Yl/2
HN1

HN2, Y3

could,] HN1, HN2, Y3
fortune,] ^ HN1, HN2, Y3
both,] HN1, HN2, Y3
-fha'not] -fhan'ot HN1, HN2, Y3
way,] HN1, HN2, Y3

love,] HN1, HN2, Y3
throate,] HN1, HN2, Y3
howe're,] HN1, HN2, Y3
all his] allhis HN1
quarti] qaurti HN1

removing] remooving HN1, HN2, Y5
wo'not] won^ot HN1, HN2, Y5
lea-ft, I am] lea-ft I, am HN1, HN2, Y3

SHEET I (outer forme)

BR, C, E2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN1, Ll/2, N, 01/2/3, Yl/2/3
04

El, HN2

whifper't] whi-fper^t El, HN2, 04
obfcur'd] obfur'd El, HN2, 04

that?] hat? raised 04
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SHEET I (inner forme)

Corrected:
Uncorrected:
Semi-corrected:

Sig. [I1V]
[V.ii.3]
[V.ii.9]

Sig. 12
[V.ii.15]

Corrected:

Uncorrected:

Sig. [K1V]
[V.iv.0.1]
[V.iv.l]
[V.iv.21]

Sig. K2
[V.iv.32]
[V.iv.53]

Sig. [K3V]
Running title
[V.iv.145]

Sig. [K4]
[V.iv.150]
[V.iv.159]
[V.iv.161]
[V.iv.163]

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN1/2, L2, N, 01/2, Yl/2/3
LI, 03
04

Duke!] t? LI, 03
pallace] palace LI, 03

•fatiffied, ] LI, 03, 04

SHEET K (inner forme)

BR, C, El/2, EU1/2, Fl/2, HN2, Ll/2, N, 01/2/3/4,
Yl/2/3
HN1

di-{gui{' d, ] HN1
all,] ^ HN1
counHfell,] v HN1

Duke-dome.] HN1
greife,] HN1

The Dukes] The Dukes (more space between words) HN1
beleeve it,] t HN1

ilfavored,] HN1
Y'ave] Y'are HN1
Pallante,] HN1
'Was] ^ HN1

2) Unintentional Variants

SHEET C (outer forme)

Sig. C3
[II. i. 1 ] ambitious] ambitiou^ BR, EU1; s smudged El, F2, L2,

04, Y2
[II.i.5] her, -fheele] slug appears between words BR, El,

EU1, F2, L2, 04, Y2
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Sig. C2
Catchword

Sig. [D4 ]
Catchword

Sig. E2
[III.i.115]

Sig. [E3 ]
Catchword

Sig. H[l]
Catchword

Running title

Sig. 12
Catchword

Sig. K2
Catchword

SHEET C (inner forme)

Strozzi] final dropped EU1, LI

SHEET D (outer forme)

Thy] smudged Fl, 01, 02, Yl; missing N

SHEET E (inner forme)

comfort,] comfo^rt, EU1, Fl, HN1, HN2, 04, Yl, Y2,
Y3

Sig. K[l]
Catchword

Fia.] a dropped LI, 03

SHEET H (outer forme)

Be] omitted Fl, 03, Yl
Mi-ftris] final s_ slightly dislodged Yl

SHEET I (inner forme)

And] d dropped BR, El, E2, EU1, EU2, L2, N, 01, 02

SHEET K (outer forme)

His] s slightly low BR, C, El, E2, Fl, F2, HN2, L2,
N, 01, 02, 03, 04, Yl, Y2, Y3

s slightly high EU2, LI [copy EU1 damaged]

SHEET K (inner forme)

You] omitted LI
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Proof-Correction
by

Forme

Forme

Copies:
William
Cooke

Copies:
joint

Copies:
Andrew
Crooke

No.
of

Copies

in

each
state

BR

E2

EU2
LI

N

02

Y1

EU1
F1

HN2
03

04

Y2

C

El

F2

HN1
L2

01

Y3

1

2

3

4

Final

B(o)
c

cc

cc

c

-

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

c

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

-

cc

2

3

15

B(i)
c

c

c

c

-

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

-

c

2

18

C(o)
u

u

u

u

u

u

u

13

7

C(i)
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

cu

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

-

c

c

c

c

1

18

1

D

(o)

u

u

u

u

u

15

5

D

(i)

cc

-

-

cc

ccc
ccc
ccc
cc

ccc
cc

cc

c

cc

c

cc

cc

cc

cc

ccc
cc

2

2

11

5

E(o)

?

?

?

?

?

?

?7

?

13

E(i)
cue
c

ccc
cucu

-

-

cu

cu

cu

cu

cucu
cu

cu

cue
cue
cue
cu

cue
-

cu

3

1

8

6

2

F

(o)

c

c

c

-

-

-

c

c

c

c

-

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

-

-

6

14

F

(i)

c

c

c

-

c

c

c

c

c

c

-

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

2

18

G

(o)

c

c

c

-

c

c

-

c

-

c

-

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

4

16

G

(i)

c

c

c

-

c

c

-

c

-

c

-

c

c

c

c

-

-

c

c

-

7

13

H(o)
cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

ceur
cc

ecu
c

ecu
cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

-

cc

cc

c

1

2

14

2

1

I

Co)

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

c

cc

-

cc

cc

c

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

1

2

17

I(i)
cc

cc

cc

-

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

-

c

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

cc

2

1

17

K(o)

u

19

1

K(i)
cu

cu

cur
cuu
cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

cu

-

cu

cu

cu

1

17

2

c'

iv\

A»ccJ"es
ova.

"sVcxVsi
c,̂-

|>r<jo^
-

,

v\d
i

um

ia("c^^i'cvvcl\
\jo~f

kxV'.oia
.
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3) Discussion

Substantive changes are discussed in the

Introduction (pp. /1f>-7) and in textual notes.

Other intentional variants are of a minor kind.

Literal errors include correction of turned

letters (e.g., Hieus to Hien f a]&) foul case or

obvious mistakes in individual letters (e.g.,

Diovisio to Dionisio, f of, to for) , dropped letters

(e.g., catchwords And and Fia), removal of a

slug or overinking, and restoration of a damaged

final letter (e.g., themselves).

Many of the spelling changes were probably

literal corrections also (e.g., obsur1d to obscur'd,

tranne to traine, apprension to apprehension) .

Four of the spelling changes are more explicit;

one is an expanded contraction (s to S_ir) , and

three change .word spellings on pages where other

corrections are made (breatch becomes breach to

correct word spacing; palace^ becomes pallace in a

passage where punctuation is altered, and an

unusual variant of writes, writs, appears).

The largest group of variants fall under

punctuation changes. Most add punctuation ^^rhere

none existed previously (e.g., No I becomes No,

I, wonot becomes wo 1 not). One deletion to correct

sense is made (marble, heads becomes marble heads).

and a comma is moved to correct sense on H4.V (V.i.85).
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Apostrophes are moved to correct position (e.g.,

inu'rd becomes inur'd). Two variants make changes of

punctuation: a comma after the final line of Act III

is corrected to a full stop, and a question mark is

altered to an exclamation point.

Remaining variants consist of spacing changes

(mostly linked with other alterations), additions

of omitted catchwords and signatures, and unintentional

and uncorrected damage during the press run. Only

ten instances of the latter are in evidence. Six

of these involve catchwords with dropped letters or

(in two cases) damage and obliteration. The four

remaining instances show slight movement of letters,

a letter lost at the right margin, and a slug or

faulty inking appearing between words.

U) Variant Formes

Above (p. 539) is a chart of corrections and un¬

intentional variations by forme and copy; _c indicates

copies containing one state of press-correction, c_c

indicates a second state of correction; and u

signifies an unintentional variant, such as a dropped

or damaged letter that seems to have occurred at the

end of a run. Each forme is discussed below, with

conjectural reconstruction of proof-correction.

B outer

Variants in B(o) fall into two groups (N, 01;
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BR, L1, 03). The first correction made was insertion

r
of the omitted signature on 31 . After further

sheets were printed, the press was again stopped

to make three spelling and punctuation changes on

B4V.

B inner

Each of the four pages of B(i) show stop-press

proof-corrections, the original state occurring in

collated copies N and 01. Aside from numerical

probability, it is clear that these two copies contain
T

the uncorrected state from the changes on B4- of

tranne to traine, marble, heads to marble heads.

This ascertains that Leontio is the corrected

v
spelling of uncorrected Leonato on B1 . All

corrections in the forme were made at one time.

C outer

On 03 , in seven copies collated (BR, E1, EU1,

F2, L2, 04- and Y2), the final letter of ambitious

(Il.i.1 ) is smudged or obliterated, possibly by a

bite of the frisket, and a slug or ink mark appears

between her, sheele (II.i.5). In the absence of

any clearly intentional variants in the forme, I

conjecture that the two variants show unintentional

damage during the course of printing.

C inner

This forme has two intentional variants, on

I* I*
02 and 04- (copy F2). In a further copy collated
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(EU1) the catchword has a final dropped letter;

the disj unction of variant copies supports the con¬

jecture of unintentional damage at the end of

the run.

D outer

The D(o) forme also appears to have suffered
v

unintentional damage at the end of the run on DA .

The one variant is an obscured and finally oblit¬

erated catchword. Copies F1 , 01, 02 and Y1 show

smudge marks where the catchword T_hy; usually appears,

and copy N has no sign of a catchword at all.

D inner

Three stages of proof-correction have taken
r* r

place in D(i). Pages D2 and DA show three clearly

intentional changes, including expansion of
I*

contracted _S_ and correction of literal error fot

to for. The two collated copies showing uncorrected

state (E2 and EU2) also show a displaced initial

letter _! on D3V. At the second stage of correction,
T

an apostrophe was added to lie on page DA , with

consequent spacing adjustment. The uncorrected state

is found in copies C, E2, EH2 and OA.

Page D31" contains another type movement in five

completely separate copies collated (F1, N, 01, 02

and Y1), in which none of the other uncorrected

variants of the forme appear. Since these copies

also show unintentional damage in D(o) at the
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end of the run, one can assume that the paper was

turned between printing of each sheet side (after Di

was printed if this forme preceded Do to press as

conjectured earlier), and the same sheets were

printed, last for both formes. It is quite

improbable that EU2 and E2 variants were created at

the end of a run, changing correct to incorrect

versions. One must therefore assume that the dropped

letter d in the catchword of D3V was the original

state of the variant, rather than a sign of damage

during printing, and that near the end of the run

the pressman noticed the irregularity and corrected

it in press for the final sheets.

E outer

E(o) shows one instance of faulty inking or a

v
slug between me so on E4- in seven collated copies

(HN1, L1, N, 01, 02, 03 and Y3). There is no

evidence to show whether this was the result of

unintentional damage during the run or a correction

in press.

E inner

This forme contains the most complicated group

of variants in the play. Three pages contain
V 27

variants in three copies collated (pages E1 , E2 ,

r v
E4- and copies N, 01, 02). On E3 displacement

occurs in the catchword in two further copies

(L1 and 03); and to confuse matters further, E21*
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contains one more spacing variant which has three

variant forms (comfort, comfort , and comfo rt,).

This latter variant is problematic, for the form

comfo rt, appears in eight copies, while comfort ,

appears not only in copies N, 01 and 02 but also in

E2 .

E(o) press variants provide no assistance in

reconstructing the stages of proof-correction in

this forme; copies showing variants in E(o) are

not consistent with those of E(i). The first

stage of correction can be easily seen: after first

sheets were printed, intentional changes were made
V p .

on pages E1 and E4- (including correction of Paviias

to Pavias, wealth tame from me to wealth tane from

me) and at the same time apprension was corrected

F
to apprehension on E2 .

The appearance in copy E2 of comfort , where

these other variants are already corrected, indicates

that the spacing change did not occur at this first

stage of correction, but in a second stage (probably

in press) after further sheets had been printed.

The form comfo rt. was probably brought about by

type movement in press. However, at a later stage

the spacing appears to have been corrected intent¬

ionally, the final form occurring in eight copies

examined. Two of these copies (L1 and 03) show a

further variant, a dropped letter in the catchword.

This is presumably another unintentional variant
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created at the end of the run.

F outer

This forme has only one stage of proof-correction,

in which the errors Diovisio and inu'rd are corrected,
r^

and spacing inserted between the words ungentle breatch

by removal of the letter t in breatch. Correction

may have taken place quite well into the running of

the sheet, as six copies collated (L1 , N, 01 , 02,

03 and Y3) contain the uncorrected state.

F inner

Again, only one stage of proof-correction was

carried out, with precedence indicated clearly by

the alteration of a comma to a full stop at the end

of the last line of Act III. All other corrections

(on three pages) add punctuation. Two copies

collated (L1 and 03) are in uncorrected state.

G outer

The one variant of this forme, the omission of

final s of themselves on G1 (copies F1 , L1 , 03, Y1 )

seems to have been the original form, later

corrected. The equivalent copies in G(i) show intent¬

ional correction, and I assume that paper was turned

in regular fashion, allowing first sheets through

the press on one side to recur as first sheets through

the press on the opposite side.

G inner

The intentional correction of a turned letter

(Hieus in seven collated copies: F1 , F2, HN1 , L1 ,

03, Y1 , Y3) occurs on G1V, and punctuation is added
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to a speech prefix on the same page. No other

variants are found in the forme.

H outer and H inner

Collation finds no variants in H(i). H(o)

shows two stages of intentional correction and two

unintentional press variants. The first stage of

correction (probably in press) altered two words on

r v
H3 and corrected punctuation position on H4

(uncorrected in copy HN1 only), and the second

stage made ten further changes (largely adding
i* r v

punctuation) on pages H1 f H3 and H4- (uncorrected
in copies HN1, HN2 and 13) • Unintentional damage

to the skeleton appears to have taken place late

in the run. The catchword is lost in copies F1 ,

03 and Y1 , and copy Y1 shows further type movement

in the running title, where the final s is slightly

dislodged.

I outer

Two stages of proof-correction are apparent in

this forme. The corrections on 11 (especially

obsur1d to obscur1d) of errors in copies E1 , HN2
v

and 04- prove that the displacement of t_ha_t on 12

in copy 04- was an original error, corrected in

the first stage of proof-correction (probably in

press); after this stage, page Ilr was corrected

in the second stage of correction.

I inner

Two stages of correction again appear. Numerical
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considerations linked with variant types indicate

that the readings on I1V (Duke? and palace in copies

L1 and 03) were altered to Duke I and pallace in the

initial stage of correction. In a second stage

(uncorrected version found in copies L1, 03 and 04)>

a comma was added after satisfied. A dropped letter

in the catchword occurs in all other copies on this

page, and I conclude that the displacement occurred

when the punctuation was being set.

K outer

The one variant of K(o) consists of an omitted

catchword in one copy (L1). The concurrence of an

isolated variant in X(i) in the same copy, probably

at the end of a run, makes it likely that this also

was unintentional damage.

K inner

In one stage of proof-correction, eleven changes

were made to the pages of K(i), largely adding punct-
r

uation. On K4- , the meaningless Y 1 are was altered to

Y'ave, supporting the direction of correction.

Uncorrected states exist in copy HN1. On page K2r
the final letter of the catchword shows movement in

press. The letter seems to have slipped below word

level when corrections were made, and then to have

slipped above word level in the final stages of

presswork (EU2 and L1 show this state).
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The Subplot and the Theme of Ugliness in Visual Art

Shirley's treatment of the deformed mistress

may have been associated with depictions of ugliness

in visual art. In the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, humorous art and genre painting (the

townsman's view of country folk) had flourished in

Northern Europe. Many of the figures of Bosch and

Bruegel are comic or grotesque. In Bosch's Christ

Carrying the Cross, for example, the tormentors of

Christ are given deformed features (a convention

among German artists) which reflect their inner

lusts and passions. In a different vein (of realism

rather than idealism), Leonardo da Vinci's drawings

include a number of heads with enormous lips,

deformed jaws and protruding chins. Several of these

were included in a volume in the possession of the

Earl of Arundel in the early seventeenth century

(and at some stage passed to the Crown); among the

drawings copied from this volume by Hollar is a

grotesque betrothal (a young man marrying an ugly

old woman for money). A fine example of a portrait

influenced by Leonardo is the Grotesque Old L'oman

(National Gallery, London, No. 5769), probably a copy

of an original by Quinten Massys c. 1510-20 (see

frontispiece).
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Hollar also copied Rembrandt's Woman Seated on

a Mound for circulation; Rembrandt was reacting

against classical ideals in this and other paintings

of the 1620s and 1 630s, depicting the average body-

realistically and without exclusion of gross

detail. Moreover, caricature had also appeared in

late sixteenth century Italy, in the circle of the

Carracci. As witty exercises, members of the circle

constructed physiognomies from implements or embl¬

ematic objects and defended their game as a

counterpart of the idealisation of their serious art,

See especially Arcimboldo's Vegetable Man and The

Cook, reproduced in Edward Lucie-Smith, The Art of

Caricature (London, 1981), p. 4-7, and Werner Hofmann,

Caricature from Leonardo to Picasso, (London 1957),

p. 65. The subplot of The Dukes Mistris can be seen

in the same light - Fiametta's appearance is trans¬

formed in a pragmatic way by Horatio, and she provides

the counterpart to the idealisation of Ardelia in the

main plot. See Lucie-Smith, pp. 33-49; Harold Osborne,

e d. , The Oxford Companion to Art (Oxford, 1970),

"Humorous Art" and "Caricature"; W. S. Gibson,

Hieronymus Bosch (London, 1973), pp. 127-8; A. E.

Popham, The Drawings of Leonardo da Vinci. 3rd edn.

(1964; rpt. London, 1973), pp. 3-4> 39-44; Kenneth

Clark, Rembrandt and the Italian Renaissance (New

York, 1966), pp. 10-18.
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